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P R E F A C E 
S c o p e : -
The present study in the form of annotated bibliography 
resembles together the signif icants l ib i ra tu re dealing with 
"Recent trend in laJA". Althou^ the bibliography i s selec-
t ive in nature, an attempt has been made to cover a l l aspects 
of the topic, I hope th is bibliography would be helpful 
to those who wish to know about the subject. 
M e t h o d o l o g y : -
The study includes 200 selected a r t i c l e s on the topic , 
secondary sources such as Index India and Guide to Periadicals 
Literatxire. The t i t l e of periodicals used for compiling the 
bibliography are l i s t ed in part I I I . 
Standard Followed:-
Care has been taken to follow s t r i c t l y the rules and 
practice of Indian Standards for bibliography. References 
for each entry of the bibliography, IJie f a l l names of 
periodicals has been given instead of abbreviated form. 
Thus i t gives uniformity for the bibliographic references 
throughout the bibliography. The ent r ies of the bibliography 
contain abstracts giving essent ia l information about the 
a r t i c l e documented. 
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Sub jec t HeadingjL-
Atterapt has been made t o g ive c o - e x t e n s i v e head ing 
as mudi as p o s s i b l e and al lowed by N a t u r a l l anguage , i f more 
than one e n t r y comes under t h e same s u b j e c t head ing , t h e s e 
a r e a r r anged a l p h a b i t i c a l l y by a u t h o r ( s ) names, 
ARRENGEMENT 
The b i b l i o g r a p h i c p a r t has been a r r anged a l p h a b e t i c a l l y 
a c c o r d i n g t o s u b j e c t h e a d i n g s . The i t ems of b i b l i o g r a p h i c a./ 
r e f e r e n c e fo r each e n t r y of p e r i o d i c a l a r e a r ranged as 
f o l l o w s : 
Name (s) of a u t h o r ( s ) 
F u l l s t op (.) 
T i t l e of t h e a r t i c l e i n c l u d i n g s u b t i t l e s , i f any 
F u l l s t o p (.) 
Title of periodical 
Pull stop (.) 
Volume number 
Comma (,) 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
(g; 
(h 
(i 
(J 
(k 
(1 
(m 
Issue number 
Semi colon (7) 
Year of publication 
comma (,) 
Month of Publication 
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(n) Serai co lon (;) 
(o) I n c l u s i v e pages of a r t i c l e s . 
SAMPLE ENTRY 
AHMED ( s h a k i l ) . Recent t r e n d s in DNA. J o u r n a l of 
B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 269, 4 ; 1994, Dec; 2 , 2 , ^ ^ / — 9 
ABSTRACTS 
The e n t r i e s i n t h e b i b l i o g r a p h y c o n t a i n a b s t r a c t s 
g i v i n g t h e e s s e n t i a l i n f o r m a t i o n about t h e a r t i c l e deciiraented. 
I have g iven a b s t r a c t s , a f t e r s e a r c h i n g t h e l i t e r a t u r e , 
e n t r i e s were r ecorded on "7 x 5" c a r d s . 
INDEXES 
TSie part three of the bibliography contains author 
and title indexes in alphabetical sequence. Each index 
followed by entry number. It is hoped that they will be 
found very useful in, consulting of the bibliography. 
PART-I 
INTRODUCTION 
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DNA (DEOXYRIBO NUCLEIC ACID) 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
All organisms are able to reproduce thenselves. The 
reproduction involves the replication of certain giant molecu-
les. These molecules are nUcleic acids, (macro molecules) , 
generally deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) some times ribonucleic 
acid (RNA). The presence of these complex molecules in all 
organisms from viruses to man qualifies them as an essential 
characteristic of life. Nucleic acids are macromolecules, all 
living organisms contain nucleic acid ENA and RNA. some viruses 
contain only DNA, while others have only RNA. 
DNA is the major store of genetic information. Ihis 
information is copied or transcribed into RNA molecules, the 
nucleotide sequences of which contains the 'code' for specific 
amino acid sequences. Proteins are then synthesised in a process 
involving the translation of the RNA. The series of event can 
be sixmmrised into the form: 
DNA transcriptions. RNA trans 1 atiom Protein 
ENA is localized mainly in the nucleus, within the 
chromosomes. A small amoiint of DNA is present in the cyteplasm 
and chloroplast, RNA is found both in the nucleus and where 
is synthesized, and in the cyteplasm, where the synthesis of 
proteins takes place. 
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EN A is the molecule of heredity. 
DNA is the genetic material of the cells carrying infor-
mation in a coded form from cell to cell and from parent to 
offspring. When a gene is active, or expressed, its information 
is copied first into another nucleic acid RNA, which in turn 
directs the synthesis of the ultimate gene products, the specific 
proteins. These concepts were summarized by Francis Crick in 
the following diagrams 
Replication Wih transcription^ RNA translation. Protein 
" - - ^ <:::; 
The diagram shows t h a t the re are th ree main s teps in the 
flow of g o i e t i c information from the genome rWA (i) r e p l i c a t i o n 
of the r»IA molecule and thus of i t s genet ic information, by a 
template mechanism ( i i ) t r a n s c r i p t i o n of t h i s information in to 
RNA molecules ( i i i ) t r a n s l a t i o n of t h i s information i n to the 
var ious p ro t e i n components of c e l l for example, the enzymes. 
The word t r a n s c r i p t i o n i s a lso used as a synonym for RNA synthesj 
and t r a n s l a t i o n as a synonym for p ro te in syn thes i s . As the 
diagram shows t r a n s c r i p t i o n can be reversed, RNA sometimes i s 
copied i n t o ENA* which can then become i n t e g r a t e d in the geuome, 
This r eve r se t r a n s c r i p t i o n occurs during the l i f e cyc le of some 
RNA v i ruses ca l l ed ( r e t rov i ruses ) . Because most animal c e l l s 
contain l a t e n t r e t roveruses in t h e i r genome. 
Genes a re made of DNA 
By 1910, long a f t e r Mendal discovered tha t genes were 
i n h e r i t e d as d i s c r e t e f a c t o r s , the work of T.H. Morgan,E.B.Wilsor 
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and others suggested t h a t t he mechanism of he red i ty could be 
explained in terms of chranosomal behavior and therefore t h a t 
genes were located in the chromosomes. In 1924 Feulgen deve-
loped h i s wel l known his to-chemical r eac t ion and showed tha t 
chromosomes contain ENA. For a long t ime, i t was thought t h a t 
the chromosomal p r o t e i n s would tu rn out t o be the genet ic 
ma te r i a l , mainly because the composition of ENA (four nucleo-
t ides ) . The cytophotometric s tud ies on Feulgen - s ta ined c e l l s 
by P o l l i s t e r , Mirsky and o the r s in 1948 showed t h a t eukaryotic 
nuc le i have a constant antjount of DNA and drew a t t en t i on t o the 
ro l e of DNA in h e r e d i t y , DNA i s the genet ic mater ia l had already 
been made in experiments with mioro-organims. 
The codens - the he red i t a ry u n i t s t h a t conta ins the 
information coding for one amino-acid - c o n s i s t s of t h r e e 
nuc leo t ides (a t r i p l e t ) . The information f i r s t t r anscr ibed in to 
the massenger RNA, which has a sequence of bases complementry 
t o the ENA from which i t i s copied. ENA and m RNA have only 
four d i f f e ren t bases . (A, G, C, T in aJA and A, G, C, U in 
RNA) where as p ro te ins con ta ins 20 d i f f e r en t amino ac ids . 
Deciphering how c e l l s t r a n s l a t e a four l e t t e r code in to 
one of 20 components was a major s c i e n t i f i c achievement. 
Each chromatid Has a Single ENA Molecule: 
Each chromatid r ep resen t s a s i n g l e l i n e a r l»TA molecule 
with i t s associa ted p r o t e i n s . This concept which i s e s s e n t i a l 
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in understanding chromosome, behaviour, was formerly known as 
the uniquetheory. It took much experimental evidence to con-
vince the scientific community that chromosomes could infact 
be so simple. The replication of chromatids is consistent with 
the semi-conservative replication of a single ENA molecule. 
3 
When cells are labelled with H - thymidine or with bromodeoxy-
uridine and then grown for two cycles in an unlabelled medium, 
only one of the grand daughter chromatids is labeled, as 
expected for a single ENA molecule. Further more, exchanges 
between sister chromits can be induced experimentally, and in 
this case every change in a chromatid is accompanied by a reci-
procal change in the other, a fact that can be explained only 
if one assumes that there is only one I^A molecule per chromatid. 
Additional evidence comes with the findings the G- chromosomes 
(which have not yet replicated their EBSIA) have only one chroma-
tid and the G chromosomes have two. Perhaps the most direct 
demonstration of the unineme organization of the chromatid 
was the isolation of Drosophila ^h molecule that are long 
enough to contain all the DNA from a single chromatid. The 
length of these giant molecules was estimated from visoelastic, 
measurements. 
Milochondrial ENA: 
In 1963 Margit and Sylvan Nass observed filaments within 
mitochondria that they interpteted as DNA molecules. Ihis 
finding was fully confirmed in cell sections, as well as in ENA 
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extracted and studied by the surface spreading technique. The 
mitochondrial DNA (mt DNA) is localized in the matrix and is 
probably attached to the inner membrane at the point where 
ENA duplication starts. This duplication is under unclear 
control and then ezymes used (i.e. polymerases) are Imported 
from cistol. A single mitochondrinn may contain one or more 
DNA molecules, depending on its size. The larger mitochonflria, 
the more ENA molecule present. Thus a normal eukearyotic cell 
has at least as many copies of mt DNA as it has mitochondria. 
17 It has been calculated that in a ddult man there may be 10 
mt DNA molecules are identical and that genes are represented 
in single copies. 
In most animals and plants the mt DNA is circular, 
although it may be highly twisted. In most animal cells mt DNA 
is only 5.5^<^m long while in yeast it may be longer. Because 
of its higher guaninecytrocine content mt DNA has a higher 
buoyant density and denatures at a higher tempreture than 
unclear ENA. 
^ --
mt DNA from hviman c e l l s i s a c i r c u l a r ENA molecule of 
about 15,000 base p a i r s . A s i g n i f i c a n t proport ion of t h i s DNA 
i s to coding for t h e p ro te in synthes iz ing machinery. mt DNA 
codes for the mitochondrial ribosomal RNAs (12 S and 16 S) for 
about 19 t RNAs, and for t h e m RNAs of about 12 p r o t e i n s . The 
m RNAs t ransc r ibed from the mitochondrial DNA code mostly for 
highly hydrophobic p r o t e i n s . 
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2. STRUCTURE OF DNA 
The building blocks of ENA are called nucleotides, which 
are themselves complex molecules, A nucleotide consists of 
three molecules, linked together : 5 carbon sugar (pentose sugar) 
nitroaonous bases (purines and pvrimidines) and phosphoric acid. 
Pentose deoxyribose 
purines 
Bases y^^ . pyriraidines 
Phosphoric acid - H- PO^ 
A nucleic acid molecule is a linear polymer in which the 
nucleotides are linked together by means of phosphodiester bonds, 
These bonds link the 3 carbon in the pentose of one nucleotide 
to the 5* carbon in the pentose of the adjacent nucleotide. 
Thus the backbone of a nucleic acid consists of alternating 
phosphates and pentoses. The nitrogenous bases are attached 
to the sugars of this backbone, 
Pentoses are of two types ; rlbose in RNA, and deoxyribose 
in DNA, The only difference between these two sugars is that 
there is one less oxygen in deoKyribose. A cytochemical reac-
tion specific for deoxyribose moity, called the ^^ eulgen reaction 
can be used to visualize DNA under the micro scope. 
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Bass pairs 
(Side view) 
3.4 nn 
7 nm 
DNA 
Hie DNA double h e l i x . The i^osphate ribose backbones are 
indicated as rlbbone. The base pairs are f l a t structure 
stacked one on top of another perpendicular to the long aric 
of DNA, and they are therefore represented as horizontal 
l i n e s in th i s s ide view. The two strands are ant ipare l le l 
and that the molecule has a minor and a major groove. The 
double h e l i x gives one complete turn every ten base pairs . 
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The bases found in the nucle ic acid are also of two 
types : Pyrimidines and pur ines . Pyrimidines have a s ing le 
he te rocyc l i c ring# whereas purines have too fused r inges . In 
DNA the pyrimidines a re thymine (T) and cytocine (C); purines 
are adenine (A) and guanine (G) . RNA conta ins u r a c i l (U) 
i n s t e a d of thymine, 
I t i s useful to remember t h a t t he re are two main diff-
erences betw(&en DNA and RNA: ENA has a deoxyribose and RNA 
has r ibose ; DNA conta ins thymine and RNA u r a c i l . Tfie d iff-
erence in pyrimidine bases has made i t pos s ib l e for c e l l bio-
l o g i s t s t o use r ad ioac t i ve thymidine as a spec i f ic DtHA label 
and r a d i o a c t i v e u r i d i n e t o l a b e l . RNA in l i v i n g c e l l s . 
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2.1 DNA Base Composition A = T and C = G 
ENA i s present in l i v i n g organisms as l i n e a r molecules 
of extremely high molecular weight for example, E.Coli has a 
s ing le c i r c u l a r DNA molecules of 3,400,000 base pa i r s and has 
a t o t a l length of 1.4 mm. In higher organisms the amount of 
DNA may behundreds of t imes l a rge r (700 times in the case of 
man) for example, the WA in a s ing le human d ip lo id c e l l , i f 
fu l ly tended, would have a t o t a l length of 1.7 m. 
All genet ic information of a l i v i n g organism i s s tored 
in the l i nea r sequence of t h e s e four bases . Tlierefore, a four 
l e t t e r alphabet (A, T, C, G,) must code for primary s t r u c t u r e 
(the sequence of 20 amino acids) of a l l p r o t e i n s . One of the 
most e x i c i t i n g d iscover ies in molecular biology was the e l u c i -
dat ion of t h i s code. This discovery, having d i r ec t bearing as 
the understanding of DNA s t r u c t u r e , was the f inding tha t t he re 
were p red ic t ab le r e g u l a r i t i e s in the base conten t . Between 
1949 and 1953 Chargaff s tudied the base composition of DNA 
in great d e t a i l . He found t h a t although the base composition 
var ied from one species to another, in a l l cases the amount of 
adePlne was equal t o t h e amount of thymine (A = T) . Ttie 
number of cytoc lne and guanine was also found to be equal 
(C =s G) . Consequently, the t o t a l quant i ty of p u r i n e s equals 
and t o t a l quan t i ty of pyrimidines (A + G = C+T) . On the o ther 
hand, t he AT/CG r a t i o v a r i e s considerably between spec ies . 
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For example in man the ratio is 1,52 while in the E.Coli the 
ratio is ,93, 
2.2 DNA is a double Helix 
The atternpts had been made to work out the structure of 
the DNA molecule by X - ray differaction analysis. Despite 
various technical difficulties, mainly caused by EWAs reluc-
tance to crystallize, some reasonably clear X - ray photographs 
were obtained, notably by Maurice Wilkins and his colleagues 
at Kings College, London, Interpreting X - ray differaction 
pattern is no easy matter at the best of times and for a large 
and complex molecule like DNA, it is particularly difficult, 
especially when the patterns are rather diffuse. However, 
Watson and Crick worked on X - ray patterns and came to the 
conclusion that the O^A nnolecule consists of two parallel chains 
twisted to form a double helix. Prom the relative positions 
of certain spots in the X - ray photographs they concluded that 
the two chains are cross-linked at regular intervals correspond-
ing to the nucleotides and that there are 10 nucleotides for 
one complete turn of the helix, 
Watson and Crick thus envisaged the ENA molecule as a 
kind of twisted ladder, the two uprights consisting of chains 
of alternating sugar and phosphate groups, the rungs as pair 
of bases sticking inwards towards each othdr and linked up in 
a specific relationship s A with T and C with G. The two strands 
are antiparallel, meaning that their 3' 5' phosphodiester links 
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run in opposite directions. The bases are stacked inside the 
helix in a pligne perpendicular to the helical axis. 
The two strands are held tegether by hydrogen bonds 
established between the two suger mioties in the apposite 
strands, and only certain base pairs can fit into the structure. 
AS shown in the figure, the only two pairs that are possible 
are AT and Cd. It is important to note, that two hydrogen 
bonds are formed between A and T and three hydrogen bonds are 
formed between C and G, and that therefore a CG pair is mor^ 
stable than an AT pair. In addition to the hydrogen bonds 
hydrophobic interactions established between the stacked bases 
are important in maintaining the double helical structure. 
2.3 EWA Strands Can Be Separated and Annealed: 
Because the structure of the DNA double helix is pre-
served by weak interactions (hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic 
interactions established between the stacked bases) it is 
possible to seperate the two strauds by treatments involving 
heating for example, or alkaline H. This seperation is called 
melting or denaturation of DNA, Since the temperature required 
to break the GC pairs vhaving three hydrogen bonds) is higher 
than that needed to break the AT pairs (having two hydrogen 
bonds) the temperature at which the DNA strands seperate (the 
elting point) depends on the AT/GC ratio, m 
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If the EN A is cooled slowly after denaturatiori/ the 
complementary strands will base pair in register, and the native 
(double helical) conformation will be restored. This process 
is called renaturation or annealing, and is a consequence of 
the base - pairing properties of. nucleotides, 
E»JA renaturation can be used to estimate the size 
(number of nucleotides) of the genome of a given organism, 
Denaturation done under carefully controlled conditions 
may be used for physical maping of ENA in a technique known as 
partial denaturation mapping. This technique is based on the 
fact that the regions rich in AT seperate more easily. Under 
the EM those regions are detected as single strauded loops, 
and the distance between the loops and the end of ENA molecule 
can be measure, 
3. DNA REPLICATION 
The essential property of the genetic material is that 
it should be able to replicate accurately. An attractive 
feature of the Watson - Crick model is that it provides us 
with a possible method of replication, T3ie mechanism of ENA 
replication may be considered a direct consequence of the D^A 
structure presented in the molecular proposed by Watson-Crick 
in 1953, with which one should be familiar in order to under-
stand this section. As shown in the figure the two strands of 
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New strand 
New strand 
DHA replication 
Diagram showing the mechanism of I^A replication. 
DNA replication works by unwinding the two strands of 
the double helix and using each strand as template 
for newly synthesized molecules following the base 
pairing rule that A pairs withTand G with C. The specific 
relationship between A and T and C and G, ensures thet 
the sequence of bases in the daughter IMIA is exactly the 
same as that in the parent 10}A. 
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the double he l i x can be seperated because they are joined by 
r e l a t i v e l y weak hydregen bonds. Each polynucleot ide chain 
serves as a template for the synthes i s of a new ENA molecule , 
ENA r e p l i c a t i o n follows the base p a i r i n g ru l e s by which A p a i r s 
only with T and G with C, and as a consequence of t h i s , each 
daughter molecule i s an exact r e p l i c a of the parent41 molecule. 
The mechanism of DNA r e p l i c a t i o n i s impl ic i t in the 
watson-Crick model of ENA. Each strand a c t s as a templete 
for t he production of two i d e n t i c a l daughter molecules, accord-
ing to t he base pa i r i ng r u l e s (A = T, G = C) , I»IA synthes is i s 
semiconservative (one of the pa ren t a l DNA s t rands i s conserved). 
DNA polymerases proceed only in the 5' t o 3' d i r ec t ion 
and for t h i s reason DNA synthes is i s discontinuous in the lagg-
ing shrand. Short p ieces of r e p l i c a t i n g ENA ca l l ed Okasaki 
fragments, have been i s o l a t e d . These segments are s t a r t with 
a RNA primier t h a t i s subsequently removed, the gaP i s f i l l e d 
by E»JA polymerase and ENA s t rands joined toge ther by a ENA 
l i g a s e . Ttiis complicated procedure i s necessary t o maintain 
the proof-reading p r o p e r t i e s of ENA polymerase, which ensure 
t h a t only one er ror i s made every 10*' nuc leo t ides tha t are 
r e p l i c a t e d . 
Mammalia c e l l s have about 30,000 o r i g i n s of r e p l i c a t i o n 
per haploid genome. From each or ig in two repdica t ion forks 
advance b i d i r e c t i l l y u n t i l they meet the neighbouring r ep l i ca t i on 
fork. 
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Ihe number of r e p l i c a t i o n o r i g i n s can be developmentally 
regu la ted . In the next (Tri turus , S. phase i s 1 hour long in 
c l e a v i n g embryos, 20 hours long i n a adult somatic c e l l s and 
200 hours long in t h e premiot ic S phase. These d i f f e r e n c e s 
can be explained by v a r i a t i o n s in t h e number of r e p l i c a t i o n 
u n i t s . The newly syn thes i zed DNA i s assembled i n t o chromatin 
s imultaneously with r e p l i c a t i o n and RNA s y n t h e s i s can be 
resumed immediately a f t er r e p l i c a t i o n , 
3 .1 DNA Repl i ca t ion i s Semi-conservat ive 
The Watson-Crick model a l s o suggested that r e p l i c a t i o n 
was semiconservat ive , which means that ha l f of the DNA i s 
conserved ( i , e . only one strand i s synthes i zed the other ha l f 
of the o r i g i n a l DNA i s r e t a i n e d ) , This has been v a r i f i e d by 
s e v e r a l demonstrations. In t h e i r c l a s s i c experiment Meselon 
15 
and s t a h l made use of the heavy i s o t o p e N (heavy-heavy or 
14 H-H DNA) i s more dense thaA the DNA conta in ing N E.Coli was 
15 grown in a medium conta in ing N for many generat ions and was 
14 then passed t o another medium conta in ing normal N, The DNA 
was i s o l a t e d and i t s dens i ty was determined by u l t r a c e n t i f u g a -
t i o n on a cesiam c h l o r i d e gradient . I t was found that a f t e r 
t h e f i r s t d i v i s i o n c y c l e there i s only one DNA peak correspond-
i n g to the heavy - l i g h t (HL) hybrid molecule ( i , e , one strand 
14 15 
i s l abe l ed with N the other with N) . At the second genera-
14 t i o n t o peaks of DNA strands conta in N (LL) and other s t i l l 
corresponding t o hybrid molecules . 
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Semiconservative DNA replication can also be demonstra-
ted in higher organisms, because each chromatid in metaE*iase 
chromosome represents a single I^A molecule, 
More recently techniques have been developed that allow 
visualization of semiconservative chromosome replication with-
out autoradiography. Ihese methods are based on the use of 
5 bromodeoxyuridine (Brd U) and anologue that is incorporated 
into chromosomes in place of thymidine. When cell labeled 
with Brd U are subsequently grown for two generations in a 
medium without the analogue. 
3 .2 B i d i r e c t i o n a l DNA Repl i ca t ion 
Much of what we know about DNA replication comes from 
the study of E. Coli, "Riis prokaryote has a circular chromosome 
which upon unfolding, has a length of about 1,1 mm (about 
3.3 X 10^ base pairs). The E. Coli chronosome is made of a 
single molecule of DNA and is attached at one point to the 
cell membrane. 
In E. Coli (as in Rukaryolej^ MJA replication proceeds 
bidirectionally starting from a fixed origin of replication. 
OJie entire replication of the E.Coli Chromosome take 30 minutes. 
If the culture medium is enriched, however the cells can divide 
in less time (every 20 minutes). This paradox is explained 
by the appearence of new replication fork even before the repli-
cation of the molecule is completed. From the initiation point 
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of the circular chromosome two replicating forks proceed bio-
lirectionally, at a certain stage also starting from the same 
point of origin two replication forks are initiated, thus 
producing four forks that advance bidrectionally. 
4. DHA REGULATION 
The information encoded in ENA is transcribed into RNA 
and translated into protein as we know. Let us see the ways 
in which a cell regulates the expression of its genes. Ihe 
ability to switch genes on and off is of fundamental importance 
because it enables cells to respond to a changing environment 
and is the basis for cell differentiations. Gene regulation 
is eukaryotes is achieved in many way, we examined the impor-
tance of RNA processing as well as the transcriptional regula-
tion of the 55 rRNA, the larger RNA and t RNA genes. In 
cell differentiation it is analyzed, such as gene amplification, 
transposition of silent genes into expression loci, and gene 
rearrangements during antibody production. The eukaryotes 
genome is organized into highly repeated, and single copy DNA. 
The genome is constantly submitted ,to rearrangements mediated 
by transposon and retraviruses, which can copy RNA into DNA 
and reinsert it into the geuorae. Valuable information on how 
genes are controlled at the transcriptional level has been 
obtained from studies of polytene and lampbrush chronosomes, 
in which the transcription can be seen directly in the optical 
microscope. 
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The rate of expression of bacterial genes is controlled 
mainly at the level of m RNA sysnthesis (transcription). Regu-
lation can occur at both the initiation and the termination 
of m RNA transcription. Because bacteria obtain their food 
from the medium that immediately surrounds them, their gene 
regulation mechanisms are designed to adapt quickly to changes 
in the environment. 
Eukary«tes, however have a much larger and more complex 
genome than prokargotes, farthermore, the cells of higher 
organisms are surrounded by a constant internal milieu. The 
ability of such cells to respond to h«r-mones and to impulses 
from the nervous system for example, is thus comparatively 
more Important than the ability to respond rapidly to the pre-
sence of certain nutrients. 
5. DNA SEQUENCING 
Itie genetic code can also be deciphered by comparing 
the amino-acid sequence of p ro te ins with the nucleot ide 
sequences of t he genes t h a t the code for them. However, the 
methods for sequencing nuc le ic acids had not been developed 
in the 1960s. Methods tha t allow very rapid sequencing of DNA 
have been developed r ecen t ly and have produced a revolut ion in 
molecular biology. 
The nuc leo t ide sequences obtained by the newer methods 
confirmed the genet ic code and es tab l i shed t h a t a l l of the 
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p o s s i b l e codons a r e used in v i v o . These methods a l s o p rov ided 
comple t e ly unexpected i n s i g h t s i n t o t h e way genes a r e o r g a n i z e d , 
Because of i t s g r e a t impor tance w i l l be b r i e f l y ana lyze h e r e 
how ENA i s sequenced and m i t o c h o n d r i a l sequenc ing . 
Ihe f i r s t comple te organism t o be sequenced was t h e 
s m a l l , s i n g l e - s t r a n d e d b a c t e r i o p h a g e ^ x 174 which i s 5375 
n u c l e o t i d e s l ong . Unexpectedly i t was found t h a t sometimes 
genes can o v e r l a p . In f a c t , about 6000 n u c l e a t i d e wcxild be 
needed t o code fo r t h e 10 p r o t e i n s produced by t h i s v i r u s of 
t h e o v e r l a p s did no t e x i s t . In c e r t a i n r e g i o n s t h e same s e g -
ment of DNA codes for two p r o t e i n sequences by u s e of a d i f f -
e r e n t r e a d i n g frame. Sequencing of ENA and compar is ion t o t h e 
amino-acid sequence of t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g p r o t e i n s confirmed 
t h e g e n e t i c code and showed t h a t a l l 64 p o s s i b l e codons a r e 
used i n v i v o , 
The sequenc ing of t h e 16,569 n u c l e o t i d e s of human raito-
c h o n o l r i a l ENA a l s o proved v e r y i n f o r m a t i v e . Only a few genes 
a r e coded w i t h i n m i t o c h o n d r i a . " 2 r ibosomal f^As, 22 t RNAs, 
5 hydrophobic i n n e r membrane p r o t e i n s , and 0 s t i l l unass igned 
r e a d i n g frames (URPs), Al thouc^ t h e genes a r e t i g h t l y packed 
i n human mi tochondr i a , y e a s t have f i v e t imes more m DNA but a 
s m i l a r number of m i t o c h o n d r i a l laJA, Yeast m i t o c h o n d r i a l genes 
have m u l t i p l e i n t r o n s which a r e absen t i n human m i t o c h o n d r i a l 
DNA. 
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5.1 Extraordinary New Techniques Aid In Sequencing DNA 
Only a decade ago, t he r e was no simple way to determine 
the sequences of shor t ERA chains conta in ing only a few nucleo-
t i d e s . Today the sequences of r e s t r u c t l o n enzynde generated 
DNA frogments severa l hundred nucleot ides In length can be 
rou t ine ly accomplished i n to 2-3 days, Infac t the co"»Plete 
sequences of the b a c t e r i a l v i ru ses T7 are already worked ou t . 
5 And even longer- v i r a l genome (e .g . he rpesv l ra s , about 1.5 x 10 
base pa i rs ) can be e s t ab l i shed now within a one t o two year 
I n t e r v a l . Two powerful new techniques for CNA sequencing 
one developed a t Harvard by A.M. Maxura and Gi lber t and Her 
worked out in Corabrldge, England by Sanger, under l ie these 
spec tacu la r advances. Both these procedures dependent on the 
a v a i l a b i l i t y of r e s t r i c t i o n enzyme. In obta in ing the necessary 
amounts of needed DNA fragments ENA recombination procedure 
are rou t ine ly employed. 
Many DNA sequences a r e already known t h a t code from 
p ro t e in s whose amine acid sequences had been worked out . They 
donot only completely confirm the codon assignments worked out 
using syn the t i c polynucleot ides but a lso afford us the oppor-
t u n i t y t o determine the ac tua l codons used when a given amino 
acid i s spec i f ied by more than one codon. 
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6- DNA HIBRIDIZATION 
Under the conditions of temperature and ion concentra-
tion foxind in cells* DNA is maintained as a duplex (two-
stranded) structure by the many hydrogen bonds of the A-T and 
G-C base pairs. The two strands of the duplexes can be melted 
(separated) by heating them (usually in a dilute salt solution 
e.g., 0.01 M NaCl) or by raising the H to higher than 11. If 
the temperature is then lowered and the concentration of ions 
in the solution is raised, or if the H is lowered, the single 
strands will anneal, or reassociate, to reconstitute duplexes 
(provided that their concentration in the solution is h i ^ 
enough). Only complementary strands reassociate, and the extent 
of their reassociation is virtually unaffected by the presence 
of noncompleraentary strands. This specific reassociation is 
termed molecular hybridization; it can take place between 
complementary strands of either MJA or RNA, or between an RNA 
strand and a DNA strand. 
Reassociated molecules can be detected by various 
techniques. Viewing the tybrid molecules under the electron 
microscope is the most graphier single strands of nucleic acid 
can be distinguished from duplexes. If two single nucleic acid 
strands that are complementary over only part of their length 
are allowed to hydridize, the result is a heteroduplex. 
Homologous (duplex) regions and noncomplementary (single-
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stranded) regions can be d i s t ingu i shed from one another. This 
technique allows an i n s t a n t determination of the o v e r a l l r e l a -
tedness of two samples of nuc le ic ac id . I t can be used not 
only for comparing DNA s tands , but a lso for loca t ing DNA s i t e s 
t h a t are complenentary t o RNA molecules. In the l a t t e r case, 
i t i s poss ib le t o d i s t i n g u i s h and accura te ly loca te , with a 
maximum e r ro r of 100 bases , which regions of the DNA are t r a n s -
cr ibed i n t o RNA. ISiis technique i s c a l l ed the R loop procedure 
because regions of RNA-MTA hybr id iza t ion c r e a t e loops (R loops) 
in the nuc le ic acid molecules. The R loops are formed where 
the RNA sequence has base-pai red with one DNA strand and 
displaced the other DNA s t r and ; displacement occurs because 
RNA-MJA hybrid regions are more s t ab l e than DNA-DNA hybrids* 
The fact t h a t 1 um of double-stranded nucleic 
acid conta ins about 3000 bases can be used t o es t imate the 
number of nucleot ides in s i n g l e and double-stranded regions; 
t h i s gives a f a i r l y accura te map of the complementary and non-
complementary por t ions of t he molecules. 
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7. DNA REPAIR 
Errors in I»?A sequence can be induced by environmental 
f ac to r s such as r a d i a t i o n andmutagenic chemicals; e r ro r s a re 
also occasional ly committed by ^A polymerases dtiring r ep l i ca -
t i o n . If these e r r o r s were l e f t t o t a l l y uncorrected, bot^ 
growing and nongrowing som«tic c e l l s might accuxmilate such 
grea t genet ic damage t h a t they could no longer funct ion. In 
addi t ion the DMA in germ c e l l s might be subject to fa r too 
many mutations for v i a b l e of fspr ing t o be formed. Thus, the 
co r r ec t ion of EWA sequence e r ro r s ito a l l types of c e l l s i s 
important for su rv iva l . 
Many c e l l s tha t dividen very slowly or not %t a l l ( e .g . 
l i v e r and brain c e l l s ) must use t he information in t h e i r DNA 
for weeks, months, or even yea r s . The DNA in a l l c e l l s even 
non growing ones, i s i nhe ren t ly uns t ab le , both phys ica l ly and 
chemical ly. Uncorrected base changes in DNA of " ° " growing 
would r e s u l t in the production of f au l ty p ro te ins a t an un-
acceptable r a t e . The evolut ionary response to t h i s problem 
has been the develOE«nent of ENA repa i r system, 
7.1 Common Types of I^ JA Damage 
A prominent cause of damage in exposed c e l l s i s u l t r a -
v i o l e t l i g h t , vAiich s t imula tes the formation of pyrimidine 
dimers, most frequently between adjacent thymine bases in the 
same DNA s t rand , RNA syn thes i s ceases , at pyrimidine dimers, 
and DNA synthes i s may also s top . 
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Purines are susceptible to various types of damage. One 
Is spontaneous depurlnatlon, which is due to the intrinsic 
Instability of the nucloic acid linkage between the base and 
the deoxyribose at normal cell H, Chemical exposure to many 
agents can also modify the purines. In addition, ionizing 
radiation can break the imidazole ring of the purine. 
7,2 The Repair Cycle 
DNA must be repaired after chemical or physical damage, 
The ENA at or near lesion is often a mismatch or a disciplin 
in the base pairing e.g. after depurination an unpaired pyri-
raidine is left, or after cytocine is dearainated, it no longer 
forms three hydrogen bonds with guanine. The lesion in the 
DNA must be removed by a nuclear frequently, some surrounding 
bases also are removed. The gap in the ENA must than be 
filled and ligated. The enzymes responsible for each of those 
steps have identified in bacterial cells that harbor mutations 
in one of the repair enzymes. In E, Cell pyrimidine dimer 
specific and apurinic site specific endonu cleases and 
N — glycosidases have been purified. Many of the enzymes 
that function in repair also function during recombination of 
DNA. 
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8. DNA Binding 
Many native protiens contains several discrete folded 
secretions (domains) that are stable by themselves and which 
arise from a continuous amino acid sequence, combinations of 
such domains accounts for a large variety of all known proteiins. 
The number of truly unique domains probably falls between 50 
and 100, Each domain often associated with a specific functional 
activity, called DNA binding 
Binding of specific proteins to specific sequences 
along DNA molecules also involves the formation of weak bonds, 
usually hydrogen bonds between groups on DNA basis and appropriate 
acceptor (or donor) groups on proteins. Many important regulatory 
proteins have a protrueling two a helix domain that fits into 
the major groove of DNA. Other DNA binding protiens contain 
deep cleifts that can effectively surround sections of a double 
helix. Individual DNA binding proteins also contain regions that 
allow non specific binding to the DNA backbone. This permits 
their linear diffusion along DNA, allowing them to reach their 
specific target sequences more quickly. 
DNA binding proteins play important roles in the process 
of replication, transcription and recombination. In some cases 
they serve as signals to localize enzymes, involve in catalysis, 
to proper initiation site, thats why DNA binding proteins may 
act as ahchors providing a 'tethering* site for the attachment 
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or assembly of other p ro t e ins , •^ "or example, the presence of 
antigen i s an absolute requirment for the i n i t i a t i o n of SV-40 
r ep l i ca t ion binding a t the o r ig in of r ep l i c a t i on act ing as a 
binding prote in and DNA h e l i c a s e . As the DNA strands are unvound, 
a s ingle stranded DNA binding protein of c e l l u l a r o r ig in 
loca l izes to t h i s region and i n t e r a c t s d i r e c t l y with the DNA. 
A double stranded DNA binding prote in t ha t binds near the or ig in 
of r e p l i c a t i o n . The bound prote in induces the development of 
DN ase hypersensi t ive s i t e s and pro tec t s regions flanking a 
consensus DNA binding s i t e . The pro te in has a molecular mass 
of approx, 18 KDa spec i f i c DNA binding proteins tha t change 
the conformation of the DNA. Some of these of these proteins 
are s imi lar to the high mobili ty group (HMG) prote ins , o r ig ina l ly 
defined by t h e i r s o l u b i l i t y in acid and t h e i r associa t ion with 
nuclear preparat ion of chromatin. Hie HMG proteins are also 
capable of a l t e r ing the conformation of the DNA and consequerdy 
may modulate the a c t i v i t y of DNA topoisomerase, 
Recently iden t i f i ed the c lass of DNA binding prote ins , 
designated as he l ix - loop-he l ix (HLH) proteins the prote ins 
haye in common a highly conserved region tha t allows theme to 
bind DNA and i n t e r e c t with each other , the HLH domain. 
The DNA binding proper t ies of a prote in from the lower 
eukaryote maydis have been charac te r ized . Using both f i l t e r 
binding and gel r e ten t ion assaya, we demonstrate tha t t h i s 
pro te in , termed UBPl (Ustilago binding prote in one), binds 
p r e f e r en t i a l l y to DNA molecules lacking chain i n t e r rup t i ons . 
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•Hie introduction of DNA breaks by a restriction enzymes or a 
purified nuclease, from Ustilago maydis, causes the dissociation 
of protein-DNA complexes. UBPl stimulates the relaxation of 
negatively supercoiled DNA. mediated by Ustilago type I topoiso-
merase, through a mechanism most likely involving the association 
of UBPl with the DNA rather than with the topoisomerase. The 
binding of UBPl to DNA templates, subsequently assembled into 
minichroroosomes, results in the development of a disorganized 
nucleosomal array. 
The induction Of the cellular stress response is mediated 
by heat shbcK; transcription factor 1 (HSFl), yhich exists in 
unstressed cells in a monomeric non-DNA binding form and is 
converted to the trimeric DNA binding 
Ttie regulation of the cellule stress response is the 
mechanism by which HSFl is maintained in the non-DNA binding 
form in unstressed cells. A C-terminal leucine zipper motif in 
human HSFl has been shown to be important for maintaining this 
factor in the non-DNA binding form, apparently via its interaction 
with the N-terminal leucine zipper oligomenization domain, thus 
inhibiting the trimerization of HSFl, which is prerequisite for 
DNA binding activity (11,12). These results suggest that the 
mechanism that controls HSFl DNA binding is inherent in the 
structure of the HSFl polypeptide. However, a number of obser--. 
vations have suggested that other molecules may be involved in 
regulating HSFl DNA binding activity. Overexpression of HSFl 
in mouse NIH 3T3 cells results in constitutive trimerization 
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and DNA binding activity of this factor,supporting a role 
for a titratable negative regulator tn controling HSFl activity 
(4). Several studies have suggested that hsp 70 may be involved 
in regulating HSPl DNA binding activity. 
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9, Recombinant IXiK 
The most important ea r ly consequence of r e s t r i c t i o n 
enzyme ava l l ab l l y was the Impetus I t give t o the development 
of what a re now ca l l ed recombinant DNA, procedures. Pr ior 
research on the engymology of DNA r i p had r e su l t ed In the 
discovery of the enzyme DNA l lgose which j o i n t s to -ge tber 
(11gates) DNA cha ins . Cslng t h i s l l g a s e the ' r e s t r i c t i o n * 
DNA frogment generated by r e s t r i c t i o n enzyme c u t t i n g of a 
p reex i s t i ng DNA molecule can be randomly linked t o each 
o the r , 
The p o s i b l l i t y was conceived of j o in ing together p ieces 
a r i s i n g from d i f f e r en t ga ren ta l molecules and the f i r s t such 
at tempts were performed in the labora tory of P.Berg at 
standford u n i v e r s i t y in 1972. The f i r s t e f fec t ive i n se r t i on 
of recombinant IXdA i n t o c e l l s occured when S,chosen of 
Stanford and H.Boyer a t San Francisco used in t ing b a c t e r i a l 
chromosome (plasmld) as one of the DNA por tnors t o be joined 
toge the r . Following entry i n t o a s u i t a b l e bacterun the 
t i n g recamblnant ehromosorae mul t ip l i ed , and a clone of 
recombinant DNA piece was gene ra ted as i t s hos t bac te r l an 
I t s e l f mut ip l led . 
I t i s impossible t o over s t a t e the ef fec t of recombi-
nant DNA procedure not only in t h e i r promotion of ongoing 
DNA research I t s e l f but a l so through t h e i r generat ion of new 
f i e l d s of research ( i . e . c e l l u l e r immunology a t the molecular 
level) , 
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CONCLUSION 
The importance of DNA . as the genetic material 
of cttll can hardly be overemphasised. There is no life 
without nuclear acids. The first living Molecule was 
almost certainly a nucleic acid. The special molecular 
thabs DNA molecular might carry the genetic information. 
So it made seuse to approach the nature of the geve by 
asking how geues functions within cells. Begining in 
194/, the simplest hypothesis was that genetic information 
within gaves determines the order Of the 20 different 
amino acids within the polypeptide chains of proteins. 
Today no molecular biologist knovi about all the impor-
tant facts about the gave. Happily, in new researches we 
know about the recombinat DNA procedures which has given 
us the power to clone geves. At this time it widely voiced 
concern that the recombinant DNA porcedures might generate 
daugerous and pathogenic new organisms. 
Research in the present century have mainly devoted 
to indentifying agents that induce Cancer in experimental 
animals and then to determining the mechanism by which 
such agents acts. Most such agents called carcinogeues 
act either directly or indirectly on DNA. Agents that 
cause cancer are usually chewicals or radiations that 
can induce mutations in DNA or they are viruses that 
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alter the expression of cellular genes. This finding 
led to the realization that Cancer is primarily a genetic 
disease that arises when specific mutations (or in some 
cases viral DNA) accumulate within a cell and cause it 
to lose growth control. 
Very important study of carcinogens & particularly 
the study of viruses that induces caueer. Several types 
of DNA viruses can cause tumors in animals these include 
papova viruses ( 51/-40, polyoma and papilloma viruses), 
adenoviruses, certain herps viruses, proxiviruses and 
hipatitis virases, when virus transform cells, at least 
a portion of their genoma becomes stably associated with 
the cell. This usually involves integration of viral 
geues into cellular DNA. Most cancer probably arise when 
several mutations accumulate within the DNA of a single 
cell, causing it to lose growth control. Many lines of 
evidence support a genetic basis for cancer. The cancer 
phenotype cell is stably inherited, the majority of agents 
that include Cancer in amimals or trnasform cells in 
vitro are mutagens, that act on DNA, & specific chromo-
somal abnocmalities predipose to Cancer or present in 
tumors. The studies suggest that at least two and possibly 
six or seven genetic events are required to produce Cancer 
cell. 
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Now DNA sequence i-nformatlon is storage in computer, 
DNA sequencing netbod developed by Maxam and Gilbert. This 
method uses chemical reagents to distrog specific nucle-
otide bases and thus break the DNA molecule at specific 
sites. Therefore DNA Sequencing and DNA sequence are two 
seperate things. Computers are now routinely used to 
store DNA sequences. Such information is directly fed 
into the computer as the correct bases are read of gds, 
thereby avoiding errors that inevitably would occur if 
very long sequences were manually copied. Once in the 
computer, sequences can be scanned for restriction enzyne 
recognition sites, start and stop signals for RNA syn-
thesis, the presence of inverted palindromes, preferred 
segments of potential Z-DNA (alternating purine and 
pyrimidive stceches) and hemologies to other known DNA 
sequences. They can also be read to give awino acid 
sequences of proteins. High powered software programs to 
carry out these searches are av>ailable from many sources 
and the very large, amount of DNA sequence information 
already available requires bhe use of increasingly more 
powerful computers. Time has passed when a small, printive 
desk top computer can 4o the job, and much recombinant 
DNA research requires access to sophisticated minicamputers. 
DNA sequencing itself can be speeded up through 
the use of a powerful computer. This approach only becarae 
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practical when MB variation o£ the dideoxy sequencing 
method is developed in which DNA fragments to be analysed 
are inserted fragments to be analysed are inserted at a 
precise spot in the single steand DNA chain of phage M B . 
Now efforts are being made to work out the sequence of E. 
cal ; chlomosome. 
The study of genes is an experimental rather than 
a theoritical science. Whether we want to know why globin 
genes are expressed only in the red blood cells, we expect 
every theory to be tested experimentally and ultimately 
prooved or discovered, we can afford to have such high 
expectations of, study of genues because the living 
system that we study can be manipulated experimentally 
to test each theory. It is usually harder and sometimes 
impossible. To do right experiments. For example, if we 
want to know humans are closely relatd to chiropanzies or 
gorillas, we would really like to examine the missing 
links between the species. But these transitional orga-
nism have not survived^ and we must instead compare the 
DNA sequences in the surviving species. 
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DNA, BACTERIA, CAULOBACTOR 
1. ZWEIGER (Gray), MARCZYNSKI (Gregorg) and SHAPIRO (Lucille). 
Caulobacter I»JA methyltransferase that functions only in thi 
predivisional cell. Journal of Molecular Biology, 235, 
2; 1994; 472-85. 
Caulobactor crescent¥i» was found to have a E*JA methy 
transferase (CcrM) that methy lates the adenine base of the 
Hinf I recognition sequence, GANTC. The CcrM gene was clOned, 
and DNA sequence analysis revealed that the predicted amino aci 
sequence has 49% identity. The tomporal control of this methy 
Itransferase appears to contribute to the accurate cell cycle 
control of l»TA replication and cellular morphology. 
, BINDING 
2. SCHMITZ (M Uenhard) and BAEUERLE (Patr ick A). Vector, 
PHi» Gal allowing b a c t e r i a l production of p ro te ins fused 
t o a hexah i s t i d ine - tagged Ga 14- IXiA binding dcxnain 
Biotechnlques. 17, 4; 1995, APrj7l4 - 6. 
A v e c t o r , pHis Gal, was const ructed tha t allowed 
isopropyl _ B - D - th ioga lac - t o pyranoside (IPTG) inducible 
expressing of the DNA binding domain of the yeast t r a n s c r i p -
t i on fac tor G14 in E.Coli . EKA binding domain can be inse r t ed 
in-frame i n to a mul t ip le cloning s i t e a t the C terminus of Gal4 
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3 . ESPOSITO (Franca) and MORRA (Fe rnando) . DNA b ind ing n c t i v i t ; 
of g l u c o c o r t i c o i d r e c e p t o r i s s e n s i t i v e t o redox changes 
i n i n t a c t c e l l s . 3BA gene s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1260, 
3 ; 1995, Feb ; 308-14. 
The e f f e c t of changes of redox c o n d i t i o n s on g l u c o -
c o r t i c o i d r e c e p t o r (GR) a c t i v i t y in i n t a c t c e l l s has been 
s t u d i e d u s i n g two app roaches . GR E»JA b i n d i n g i n e x t r a c t of 
C0S2 c e l l s t r a n s i e n t l y over e x p r e s s i n g GR and in which r e a c -
t i v e oxygen i n t e r m e d i a t e s (ROI) accumula te as a consequences 
of g l u t a t h e n e (GSH) d e p l i t i o n by forming GSH-DEM complexes . 
4 . MENDELMAN (Lynn V), NOTARNICOLA (Stephen M) and RICHARDSON 
(Char les C ) . Amino-terminal aminoacids modulate O f a c t o r 
DNA-binding a c t i v i t y , j o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 268, 
36; 1993; 27208 - 1 3 . 
P r o k o r y o t i c t r a n s c r i p t i o n i n i t i a t i o n f a c t o r i s 
r e q u i r e d f o r sequence - s p e c i f i c promotor r e c o g n i t i o n by 
R.N.A. po lymerase , 0 i t s e l f i n t e r a c t wi th DNA a t - 1 0 and 30 
promoter consensus s e q u e n c e s . This s tudy shows t h e r o l e of 
amino-ac id t e rminus of E .Col i i n c o n t r o l i n g DNA b i n d i n g 
a b i l i t y , and DAN b i n d i n g by t h e c a r b o x y - t e r m i n a l ENA b i n d i n g 
domains. 
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5 , NATOLI (Gioacchino) and CHIRILLO (Paolo) . I n d u c t i o n of 
t h e TXiA - Binding a c t i v i t y of C-Jun/c Fos he t e rod imer s by 
t h e h e p a t i t i s B v i r u s t r a n s a c t i v a t o r px . Molecular and 
c e l l u l a r Bio logy . 14, 2 ; 1994; Feb ; 9 8 9 - 9 8 . 
The h i p a t i t i s B v i r u s (HBV) i s c a p a b l e of a c t i v a t i n g 
t r a n s c r i p t i o n f a c t o r s i n c l u d i n g Apl . The c e l l s was a s s o c i a t e d 
w i th an i n c r e a s e in t h e DNA b i n d i n g a c t i v i t y of C-Juu/c-FOS 
h e i e r o d i m e r s . Itie a b i l i t y of Pxalso t o i n c r e a s e TRE d i r e c t 
t r a n s c r i p t i o n in c e l l l i n e s in which API - b i n d i n g a c t i v i t y 
i s not i n c r e a s e d , s u g g e s t s t h a t px can a c t i v a t e c a n o n i c a l THE 
s i t e s by d i f f e r e n t mechanisms. 
CHARACTERIZATION 
t f f 
6. ROBERT (Richard C) and HELSINKI (Donald R) . Charecteristics 
and significance of DNA binding activity of plasmid 
stabilization protein Par D from the board host range 
plasmid RK2. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 268, 36; 
1993; 27109 - 17. 
A region of the plasmid stabilization protein replicons 
in a host range manner. The charecteristics of Par D binding 
to this region and role of such binding in plasmid stabliza-
tion were examined with purified Par D protein. 
CHARACTERIZATION 
7. MURPHY (Shawn P) , GROZOWSKI (jacek J) and PHILLIPS 
(3enette) Charecterization of constitutive HSP2 DNA 
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Binding i n Mouse embryonal Carcinoma c e l l s . Molecular 
and C e l l a l a r Bio logy. 14, 8; 1994, Aug ; 5309-17. 
Two d i s t i n c t murine h e a t shock t r a n s c r i p t i o n f a c t o r s 
HSPI and HSP2 have been i d e n t i f i e d . HSFl media tes t h e t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n a l a c t i v a t i o n of h e a t shock genes i n r e s p o n s e t o 
env i ronmenta l s t r e s s , wh i l e t h e func t ion of HSP2 i s n o t unde r -
s t o o d . Both f a c t o r s can b ind t o h e a t shock elements (HSES) 
b u t a r e main ta ined i n a non ENA-binding s t a t e under normal 
growth cond i t id )ns . 
8 . TARUI (Mar ike) , ISHIDIA (Toshimasa) and KITAMURA (Kunihero) . 
DNA b i n d i n g c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of a novel an t i tomour bengo-
(a) phenaz ine derivait'iVTBNC-182: S p e c t r o s c o p i c and viscome-
t r i c s t u d i e s . Biochemical J o u r n a l , 304, 1; 1994, Nov ;271-9 . 
NC-182 i s e novel a n t i t i m o u r compound hav ing a benzo(a) 
phenaz ine r i n g . F l u o r e s c e n e a b s o r p t i o n and c . d . spec t roscopy 
as Well v i s c o m e t r i c t i t r a t i o n s were s y s t e m a t i c a l l y performed 
t o i n v e s t i g a t e t h e i n t e r a c t i o n reede of t h i s drug wi th DNA and 
i t s e f f e c t on EWA conformat ion based on compara t ive measurements 
wi th d i s t amyc in (DNA minor groove b inder ) and daunomycin 
ENA-based i n t e r c a l a t o r ) , 
, — , , CLONING 
9 . LAGNA ( G r i o r g i o ) , KOVALMAN (Robert) and ROEDER (Robert G) . 
Cloning and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of an e v o l u t i o n a r y d i v e r g e n t 
taJA b i n d i n g s u b n n l t mammalian TPJIIC, Molecular and C e l l a l a r 
Bio logy. 1 4 , 5 ; 1994, May; 3053-64. 
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Transcr ip t ion fac to r I l l C (TPlllC) i s rdqu i rM for 
t he assembly of a p r e i n i t i a t i n g complex on 5 3 RNA, t RNA and 
adenovirus. Antibodies r a i s e d against the N-terminus of 
recombinant human TFlllC s p e s i f i c a l l y i n h i b i t binding of 
na tu ra l TFlllC to ENA. 
—, —, CRIPTICAL FEATURE 
10. GROSMAN (Steven R) and BARSOUM (James). Tryptophan bridge 
i s a c r i t i c a l fea ture of the papil lomavirus E2 DNA binding 
domain. Virology 197, 1; 1993, May; 391-6. 
The papil lomavirus E2 pro te in i s a DNA binding prote in 
t h a t r egu l a t e s v i r a l t r a n s c r i p t i o n and r e p l i c a t i o n . E2 binds 
DNA as a dimer. Recent c ry s t a l l og raph ic data for E2 complexed 
t o DNA revealed tha t novel pept ide s t r u c t u r e s in E2 mediated 
dimerizat ion and DNA binding . 
—, —, EFFECTS 
11. BURCKHARDT (G), LUCK(G), ZIMMER (C) and LOWN (j W). Bindin 
to DNA Of selected lexitropsins nnd effects on prokaryotic 
topo isomerase activity. BBA aene structure and expression 
1173, 3; 1993, June; 266-22. 
The binding bdiaviour towards DNA of some minor groove 
binders related to distamycin was studied by means of circular 
dichroism. The different factors, such as the nature of ligand 
together with their DNA binding parameters and the target 
sequences of the enzymes play a role in inhibitory effect of 
minor groove binders. 
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12, OVERDIER <David G) and COSTA (Robert H) . ENA binding 
s p e c i f i c i t y of the hepatocyte nuclear fac tor 3 for s 
head domain i s influenced by amino acid res idues adjacent 
t o the recogni t ion h e l i x . Molecular and c e l l a l a r Biology. 
14, 4; 1991, Apr ; 2755-66. 
Three d i s t i n c t hepatocyts nuclear fac tor (HNF-3) 
p t o t e i n s a re known to r e g u l a t e the t r a n s c r i p t i o n of l i v e r 
spec i f i c genes. Ihe HNF3 p ro te in bind to DtiA es a monomer 
through a modified hel ix- turn?-hel ix , ENA binding with prote in 
iden t i fy 20-amino acid regions located t o DNA h e l i x . These 
20 amino ac ids f lanking region Inf luence the E»iIA binding 
p r o p e r t i e s of the recogni t ion h e l i x , 
13. SANTORO (Raffae l la ) , MARENZI ( s tefania) and SAULZ (Hans-
Peter) Binding of h i s tone Hle-c v a r i a n t s to CpG r ich OSIA 
c o r r e e l a t e s with the inhb i to ry e f fec t on enzymic DNA 
methylat ion. Biochemical Journa l . 305,3; 1995, Feb; 
739-44. 
Within HI h i s tone family,only some f rac t ions enriched 
in the Hle-C v a r i e n t s are e f f ec t ive in causing a marked i n h i -
b i t i o n , in v i t r o , of enzymic KJA methylation and in gel re ta rda 
t i o n . Both the 6-CpG ds-o l igonuc leo t ide and the DNA pur i f ied 
from chromatin f r ac t ions enriched in CPG i s l a n d s , are good 
competi tors for the binding of Hle-c t o 6 me CpGds ol igonuclee-
t i d e . 
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— , — , ESPEiiMICIN 
14 . UESUGI (Motonari)» TETSUYA (Kusakabe) and SUGIURA 
(Yukio) . Hydrophobic XMk b i n d i n g of esperamic in r e q u i r e s 
con fo rma t iona l d i s t . o r t i o t t of t h e h o s t ^ DNA. 3 3A gene 
s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1261, 1; 1995, Mar; 99-106. 
Evidence i s p r e s e n t e d t h a t t h e sequence s p e c i f i c DNA 
b i n d i n g of esperamycin i s accompanied by s t r u c t u r a l d i s t o r t i o n 
of t h e bos t ENA t h a t depend on hydrophobic i n t e r a c t i o n s . The 
esperamic in b inds t o DNA wi th c o n s i d e r a b l y h i g h l y a f f i n i t y i n 
s o l u t i o n c o n t a i n i n g o r g a n i c s o l v e n t s , 
— , — , PROTEIN 
15 . ONATE ( S e r g i o ) , AGNER (James P) and NISSEN (Mark). 
DNA - b ind ing p r o t e i n HMG-1 enhances p r o g e s t e r o n e r e c e p t o r 
b i n d i n g t o i t s t a r g e t DNA s e q u e n c e s . Molecular and 
C e l l u l a r Bio logy. 1 4 , 5 ; 1994, May; 3376-91 . 
S t e r o i d hormone r e c e p t o r s a r e l i g a n d dependent t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n a l a c t i v a t o r s t h a t e x e r t t h e i r e f f e c t s of b ind ing as 
c l i m e r s t o c i s a c t i n g DNA sequences , termed hormone r e sponse 
e l e m e n t s . Hormonal l i g a n d l o s s in DNA b i n d i n g for p r o g e s t -
e rone r e c e p t o r e lements (PRE). PRE b i n d i n g was i n t r i n s i c t o 
t h e HMG-1 box combined w i th DNA b i n d i n g boxes can f l e x DNA. 
16 . PAN (Clark Q) , CANDGRAF VRalf) and SIGMAN (David S) . 
DNA-binding p r o t e i n s as s i t e s p e c i f i c n u c l e a s e s . 
J o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 269, 15; 1994; 11196-200 
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DNA binding p ro te ins can be converted in to s i t e spec i f ic 
nucleases by l ink ing them t o the chemical nucleases 1, 10-
phenanthrol ine copper. The cheraeric s c i s s ion reagents can be 
used as r a re c u l t a r s t o analyse c DNA, to t e s t p red ic t ions 
based on high reso lu t ion necear magnetic resen nee and X-ray 
c r y s t a l S loca te binding s i t e s of p ro t e ins within genomes, 
17. ZHANG (Xian — Yang) and PETERLIN (Maiija) . Major h i s t o -
compat ib i l i ty complex c l a s s I I promoter binding prote in 
RFX (NF — X) i s a methylated DtJA - binding p ro te in 
Molecular and c e l l u l a r Biology. 13,11; 1993, Now ;6810-8 
In t h i s study, RFX was shown to have the same I»JA -
binding s p e c i f i c i t y as methylated DNA - binding pro te in (MDBP) 
and i t s own CDNA was found to contain a binding s i t e for MDBP.) 
and i t s own CDNA was found t o contain a binding s i t e for MDBP 
in the leader region, 
CHARACTERIZATION 
18, MYERS (Ronnie) and KMIEC (Eric B) . Character iza t ion of 
Us t i l ago maydis DNA binding p r o t e i n s , BBA ge e s t ruc tu re 
and expression, 1174, 1; 1993, Ju ly ; 31-42, 
DNA binding p rope r t i e s of p ro te ins from the lower 
eukaryotic Us t i l ago maydis have been cha rac t e r i zed . The i n t r o -
duction of DNA breaks by a r e s t r i c t i o n enzyme or a pur i f ied 
nuclease , from Ust i lago maydis, canses the d i s soc i a t i on of 
p r o t e i n . ENA complexes. Poss ib le r o l e s for uap in processes 
t h a t involve changes in ENA topology, such as chromatin 
assembly, are discussed. 
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— , — , — , CLONING AND SEQUENCE — ANALYSIS 
1 9 . RIKKE (Brad A), VELLANOWETH (Robort Luis) and ROY (Aran H) 
Cloning and sequence a n a l y s i s of a nove l member of t h e 
s i n g l e s t r anded EWA b i n d i n g p r o t e i n f ami ly . BBA gene 
s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1261, 1 ; 1995, Mar; 143-6 . 
A s i n g l e s t r a n d e d DNA b i n d i n g p r o t e i n (SSB) was i s o -
l a t e d which has unusua l amino a c i d s r e s i d u e s a t s i t e s h i g h l y 
conserved and c r i t i c a l for lasTA b i n d i n g . Sequence a n a l y s i s 
sugges ted t h a t t h e s e r e s i d u e s a r e c h a r e c t e r i s t i e s of a novel 
c l a s s of SS3S from gram - p o s i t i v e b a c t e r i a . 
— , — , — , CRYSTALMZATION, X _ RAY STUDIES 
20. KONDO (Hidemasa) , SUZUKI (Mamoru) and TANAKA (isao^ . 
C r y s t a l l i z a t i o n and X-ray s t u d i e s of t h e DNA - b ind ing 
domain of OmpR p r o t e i n , a p o s i t i v e r e g u l a t o r invo lved 
i n a c t i v a t i o n of osmoregu la to ry genes i n E . C o l i . J o u r n a l of 
Molecular Bio logy . 235 ,2 ; 1994; 7 8 3 - 5 . 
The OmpR p r o t e i n of E. Coli i s a p o s i t i v e r e g u l a t o r 
invo lved in t h e a c t i v a t i o n of e x p r e s s i o n of OmpC and OmpF 
genes encoding the major o u t e r membrane p r o t e i n OmpC and OmpP 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . X-rays s t u d i e s shows c r y s t a l s . The asy-nmetric 
u n i t c o n t a i n one molecu le . The c r y s t s l s d i f f e r a c t t o at l e a s t 
3A r e s o l u t i o n and a r e s u i t a b l e fo r X-ray s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s . 
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— , — , — , TRANSCRIPTION 
21. SKEIKY (Yasir A) and lATROU (Kostas) . Protein phospho-
rylation-and control of chorion gene activation though 
temporal mo ilization of a promoter DNA binding factor 
from the cyioplasm into the nucleares. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269,16; 1994; 12196-203 
The transcriptional activation of high cystein chorion 
genes in the silk werm 3om yx more, the appearence of chorion 
promoter ENA, binding factor in nucleas. Ihe ENA binding 
sites of BCFI and CBCFI incl de a core seguence. 
22. TILLOTSON (LO al G) , ANG (Timothy C) and BRAND (Stephen 
J). Activation of g strin transcription in pancreatic 
insulinoma cells by CACC promoter element and a 70-HDa 
sequence - specific DNA binding protein. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269, 3; 1994; 2234-40. 
Gastringene expression in the pancreati is 
developmentally regulated and occurs largely during fetal 
life. Mutational analysis of the CACC element she .d a close 
corre ation between DBA binding protein have an important role 
in the developmental expression of gastrin. 
, , , VACCINIA VIRUS 
2 3 . VASSILENRO (s K) and MIRZA (A D) . I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of DNA 
b i n d i n g p r o t e i n s in v a c c i n i a v i r u s by E^IA-protein c r o s s -
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linking. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 268, 3 6; 
1993; 26817 - 20. 
DNA binding proteins of vaccinia virus v rions strain 
LIVP have been studied by their covalent crosslinking to ixik 
Five proteins with molecular mosses of 16,25,27,41 and 54 
KDa resp. associated with all analysed DNA sequences. 
—, —, —, yzv 
24. MORIUCHI (Masako), STRAUS (Stephen E) and COHEN (Jeffrey I 
V a r i c e l l a - z o s t e r v i ru s (VZV) viron associa ted ransac t lva t 
or open reading frame 62 pro te in enhances the a c t i v i t y 
of VZV D.N.A. Virology. 200, 1; 1994, May; 197-200. 
VZV open reading frame (ORF) 62 pro te in and ORF 10 
p ro te in are v i r ion associa ted t r a n s a c t i v a t o r s . To i n v e s t i g a t e 
whether these p ro te ins function during the i n i t i a l stages of 
VZV infec t ion , human melanema c e l l s a re contransfected with 
pur i f ied VZV D.N.A., devoid of any s t r u c t u r a l p ro te ins , elong 
with a pasmid expressing VZV ORP 62 or ORF 10 onder the 
con t ro l of human cytemegalovirus major-immediate ear ly pro-
moter. As the r e s u l t show the high level expression of ORF 6 2 
p ro te in increase the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t t r ans fec ted V.N. DNA 
w i l l r e s u l t in product ive in fec t ion , the v i r i on -a s soc i a t ed 
t r a n s a c t i v a t o r ORF 62 has a c r i t i c a l r o l e in i n i t i a t i n g 
i n f ec t i on . 
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— , — , RNA TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 
25. JFONG (shin - Wu) and REEDER (Ronal H) . X 0F, an RNA 
polymerase t r a n s c r i p t i o n fac tor , binds crosso er with 
EWA with low sequence s p e c i f i c i t y . Molecular and Cel lenlar 
Biology. 14 ,5; 1994; May; 2871-82. 
XUBF i s a t r a n s c r i p t i o n fac tor for RNA, polymerase 
which conta ins mul t ip le ENA - binding mot i fs . These EWA -
bin.ding motifs exhibi t low sequence s p e c i f i c t y . In the context 
of the i n t a c t p ro te in bind and loop DNA organize i n t o higher 
order s t r u c t u r e s . 
— , — , SINGLE STRAND-ANALYSIS 
26. ZLONTNICK (Adam) and MITCHELL (Richard S) . Analysis of 
two d i s t i n c t s ing le s tranded, ONA binding s i t e s on the 
rec A nucleoprotein filament. Journal of Biological 
Chemistry. 268, 30; 1993; 22525 - 30. 
The binding stoichiometry of E.Celi rec A pro te in to 
s ing le standed DNA (S5 ENA) determined by two seperate f ac to r s . 
Using the f louresence of etheno DNA a chemically modified 
55 DNA the s toichiometery was found t o be rec A pro te in 
monomer in a nucleoprotein f i lament . 
SPECIFICITY 
27. BOTAS (juan) and MANN (Richard S) . ENA binding spec i f i c i t y 
of u l t r a b i t h o r a x i s modulated by co-opera t ive i n t e r a c t i o n s 
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wi th e x t r a d e n t i c l e ano the r homeopro te in . J o u r n a l of 
a io lOQlca l Chemis t ry . 269, 37; 1994; 22917 - 20. 
Tine u l t r a b i t h o r a x (Ubx) and Ant a p e d i s (Antp) genes 
of ^ r o s o p h i l a encodes homeodomaln p r o t e i n s t h a t have very 
s i m i l a r DNA binding s p e c i f i c i t e s i n t o v i t r o but spec i fy the 
development of d i f f e r e n t segmenta l p a t t e r n s i n v i v o . Ubx and 
exd b ind t o n e i g h b o r i n g s i t e s on t h i s DNA and i n t e r a c t d i r e c t l y 
t o s t a b i l i z e t h e DNA bound form of x . 
20. JONES (Bart G) , ASHMUM (Richard A) and LOOK (A Thomas). 
DNA - b i n d i n g s p e c i f i c i t y and t r a s - a c t i v a t i n g p o t e n t i a l 
of leukemia a s s o c i a t e d E2A - h e p a t i c leukemia f a c t o r 
f s ion p r o t e i n . Molecu la r and c e l l a t a r Biology. 1 4 , 5 ; 
1994, May; 3403 - 1 3 , 
Both HLF and E2 HLF b ind t o a lObp consensus sequence 
wi th a c o r e dyad symmetric moti c h a r a t e r i s t i c of t h e Zip 
of DNA b i n d i n g . E2 HLF f a n t t i o n e d a s a t r a n s a c t i v a t o r of 
r e c e p t o r gene exp re s s ion from a p lasmid c o n t a i n e d t h e consen-
sus DNA b i n d i n g sequence . 
— , — , TRJWSACTIVATION 
29 . REICK (Martin) , ROBERTSON (Richard W) and PASCO (David 3) . 
Down r e g u l a t i o n s of n u c l e a r a r y l hydrocarbon r e c e p t o r 
DNA b i n d i n g and t r a n s a c t i v a t i o n f u n c t i o n s ; Requirement 
for L a b i l e or i nd c i b l e f a c t o r . Meleculgr and C e l l u l a r 
Biology, 14, 9 ; 1994, Sfept ; 5653 - 60. 
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Aryl hydrocarbons ( HS) activate the sequence spedlfic 
DNA binding activity of the AH receptor. AH receptor DNA 
binding activity is modulated by a mechanism that influenced 
by cell specific regulatory pathways. 
— t — , ULTRABITHORAX HOMEODOMAIN 
30. VARKEY (jacob) and ENKER (Stephen C). Cooperative binding 
of an ultrabithorax homeodoraain protein to nearby a dis-
tant DNA si es. Molecular and Cellular ^iology. 13,11, 
1993, NOV ; 6941 - 56. 
Cooperative in binding of regulatory proteins to multi-
ple EWA sites Can heighten the senstivity and specificity of 
the transcriptional response. Here the cooperative ENA 
binding profjerties of a development-ally active regulatory 
protein encoded by the Drosophila homeotic gene Ultrabithorax, 
— , CHARACTERIZATION 
31. CAPRIGLIONE (Teresa) and OLMO (Et ore). Data on the 
occarance and evolution of setellite I»rA families in 
the lacertid genome. Endocrinology. 135,2; 1994; 564-8. 
The isolation and char cterization of two repetitive 
DNA families from the genome of two lacertid lizards Podarcis 
sicul and Lacerta saxicala. The consensus sequences of their 
monomeric units did not show any similarity, though both 
DNAs were A-T rich, 
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32. GAUTHIER (ER), CHAPDELAINE (P) and TREMBLAY (RR) . 
Char c t e r l z a t i o n of rhes s monkey prosta e s p e c i f i c a n t i -
gen ENA. BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and express ion . 1174,2 , 
1993, Aug ; 207-210 
Using RT-PCR approach, two overlapping CDNA c lones 
conta in ing t h e e n t i r e 1,5 k sequence of rhesus monkey p r o s t a t e 
s p e c i f i c an l t lgen (rra PSA) was obtained. To I s o l a t e the 
cCNA encoding rm PSA, the rhesus monkey p r o s t a t i c mRKA w i l l an 
a l l g o primer us ing the F i r s t Strand cCNA synthes i zed . 
— , — , BZOCHBMICAL 
33 . MURPHY (Kenon C). Biochemical c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of P22 
phage modified E.Coll Rec BCD enzyme. Journal of B i o l o g i -
c a l Chemistry. 269,36; 1994; 22507-22516. 
The biochemical p r o p e r t i e s of phage P22 Abe modified 
Rec BCD enzyme from E.Coll have been examined. Abe depresses 
the ra te of Rec BCD double strand DNA, exonuclease , h e l l c a s e 
and AT Pase a c t i v i t i e s about 3-4 f o l d , i t has no e f f e c t on 
the r a t e of s i n g l e s t r a nded ra?A exonuclease a c t i v i t y . 
IDENTIFICATION 
# t 
34. RATHJEN (John P) and SYMONS (Robert H) . Genome character-
ization and identification of viral associated do IxtA 
component of banana bunchy top virus. Virology. 198,2; 
1993, May; 645-52. 
The single stranded (s and double stranded (ds) 
viral associated ENAs (VADs) of banana bunchy top virus 
- 54 -
(BBTV)^  shown t o be the v i r 4 1 genorale ENA and ds VADS are 
the l i k e l y r e p l i c a t i o n forms. 
— , CLEAVAQS 
35. BERNARD ( P h i l i p p e ) , HIGGINS (Patrick N) and COUTURIER 
(Martine) . Plasmid Ccd B prote in induces e f f i c i e n t ATP 
dependent DNA c leavage by gyrase . Journal of Molecular 
Biology, 234 ,3 ; 1993; 534-541 . 
DNA topd>isoinerases perform e s s e n t i a l r e l e s in DNA 
r e p l i c a t i o n , gene t r a n s c r i p t i o n and chromosome segregat ion, 
The mechanism by which the Ccd B pro te in induces DNA strand 
breakage i s c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o t h e act ion of quinelone 
ant b i o t t e s . 
36 . KANETO (Hideaki) , FUJI (jt inichi) and SUZUKI (Kekchlre) 
DNA c leavage induced by g lyca t ion of Cu, Zn superoxide 
disraut s e . Biochemical Journal . 3 0 4 , 1 ; 1994, Nov ; 219-25 
In t h i s study, the e f f e c t of g lyca ted Cus Zn-SOD on a± 
cloned ENA fragments and nuc l e r ENA and analysed t h e for -
mation of 8- ydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OH-dG). Incubation of 
c loned ^A fragments wi th Cu-Zn-SOD and reducing sugar resu l ted 
in c l e a age of the DNA. 
— , — , IMHIBITION 
37. DUNSTAN (Heather M) , YONG (Lisa S) and SPRAG E (KAREN ). 
tRNA (TPIIIR) plays an indirect role in silkworm trans-
cription in itro.and inhibits low-frequency, DNA cleavage 
- 55 -
Molecular and Cellular Biology. 14,6; 1994, June;3596-603, 
t RNA provides an activity originally called TPIIIR, 
reconstitute transcription by silkworm RNA poly merase in 
vitro from paritially purified component. The ability to 
block DNA cleavage, like the ability to facilitate transcrip-
tion is highly specific to silkworm t RNA. 
— , CLONING 
38. NONG (van Hai ) , BECKER (c la dia) and MUNTZ (Kla s) cDNA 
cloning for a p u t a t i v e cys t e ine p ro t e inase from developing 
seeds of seybean, BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and expression. 
1261, 3; 1995, Ap 435-8. 
cDNA clones for a p u t a t i v e cys t e ine p ro te inase were 
i s o l a t e d from cytoledons of soybean (Glycine max), using 
PCR based techniques . The ful length of c lone of 1441 by 
encodes a p ro te inase pre-propolypept ide of 380 amino ac ids . 
Biosynthesis of the corresponding t r a n s c r i p t s was shown t o be 
developraentally con t ro l l ed during embryogenesis. 
— , —, ANALYSIS 
39, EVRICK (Rachel) and CL ABKE (Carol A). Cloning and 
ana lys i s of t h e ra r i n e Panconi anemia group C CDNA. 
Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269,18; 1994; 13551-7, 
Fanconi anemia (PA) i s one of a group of d i so rde r s 
cha rac te r i zed a t t h e c e l l u l a r l ave l by a conibination of hy-
p e r s e n s t i v i t y t o ENA damaging agen t s , chromosomal i n s t a b i l i t y 
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and defective I»JA repair. PACC gene product has been, con-
served during evolution the cellular protection against ENA 
damaging, 
— , — , CHARACTERIZATION 
40, DAHMEN (Antje) , KAIDOH (Toshio) and GIGLI Cirraa) . 
Cloning and characterization of cIXIA representive a 
putative complement regulatory plasma protein from barried 
sand basis (Parablex neblifer)• Biochemical Journal. 
301, 2; 1994, July; 391-7. 
A cCNA clone of barred sand bass was isolated that 
represents a protein with structural similarity to mammalian 
compl&nent regulatory proteins. The cDNA (SBI) was identi-
fied by imraunos creening of a sand bass using affinity p ri-
fled Ig G antibodies raises against the isolated 110 KDa 
material. First time a complete cDNA representing a putative 
complement regulatory protein has been isolated from a bony 
fish. 
, — , EXPRESSION, MOLECULAR 
41. SQIO (Masa haru) and TADA (Hi rlko), Moleculer cloning 
and expression of human ribonuclease 4 cENA. BBA gene 
structure and expression. 1261, 3; 1995, Ap 424-6. 
A cENA coding for human ribonucleas 4 was isolated 
from a pancreas and sequenced. This cEMA includes an entire 
open reading frame encoding mature protein (119 aa) following 
- 57 -
s i n g l e pept ide (28 aa) . Expression of mature prote in in 
F.Ctoli* showed an apparent molecular mass of about 16 KDa. 
, — , — , MUTAGENESIS 
4 2 . CHEN (Xin-She ng) and FUNK (Colin D) . cENA c lon ing , 
express ion matagenesis of C-terminal i s o l a u c i n e , genomic 
s t r u c t u r e and chromosomal l o c a l i z a t i o n of murine 12- l ipox7 
genases . Journal of B i o l o g i c a l Chemistry. 269 ,19; 1994; 
13979-87. 
A molecular c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of both forms wi th in the 
same s p e c i e s . The amino-acid sequence of marine p l a t e l e t type 
and lukocyte 12- l ipoxygenases deduced from i t s cENA i s 58% 
i n d e n t i c a l t o the murine s p l e e n / l e a k o c y t e 12 l ipoxygenases . 
— , — , LOCALIZATION, HUMAN CHROMOSOME 
4 3 . KYOKO (Nakano), MATUDA (Sadayuki) and SAKAMOTO (Takashi) 
Htiman dihydrolipoamlde succ in I t r a n s f e r a s e . cENA c lon ing 
and l o c a l i z a t i o n on chronosome. BBA gene s t ruc ture and 
expres s ion . 1216, 3? 1993, Dec ; 360-68, 
cDNA i s o l a t e d f o r dihydrolipoamlde succ inyI trans ferase 
from a human f i b r o b l a s t . The cENA revea led that the human 
dihydrolipoamlde s u c c i n y l t r a n s f e r a s e lacked a sequence motif 
of an E3 and/or El binding s i e. I t i s found t h a t the hxiroan 
dihydro l ipoamide s u c c i n y l t r a n s f e r a s e gene i s located on 
chromosome 14 ^ r e l a t e d sequence of t h i s gene i s located on 
chromosome . 
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, — , PUTATIVE GENE - G PROTEIN 
44. HATA (Shlngo) and 0 (Takashl). DNA Cloning of a 
putative gene G- protein coupled receptor from brain. 
BBA gene structure and ecoresslon. 1261*1; 1995, 
Mar; 121-5. 
Using degenerate ollgenucleotlde primers corresponding 
to conserved regions of G.proteln coupled receptor super family 
In carried out a low stringency polymerase chain reaction 
and obtained two novel partial length clones fran rat brain. 
These clones used for screening and isolated a longer PNA 
clones from another rat brain. 
— , — , SEQUENCING 
45. LANKES (Wolfgang T) . ALBIEZ (R.Schwartz) and FURTHMAYR 
(H). Cloning and sequencing of porcine moasln and 
radlxln cJXSA and Identification of highly conserved 
domains. BBA gene structure and ex;pression. 1216,3; 
1993, Dec ; 479-82. 
The full length of cIXiA of porcine mo in and radlxln 
hwe been cloned and sequenced. Coraparlslon of the closely 
related sequences of human, murine and porcine moesln, with 
a protein from Echlnococcus multllocu] rls, an evolutionary 
quite distant human parasite, reveals several highly Invariant 
domain In the amlnotermlnal and carboxytermlnal regions. 
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— , — , — , ANALYSIS 
46, MADHUSUDAN (K) , RAMESH (V) and NAGRAJA (V) Cloning and 
sequencing analysis of MJA gyrase gene from. Myco acterivim 
tuberclosis. Current Science. 66,9; 1994, Sept ;664-7. 
Cloning and expression of the gaie gyrase from mycobact-
erium tuberclosis encoded hydroxy pyruvate reductase catalyzing 
the asymmetric reduction. The sequence was confirmed by 
sequencing the intact enzyme and peptides obtained by digestion 
of the enzyme mycobacteriun proteinase. 
— , — , — , EXPRESSION, MOLECULAR, RAT-MAX 
47, IZAWA (Masao). Molecular cloning and sequencing of rat 
Max cI^A^ Castration - induced expression of the 2 kb 
transcript in male accessory sex organs of rats . BBA 
gene structure and expression. 1216, 3; 1993, Dec ;492-4. 
Using rat Max CENA as probe, which had been isolated 
for the first time from the seminal vesicle of intict rats by 
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction the constra-
tien induced expression of the 2 kb transcript both in the 
ventral pros ate and the seminal vesicle of rats. 
— , — , , HUMAN, RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN, STRUCTURE 
48, BAGNI (Cl ndia) , MARIOTTINI (paole) and ANNESI (Plavia) . 
Human ribosomal protein L4 : cloning and sequencing of 
cDNH and primary structure of protein. BBA gene structure 
and expression. 1216, 3; 1993, Dec ; 475-8. 
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Cloning and sequencing of cIHA for hiiroan rlbosomal 
pro te in L4 I s roported* t h a t the c lon ing and sequencing of 
cDNA and genes encoding for r - p r o t e l n s in d i f f e r e n t animal 
and plant s p e c i e s . cENAs coding for human r -prote ln L4 were 
I s o l a t e d from a human t e r a t o c a r clnoraa as DNA p fragment. 
— , — , — , RAT CULVARIAL CELL 
49 , CHEN (D) t F (JQ) and HARRIS (MA) , Cloning and sequencin 
of bone morphogenetlc prote in 4 cDNA from f e t a l rat 
c a l v a r l a l c e l l . BBA gene s tructure and express ion . 
1174, 3; 1993, Sept ; 289-92. 
A cEWA c lone encoding bone mophogenetic prote in 4 has 
been i s o l a t e d from primary f e t a l rat c a l v a r l a l c e l l . Sequen-
c i n g of t h i s c l o n e has been framed a s i n g l e open reading frame 
encoding a 408 amino-acid p r o t e i n . 
, CODON CHANGE 
50. DEPILIPPES (Prank M), Biological method for examlng the 
effect of codon changes in a conserved region of OJA 
polymerase. Blotechniques. 16,1; 1994, Jan; 122-7, 
TSne vaccinia virus genome encodes a M^A polymerase 
that ip similar to other DNA polymerases, A mutation in the 
polymerase gene at a site that is adjacent to conserved 
residues allow viral replication in the presence of aphidico-
lin, Attered HA from PCR was introduced into vitus by a. 
marker transfer pro ure, 
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— , COPY NUMBER, EFFECT 
51. GAURANA (MM ), FANN (CH) and MUSTIN (C) Effect of 
cDNA copy number on secretion rate of activated Protein 
C, Biotechnology and Bloenqineering. 46, 1? 1995, 
Apr; 2 2 - 7 . 
The sec re t ion r a t e of ac t iva ted p ro te in C by BMR 
c e l l s was increased 35-fold by inc reas ing t h e cDNA copy number 
per c e l l from 50 - 240, In t h i s range the r e l a t i o n between 
p ro te in sec re t ion and c DNA copy number was not l i nea r and 
the r a t e of APC secre t ion per c EN A copy increased seven 
fold . For c DNA copy numbers higher than 240 the prote in 
sec re t ion r a t e per cDNA and per c e l l decreased, d ramat ica l ly . 
— , CYSTOSINE - SPECIFIC 
52. BALDWIN (Geoffrey), KELLY (Sharon M) and HORNBY i(David P) 
Ligand - indaced conformational s t a t e s of the cys to s ine -
spec i f i c DNA methyl t r a n s f e r a s e . M.H.ga I . Journal of 
Molecular Biology. 235, 2/ 1994; 545-53. 
TJie i n t e r a c t i o n of one of the two DNA methyl t ransferase 
encoded by the Hgit r e s t r i c t i o n and modification system. 
Circular dichorism spectroscopy has been used to demonstrate 
t h a t addi t ion of methyl-doner and I n h i b i t o r y s u b s t r a t e , both 
induced in the absence of DNA. DNA and sinefungin i s domina-
ted by the conformational p rope r t i e s of t he binary complex 
of enzyme and sinefungin a lone. 
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— , DAMAGE, BINDING SITE, IDENTIFICATION 
53. GREGG - JOLLY (Losile A) and MOUNT (David W) . Identifi-
cation of high affinity binding sites for Lox - A which 
define now I»JA demage inducible genes in E.Coli. Journ&l 
of Molecular Biology* 241, 4; 1994; 507-23. 
A maltistep screening procedure was, devised to 
identify new operator for the Lex A repressor in the sequenced 
portion of genomes of E.Coli and its plasmids and bacteriophage 
Several of the sequences define new DNA damage - inducible 
gene and include the previously uncharacterized ENA. 
— , DOUBLE STRAND 
54. TRIPATARA (Araporn) and DEHASETH ( p i e t e r L) . New s t a r t 
s i t e for E.Coli RNA polymerase a t an engineered shor t 
region of non-com^ementarity in double strand DNA, 
Journa l of Molecular Bioloov. 233,3; 1993; 349-58. 
The bacteriophage conta in ing shor t regions of DNA 
mismatch which include the outhent ic t r a n s c r i p t i o n s t a r t 
s i t e of the commodified promoter. These cons t ruc t d i r e c t 
t r a n s c r i p t i o n i n i t i a t i o n at pos i t ions near the genuine PRM 
s t a r t s i t e . 
— , ENCODING, ISOLATION, EXPRESSION 
55. LAL (Anita) , FORSEE (Thomas W) and NEAME (Peter J ) . 
I s o l a t i o n and expression of murine and Rablt c DNA 
- 63 -
encoding an Ll#2 mannosidase involved in processing of 
cosparagine - l inked o l igosacchar ides . Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269, 13; 1994; 9872-81. 
I so la t ed f u l l length of c DNA clone encoding a murine 
Ll#2 mannosidase involved in the processing of mammalian Asn-
linked o l igosaccha r ides . Pu l l length of raorine c ENA clone 
encodes a 655 amino acid type I I transmembrane protwith 
a 43 amino acid cytoplasmic t a i l and a COOH-terminal c a t a l y t i c 
domain conta in ing two p o t e n t i a l N-glycosylat ion s i t e s . 
— , EXPRESSIOH, RAT OVARIES 
56. NOMURA (Kohji) , FUJTA (Hisao) and ARITA (Hitoshi) . Gene 
expression of pancrea t i c - type phospholipase-A2 in r a t 
ovar ies : Stimulatory act ion on progesterone r e l e a s e . 
Endocrinology. 135, 2; 1994; 603-9. 
I t repor ted t h a t pancrea t i c - type group I PL-A2 st imula-
t e s DNA synthes is or p ros tag landin E2 production in various 
c e l l types and i t s spec i f i c recep tors on t h e c e l l surface . 
— , — , REGULATED, PLASMID VECTOR SYSTEM 
57. DIEDERICH (Ldger), ROTH (Angolika) and MESSER (Walter) . 
Ve r sa t i l e plasmid vec to r system for the regulated 
expression of genes in E.Coli . Biotchniques. 16, 5; 
1994, May; 920 - 3. 
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A s e r i e s of plasraid e x p r e s s i o n v e c t o r s which suppor t 
t h e r e g u l a t e d and e f f i c i e n t e x p r e s s i o n of genes i n E .Co l i , 
have bden c o n s t r u c t e d . The Vector c o n s i s t of DNA r e p l i c a t i o n 
o r i g i n , and a l ac Z gene . This v e c t o r system was used fo r 
e x p r e s s i o n of t h e dna A gene of E .Col i t h e i n i t i a t o r p r o t e i n 
f o r DNA r e p l i c a t i o n , 
— , QENS BNOODIMO 
58 . LAUGHNER (Beth) and LAWRENCE (Susan D) . Two c DNA 
c l o n e s encoding 14-3-3-homologs tomato f r u i t , BBA gene 
s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1263, 1; 1995, J u l y ; 67-70 . 
Two tomato c ENA c l o n e s wi th homology t o t h e 14-3-3 
fami ly of p r o t e i n s were i d e n t i f i e d t h rough emmuno s c r e e n i n g 
a r i p e n i n g tomato f r u i t . D i s t i n c t t r a n s c r i p t accumula t ion 
p a t t e r n d u r i n g tomato f r u i t r i p e n i n g t o g e t h e r wi th t h e homology 
t o b r a i n r e g u l a t o r y p r o t e i n s s u g g e s t s p o t e n t i a l involvement 
i n f r u i t development . 
59 . MANSOUR (Sara J) and HOFFMAN (David C ) . Gene- s i zed DNA 
molecule encoding t h e c a t a l y t i c submit of ENA polymerase 
L, i n t h e m a c r - n u c l e n u s . J o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 
269, 30; 1994; 19447-56. 
I s o l a t e d a g e n e - s i z e d molecule encoding t h e c a t a l y t i c 
s u b u n i t of DNA polymerase from a macronuc lecus , by u s i n g . 
7 Kb fragment of t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g human gene as a h y b r i d i z a -
t i o n p r o b e , 
- 65 -
60. PANDEY (Virendra) , KAUSHIK (Neerja) and MODAK (Mukund J) . 
Photoaf f in i ty l abe l ing of DtiA templet primer binding s i t e 
in E.Coli uaA polymerase I : I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of involved 
amino-a±ids. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 34; 
1994; 21828-34. 
Using template primers (TPs) t o covalent ly cross link 
in E.Coli DNA polymerase I in the polymerase mode. Amino-
acid sequence analys is revealed t h a t l i e 765, Try-766 in the 
0 -he l ix of th ree dimensional s t r u c t u r e of E.Coli DNA c o n s t i -
t u t e the attachment s i t e for TP. 
6 1 . YOMO (Tetsuya) and URAB ( i t r a ) . Frame-specific syironetry 
of complementry s t rands of DNA suggests the exis tence 
of genes on the an t i s ense s t rand . Journal of Molecular 
Biology. 235, 2; 1994; 780-2. 
The b a c t e r i a l ENA sequence in gene bank database were 
divided in to coding and non coding regions and examined for 
the base t r imer d i s t r i b u t i o n in every t r i p l e t frame on the 
sense and antisense s t r a n d s . ENA becomes symmetrical even in 
the coding region, these symmetries i n d i c a t e s t ha t only an 
ORF and i t s ccxnplementary t r i p l e t s a r e s p e c i f i c a l l y recognized 
and maintained in the DNA. 
— , — , — , CHARACTERIZATION 
62. GEORGE (James W) and BROSH (Robert M). omimant neget ive 
a l l e l e of E.Coli uvr D gene encoding DNA he l i ca se I I : A 
- 66 -
bioch«nical and genet ic c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n . Journal of 
Molecular Biology. 235, 2; 1994; 424 - 35. 
A s i t e spec i f i c ly s ine to methionine mutation has 
been engineered a t the i nva r i an t res idence in the AT Pase. 
A binding s i t e of E.Coli uvr D gene encoding %A he l i ca se I I . 
OIA dependent ATP hydro lys i s was l e s s than .5% t h a t of the 
wild type enzyme with no change in the apperant for ATP. No 
unwinding of p a r t i a l duplex, ENA s u b s t r a t e could be detected 
using the mutant p r o t e i n . 
63. KALINSRI (Hager) MASHIAH (Pnina) and TRONICK (Steven R) . 
Charac te r iza t ion of c DNA s p i c i e s Encoding the Tat prote in 
of capr ine Arth r i t i s Encephal i t i s Virus . Virology. 201, 
2; 1994, Oct; 828-34. 
Two d i s t i n c t species of capr ine a r t h r i t i s encepha l i t i e s 
v i r u s (CAEV) t a t c MJAs were i s o l a t e d ear ly a f te r infec t ion 
of c e l l l i n e . Sequence for t a t within the CAEV LTR were l o c a l i -
zed to the U3 region which when placed in e i t h e r o r i en t a t i on 
upstream of heterologous promoters, was able t o confer 
responsiveness t o t a t , 
—, —, —, —, CLONING 
64. HANLON (David W) and ORDAL (George W) . Cloning and 
characterization of gene encoding methyl - accepting 
chenptaxis proteins in Bacillus subtilis. Journal of 
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Biological Chemistry. 269, 19; 1994; 14038 - 46. 
Several genes homologous to the methyl accepting 
chemotaxis proteins (MC Ps) of E.Coli have been cloned and 
characterized from Gram-positive bacterium. Bacillus sub-
t i l i s . Sequence analysis reveals four large open reading 
frames, designated mcpA, mcpB, t ip A and tlpB, each encoding 
a predicted 72 - kDa protein. 
65. MELLOR (Harry), KIMBOL (Scot R) and JEFFERSON (Leonard S) . 
Cloning and characterization of c JXih encoding rat hemin-
senstive ini t iat ion factor Kinase : Evidence for multi-
tissue expression. Journal of ^loiogjcal Chemistry. 
269, 14 ; 1994; 10201 - 4. 
Reticuloeytes contain an enkaryotic init iat ion factor 
kinase that is negetively regulated by hemin. Cloned and 
characterized the c ENA encoding factor kinase from rat brain. 
Rat brain c DtHA is expressed in a wide range of non-erythroid 
rat t issue. 
— , — , — , — , , MOLECULAR 
66. LU (Min) and KLECKNER (Nancy). Molecular cloning and 
characterization of the pgm gene encoding phosphoglu-
comutase of E.Coli. Journal of Molecular Biology. 2 41, 
3; 1994; 415-30. 
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I d e n t i f i c a t i o n and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of pgm a gene in 
E . C o l i . t h a t encodes t h e enzyme phosphoglucomutase of E . C o l i . 
The p r e d i c t e d amino a c i d s sequence of pg ra gene i s h i g h l y 
conse rved i n E . C o l i , r a b b i t s and human pgm d e l e t i o n s mutant 
s t r a i n s a r e d e f i c i e n t i n phosphoglucomutase a c t i v i t y . 
— , — , — , CLONING, BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
67, SHARAD KUMAR and NODA (Makoto). Molecular c l o n i n g and 
b i o l g i c a l a c t i v i t y of a novel deve lopmen ta l ly r e g u l a t e d 
gene encoding a p r o t e i n wi th a B - t r a n s d u c i n - l i k e 
s t r u c t u r e . J o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 269, 15; 
1994; 11318 - 26 . 
In t h e deve lop ing mammalian c e n t r a l nervous system 
n e u r a l p r e c u r s o r c e l l s show a t i g h t l y r e g u l a t e d i n v e r s e r e l a -
t i o n s h i p between c e l l p o l i f e r a t i o n and d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . 
— , — , — , — , SEQUENCE , ANALYSIS 
68, SAVINI and ELENA. Cloning and sequence a n a l y s i s of a 
c ENA cod ing for t h e murine UHh l i g a s e I enzyme. J o u r n a l 
of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 269, 30; 1994; 19530-8 . 
A complementary DNA c o n t a i n i n g t h e comple te cod ing 
sequence fo r murine DMA l i t a s e I was i s o l a t e d from mouse 
f i b r o b l a s t c DNA. c DNA encoding t h e human p r o t e i n as a p robe . 
Alignment of t h e murine and human deduced sequences showed an 
o v e r a l l 83% i n d « i t i t y and r i s e t o 91% i f on ly t h e sequence on 
C- te rmina l p o r t i o n of t h e p r o t e i n c o n t a i n i n g t h e a c t i v e s i t e 
i s c o n s i d e r e d , 
- 69 -
— , — , — , — , SEQUENCING, EXPRESSION 
69. MACNOW (Eric R) , SHAW (Robert) and TAO (Hung) j Cloning 
sequencing and expression of the gene encoding the VP2 
protein of the human group B rotavirus ADRY, Virology. 
200, 2, 1994, May; 862 - 8. 
Adult diarrheal rotavirus, ADRV is a non cultivable 
human group B rotavirus, A complete c DNA copy of ADRV 
gene segment has been cloned and sequenced. Gene segment 2 
contains 2844 bases and encodes one long open reading frame 
beginning at base 14 and terminating at base 2812. And than 
ADRV gene segment 2 encodes the VP2 protein, 
— , — , — , PULL LENGTH 
70. STROMSTEDT (M) and WATERMAN (Micheal R) ^ull length BNA 
encoding mouse adrenodoxin, BBA gene structure and 
expression. 1261, 1; 1995, Mar; 126-8. 
A full length I»IA encoding mouse adrenodoxin was 
isolated from a YI adrenocortical tumor cell. The 883 bP 
DNA contains a 567 6P open reading frame encoding a protein 
containing 188 amino acids. Mouse adrenodoxin shows high 
amino acid sequence identity with other mammalian adrenodoxins, 
— , — , , GATA SEQUENCE 
7 1 . DREVET ( J o e l R) and lATROU ( K o s t a s ) . GATA t y p e z i n c 
f i n g e r motif c o n t a i n i n g sequences and gene t r a n s c r i p t i o n 
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factors of the silk worm Bombyx mori. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269,14; 1994; 10660 - 67. 
To characterized a DNA binding protein BCFI, which 
regulated the expressions of silk worm chorion gene through 
binding to gene promoter elements identical to those recog-
nised by GATA family. Silk worm gene EN A using domain of 
mammalian GATA factors. 
— , — , — , MAMMALIAN 
7 2. ZHAN (Qimin), LOARD (Konneth A) and CARRIER (France). 
Gadd and MyD genes define a novel s e t of mammalian genes 
encoding ac id ic p r o t e i n s the s y n e r g i s t i c a l l y suppress 
c e l l growth. Molecular and c e l l u l a r Biolocfy. 14, 4; 
1992, Apr; 2361 - 7 1 . 
A remarkable over lap was observed between the gadd genes 
a group of co -ord ina te ly expressed genes t h a t are induced by 
genotoxic s t r e s s and c e r t a i n other growth s igna l s and MyD 
genes a s e t of rayloid d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n primary response genes. 
I t i nd i ca t e s t h a t the mammalian genes encoding ac id ic pro te ins 
involved in t h e con t ro l of c e l l u l a r growth. 
— , — , — , OVERLAPPING 
73. SYMONS (Robert H) and HAASE (Helon R) . New over lapping 
gene encoded by the cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) genone. 
Virology. 198, 2; 1993; 593 - 601. 
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CMV contains three genomic DNAs (DNA 1#2 and 3). 
Polyclonal anllbodies raised against a 2b fusion protein 
expressed in E, Coll specially detected the 2b gene in CMV 
infected plant. 
— , GBNETIC, ANALYSIS 
74, BABU (Jagdeesh) , SELVAMURUGAN (N) and KARTHA (CC) Genetic 
analysis through IWA finger printing of captive population 
of genese. Journal of Biosciences. 19,2;1994; Jan;155-69. 
DNA finger printing was used to assess the level of 
genetic variation 106 geese. The test were used to determine 
differences in mean similarity co-efficient obtained from 
DNA finger prints between related and unrelated. 
— , — , 0RGANI2ATI0H 
75. LLOSA (Matxalen), SILVIA (Holland) and CRUZ (Fernando 
De La), Genetic organization of the conjugal DNA pro-
ceesing region of the Inc W plasmid R 388. Journal of 
Molecular Biology. 235, 2; 1994; 448/-ff4. 
The region of the Inc W plasmid R 388 involved in 
conjugal DNA metabolism and mobilization (MoB has been analyse 
by Tn 5 tac 1 insertion mutagenesis, genetic implimentation 
and DNA sequencing. Conserved features of these protein among 
the different transfer systems suggests that widespread con-
jugal DNA mobilization mechanism shared by Inc W, Inc F, 
Inc I, and Inc P. plasmids, 
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76. NONAY (Raudy L). Genetic and biochemical studies of 
bacteriophage. T4 DNA polymerase 3^ 5 exonuclease activity. 
J6umal of Biological Chemistry. 268, 36; 1993; 27100-8. 
MJA polymerase exonucleolytic proofreading is important 
in attaining high fidelity ENA replication. DNA replication 
activity was also reduced for the exonuclease deficient DNA 
polymerase in vitro and in vivo. Reduction in DNA replica-
tion is appeared to the interdepedence 14 ENA polymerase 
replication and proof reading activities. 
— , HYBRIDIZATION 
77. BRUSOW (Haral) , PROBST (Andreas) and FREMONT (Mar C) . 
Distinct Bacteriophages shore in extremely conserved 
DNA fragment. Virology. 200, 2; 1994, May; 854-7. 
A cross hybridization fragment was cloned from two 
lytic bacteriophages with distinct phenotypes. The ENA frag-
ment which contained two unidentified open reading frames. 
Hybridization of this phage, DNA with bacterial host DNA 
was not observed. 
78. EVANS (David) and JESKE (Holger). Complementation and 
recombination between mutants of complementary sense 
genes of DNA of Abutilon mosaic virus. Virology. 197, 
1; 1993, M?y; 492 - 6. 
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Mutations hTjve been inserted into the complBMwitaty 
sense ORPs of DNA of AbMV ORP is essential for AbMV ENA 
replication. Complementation precedes recombination and once 
recombination is stablished nrMtant ENA can no longer be 
detected. 
79. SOCRANSKY (SS) , SMITH (C) , MARTIN (L) and PASTER (BJ) . 
Checkerboard, ENA — DNA hybridization. Biotechniques. 
17, 4; 1995, Apr; 788 - 92. 
A method is introduced: for hybridization large numbers 
of DNA samples against large numbers of DNA probes, on a 
single support membrane. 
— , — , INHIBITION - HIV 
80. MOUSCADET (Joan Francois), CARTEAU (Sandrine), SUBRA 
(Perederic) and AUCLAIR (Christian). Triplex-mediated 
inhibition of HIV DNA integration in vitro. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269,34; 1994; 21635 - 8. 
Integration of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) DNA 
into the genome of host cells is an obligatory step in the 
replicative cycle of the virus. The sequences are therefore 
attractive targets of selective DNA compounds, the viral 
DNA involves a short DNA triplex. 
— , — , mRNA 
81. RAPIEJKO (Peter J), WATKINS (David C) and MALBON (Carlg C) 
G protein submit mRNA levels in rat heart, liver and 
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adipose tissues : Analysis by DNA excess solution 
hybridization. BBA molecular cell research. 1052, 2? 
1990, May; 348-50. 
G2 
Ihe steady s t a t e l e v e l s of mRNAs for / p ro te ins Gl« , 
GOK and Gp subunlts common t o each were es tab l i shed In r a t 
adipose hear t and l i v e r . Unifor® rad lo lebe led s ing le 
s t randed an t l sense probes were constructed from c DNAs or asse-
mbled from o l igonuc leo t ides , 
— , — , RNA 
82. REABAN (Mary E) LEBOWITZ (Jacob) and GRIEFIN (johhana A). 
Transcription Induces the formation of a stable RNA -
DNA hybrid in the immunoglubulln << ~ switch region. 
Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 34; 1994; 21850-7. 
Transcription of a negetively supereoiled plasmid 
containing the marine IgA switch region caused the formation 
of fewer supereoiled conformers of the plasmid due to presence 
of a stable RNA - DNA Lybrid. Ihe RNA-ENA hybrid is stable 
in both thermal and superhelical stress. 
, — , URACIL QUA GLYCOSYLASE, E. COLI 
83. BANNETT (Samuel E) and JENSEN (oie N) . UV-Catalyzed 
cross-linking of E,Coll uracil DNA glycosylase to DNAs 
Identification of amino acids residue in the single 
stranded DNA binding site. Journal of Biological Chemistr-y 
269, 34; 1994; 21870 - 9. 
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Photochemical c r o s s l i n k i n g of E .Col i u r a c i l DNA 
g l y c o s y l a s e (Ung) t o o l i g o n u c l e o t i d e dT20 was performed t o 
i d e n t i f y amino-ac ids r e s i d u e s t h a t r e s i d e i n or near the 
DNA b i n d i n g s i t e , UV c a t a l y z e d c r o s s - l i n k i n g r e a c t i o n s a c o -
v a l e n t Ung X dT20, complex which was r e s o l v e d from uncross 
l i n k enzyme by SDS - po lyac ry l amide g e l e l e c t r o p h o r s i s . 
— , HYPOMETHYLATION 
84 . PALITTI (F ranco ) , CAROTTI (Daniela) and STROM (Rober to ) . 
DNA hypomethy la t ion and d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i s Fr iend 
Leukemia c e l l v a r i a n t s . BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and exp re s s ion 
1216, 1; 1993, Oc t ; 50 -54 . 
The occa rence upon d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of a t r a n s i e n t 
DNA hypomethy l a t i o n has been observed i n Fr iend e r y t h r o l e u -
kemia c e l l s . To de te rmine t h e m e t h y l a t i o n l e v e l of rajA 
s y n t h e s i z e d by p a r e n t a l c e l l , i n t h e p r e s e n c e or absence of 
i n d u c e r . The p e r c e n t a g e of r a d i o a c t i v e m e t h y l c y t o c i n e was 
de te rmined i n E9JA of c e l l s . 
, INTERACTION 
8 5 . CARETTONI (Danile) and ZAGNI (Eraanuela) . Topo i somerase 
a c t i o n on the t e t r o c h r o m a t i c EWA from t h e b r i n e shr imp 
Artemia f r a n c i s c a n a s t u d i e s i n v ivo and v i t r o , Biochemica: 
J o u r n a l . 2 9 9 , 3 ; 1994, May; 623-9 . 
•Hie genomes of h i g h e r e u k a r y o t e s c o n t a i n s v a r i o u s 
amounts of tandom r e p e a t e d JXtA sequences ( s f e t e l i t e ENA) 
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t y p i c a l l y located in the c o n s t i t u t i v e heterochroraatin the most 
highly condensed region of in te rphase chronosome, ENA family 
of repea ts i s the major component of c o n s t i t u t i v e he te ro -
chromatin in the br ine shrimp Ardimia f ranciscana. 
86. CHESKIS (Boris) and FREEDMAN (Leonard P) Ligand modulates 
the conversion of DNA-bound vitamin D^ receptors (VDR) 
heterodimers . Moleculer and Ce l lu la r Biology. 14,5; 
1994, May/ 3329-38. 
Prote in dimerizat ion f a c i l i t a t e s cooperat ive , high 
a f f i n i t y i n t e r a c t i o n s with DNA wuclear hormone receptor e .g . 
bind e i t h e r as hemodimers or heterodimers with re tenoid 
X receptor (RXR), i n t e r a c t i o n mediated by both DNA and l i g and 
binding domains. The liganed for RXR has apposi te acid 
e f fec t the d e s t a b i l i z i n g the heterodimeric DNA conplex. 
87. HANES (Steven) and BRENT (Roger). Specif ic ENA-recogni-
t ion and i n t e r s i t e spacing a re c r i t i c a l for act ion of 
t he b icoid morphogen. Molecular and Cel lu lar Biology. 
14 ,5 ; 1994, May; 3364-75. 
In t h i s examined DNA s i t e recogni t ion by Bicoid and 
i t s importance for formation of embryos of Drosophila. Using 
a l t e r e d DNA s p e c i f i c i t y Bicoid irtutants and appropr ia te reportex 
genes, among r e l a t e d IMA b inding, s i t e s , which shows c r y s t a -
l l o prophic ana lys i s of hemeodomain ENA i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
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88, JBONG (ShinVu) and STEIN (Arnold) . DNA sequence a f fec ts 
nucleosome order ing on r e p l i c a t i n g plasraids in t ransfec ted 
COS-1 c e l l s and in v i t r o . Journal of Biological Chemistry. 
269, 3; 1994; 2197-205. 
on 
Nucleosome Order ing / a v a r i e t y of r e p l i c a t i n g plasmids 
assembled i n t o chromatin in t r a i n s f e c t e d COS-1 c e l l s . I t 
suggests t h a t in t h e c e l l nucleus, nucleosome order ing on 
5V-40 ix?A might spread frc»n sequences in the earlaLjreqion 
c lose to where t r a n s c r i p t i o n terminatesy^>S^ff'Veq\J^j5e^of 
h i s tone H-1 nucleosome i n t e r a c t i o n s . If^,f . c N• x 
89. KATZ (Ronald W) and KOENIG (Ronal J ) * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | f € s subs-
t i t u t i o n s d i f f e r e n t i a l l y af fect d i r e c t repeat and p a l -
indromic thyroid hormone, response elements. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269,13; 1994; 9500 - 05. 
Thyroid hormone recep tors a re t r a n s c r i p t i o n fac tors 
t h a t bind t o spec i f i c DNA sequences and r egu la t e gene expre-
ssion in a ligand dependent manner. Result i nd i ca t e s tha t 
the palindromic elements are highly .dependent on the 
presence of the two 5-nuc leo l ides . 
90. KOZYAVKIN (Sergie A), GELIERT (Martin) and LAKE (jame A) 
Reverse gyrase with an unusual s t r u c t u r e : A type 1 DNA 
topoisomerase from the hyperthermophile i s two submit 
P ro te in . Journal of Biologica l Chenistry, 269,15; 1994; 
11081 - 9. 
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Reverse gyrase an ATP dependent topoisomerase tha t 
p o s i t i v e l y superce i l s D^A, has been pu r i f i ed . Transfer of 
r ad ioac t ive phosph t e from DNA to protfein and gel r e t a rda t ion 
experiments i n d i c a t e t h i s protein formed the co-valent complex 
with DNA. 
9 1 . RABINDRAN (sr idhar K) and WISINIEWSKI ( j an ) . I n t e r ac t i on 
between heat shock fac to r and hsP 70 i s insuf f i c ien t 
t o suppress induct ion of DNA binding a c t i v i t y in vivo. 
Molecular and Cel lu la r Biology. 14,10; 1994, Oct;6552-60, 
The i n t r a c e l l u t a r l eve l of f ree hsP 70 s t r e s s p ro te in 
family on t h e bas is of an autor^gula tory mechanism by which 
the c e l l measures the l eve l of thermal s t r e s s and regu la tes 
the synthes i s of hsp, DNA binding and d igomet r i c s t a t e of 
t h e heat shock t r a n s c r i p t i o n fac tor i s a p r inc ipa l s tep in 
the induct ion pathway t h a t i s responsive t o level of 70 kDa 
s t r e s s p r o t e i n , 
92. RAMASWAMY (Muthukumar) and YEUNG (Anthony). Sequence -
spec i f i c i n t e r a c t i o n s of Uvr ABC endo nuclease with 
psoralen i n t e r s t r a n d cross l i n k s . Journal of Biological 
Chemistry. 269, 1; 1994; 485-92. 
The na ture of uvr p ro te in - DNA complexes formed on 
psoralen-ENA i n t e r s t r a n d cross l ink was analysed by BNase I 
foot p r i n t i n g and co r r e l a t ed with the i nc i s ion eff ic iency 
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of t he avr ABC endonuclease on the cross l i nks of d i f fe ren t 
DNA sequences. The r e s u l t i n d i c a t e s tha t the r epa i r speci 
c i t y i s dependent on ENA sequence and the psoralen o r i en t a t ion 
in c ross l i n k . 
— , — , BINDING PROTEINS, E.COLI 
93 . LUCHT (Jan M), DERCH (Petra) and BREMER (Erhard) . 
I n t e r a c t i o n s of t h e nucleot ide - associated ENA-binding 
p ro te ins H-MS with a regula tory region of the osmotical ly 
con t ro l l ed pro-U operon of Escherichia Col i , Journal of 
Bioloqifccal Chemistry. 269,9;1994; 6578 - 86. 
The E»Coli has gene encodes the abundant-nucleotide 
associa ted DNA binding p ro te in H-NS. I t inves t iga ted the 
i n t e r a c t i o n s of H-NS with t h e pro-U regu la to ry region by 
de le t ion ana lys is of c i s - e c t i n g sequences^ connpetitive gel 
r e t a r d a t i o n assys, and DNase I f oo tp r in t i ng . The negative 
ef fect of H-NS on pro-U t r a n s c r i p t i o n was mediated by Cis-
ac t i ng sequences within pro V, but did not depend on the 
presence of curved DNA segment. 
— , — , CELUJLAR 
94. LIU (Fang) and GREEN (Michael R). Promoter t a r g e t i n g 
by adenovirus through i n t e r a c t i o n with d i f fe ren t c e l l u l a r 
DNA-binding domains. Nature. 368, 6471; 1994; 5 20-5. 
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The adenoviras p ro te in s t imula tes t r a n s c r i p t i o n a l 
a c t i v a t o r s of adenoviral gene as well as a wide v a r i e t y of 
other v i r a l and c e l l u l a r genes. I t shows the adevirus i n t e r a c t 
with severa l c l a s se s of c e l l u l a r IXJA-binding domains and 
thereby be r e c r u i t e d t o d ive r se promoters. 
— , — , — , PROTEIN, SV-1 
95. DABROWSKI (Chr i s t ine E) , CARMILLO (Paul J) and SCHAFPER 
( P r i s c i l l a A). Ce l lu la r p ro te in i n t e r a c t i o n s with herpes 
simplex v i ru s type 1. Molecular and Cel lu lar ^ioloqy. 
14, 4; 1992, Apr; 2545 - 55. 
The HSV-i o r i g i n of DNA r e p l i c a t i o n conta ins an AT-rick 
regions and three highly homologous sequences. The i n t e r -
ac t ion between spec i f i c HSV-I ENA sequences and pro te ins in 
uninfected c e l l ex t r ac t s were cha rac te r i zed . The r e s u l t 
support tha t t h e p a r t i c i p a t i o n of c e l l u l a r p ro te ins in the 
i n i t i a t i o n of HSV-I DNA syn thes i s . 
— , — , PROTEIN 
96. RASTINEJAD (Praydoon) and ARTZ (Pamela). Origin of the 
asymmetrical contac t between lac r ep resso r and lac 
operator ENA. Journal of Molecular Biology, 233, 3; 
1993; 389 - 99. 
The E.Coli lac opera tor DNA conta ins two sequences 
r e l a t e d by a pseudo-dyad a x i s . F-NMR i s used t o determine 
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the wild type E.Coli lac opera tor DNA sequence i t s e l f spec i -
f i e s a pa i r of d i s t i n c t hal f s i t e i n t e r ac t ions with the lac 
opera tor EWA binding dcxnains. 
—, — , —, EFFECTS 
97. MAO (Chunhong) and LITTLE (john W). Cooperative l^A-
protein interactions : Effects of changing the spacing 
between adjacent binding cites. Journal of Molecular 
Biology. 235, 2; 1994; 532-44. 
Cooperative binding of specific DNA binding proteins 
plays crucial roles in gene regulatory circuitry, and is a 
model system for interaction between proteins bound and ENA. 
Maximum cooperativity was seen with the wild-type spacing, 
considerable cooperativity was retained for most spacing 
variants, but was abolished when the operators lay on opposite 
faces of the DNA helix. 
— , — , — , HIV-I PROMOTER 
98. KHARROUBI (Aboubaker) and VERDIM (Er i c ) . Prote in DNA 
i n t e r a c t i o n s within IXIase I -hype r sens i t i ve s i t e s located 
Downstream of the HIV-I Promoter, Journal of Biological 
Chmistrv. 269, 31; 1994; 19916 -24 . 
In v i t r o foo tp r in t ing a region located downstream of 
t h e human immunodeficiency v i r u s , type 1 (HIV) promoter found 
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to be hypersensitive to DNase I-digestion in vivo. Recognition 
s i t e s for several cons t i tu t ive DNA binding factors were iden-
t i f i e d . The resul t suggests that the DfiFi play a role in the 
HIV-I transcript ion regulation, 
— , — , — , HUM;»I CELLS 
99. MURRAY (Vincent), MOORE (Anthony G) and MATIAS (Christina) 
Interaction of hedamycin and DC92-B in a sequence selec-
tive manner with ENA in intact human cells, BBA gene 
structure and expression. 1261, 2; 1995, /^r; 195-200, 
The sequence specificity of the pluramycin antibiotics 
hedamycin and DC92-p was established in intact human cells 
using a linear implification system. The products are run 
an a ENA sequencing gel, and the damage can be determined to 
the exact base pair. 
, — , , SCREENING METHOD 
100. RIVERA (Richard R) , STEENBERGEN (Renske) and MURREY 
(Cornells). Ets protein : New factors that regulate 
immunoglobulin heavy chain gene expression. Molecular 
and Cellular Biology. 13,11; 1993, Nov; 7163-9. 
Used a DNA protein - interaction screening method to 
isolate a cDNA, Erg 3, whose product oinds to a site, desig-
nated present in the immxinoglobulin, heavy chain gene 
enhancer, Eg3 is an alternatively splicid product of the erg 
gene and contains on Ets ^NA binding domain. 
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— , — , REPLICATION, PROTEIN, PHOSPHORYLATION — DEPENDENT 
101. KUSUKAWA (Jingo), NARANO(RyuJi) and RAOHA PADMANABHAN. 
Phosphorylation _ dependent interaction of adenvirus 
proterminal protein with the viral origin of ENA repli-
cation. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 3; 
1994; 2189-96. 
Adenovirus proterminal protein (PTP) exists as a 
heterodimer with the viral DNA polymerase (Ad Pol) and 
becomes coralently linked to a CMP residue during initiation 
of DNA replication. Trypiic peptide maps of PTP expressed 
using recombinant vaccinia virus system in Hela cells revealed 
that phosphorylation of PTP occured in multiple sitese Dephosph 
orylation of PTP with calf intestinal alkaline phosphate result-
ed in a significant decrease in its activity in the in vitro 
DNA replication. 
— , — , RNA 
102, OZOLINE (ON), UTESHEV (TA) and KAMZOLOVA (SG) . Inter-
action of bacterial RNA polymerase with two different 
promoters of phage T7 DNA : Conformational analysis. 
BBA gene structure and expression. 1172, 3; 1993, 
Mar; 251 - 61. 
Using a refampicin - resistant RNA polymerase with 
altered specificity to different promoters the D promoter of 
T7 phage DNA with increased affinity to the mutant enzyme was 
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chosen . T h i s promoter and t h e T7 Al promoter wi th unchanged 
a f f i n i t y as w e l l as some non-promoter DNA fragments were u sed . 
— , — , TRANSCRIPTION 
103. NATHENY (Cali) and MILBRANDT (jeffery). Transcriptional 
activity of the zinc finger protein NGPl-A is influenced 
by its interaction with a cellular factor. Molecular 
and Cellular Biology. 13,11; 1993, Nov, 6858 - 65. 
NGPl - A is an immediate early gene that encodes a 
transcription factor whose E»IA binding domain is composed 
of three zinc fingers. A nulaitional analysis was conducted 
with an NGPI - A molecule in which the zinc fingers were 
replaced by G&L 4 DNA binding domain. 
— , ION FLUCTUATION, CHAIN BENDING, DIELECTRIC STUDIES 
104. BONE (Stephen) and SMALL (Caroline A). Dielectric 
studies of ion fluctuation and chain bending in Native 
DNA. BBA gene structure and expression. 1260, 1; 
1995, Jan; 85 - 93. 
•nie high frequency dielectric dispersion exhibited 
by solutions of native TXSA is characterized as a function of 
electrolyte concentration, counterion type, temprature and 
pH. The data are interpeted in terms of counterion fluctua-
tion along short segments of the DNA chain. 
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—, ISOIATIOH 
105. AASHEIM (Hans-Christian) and HORNES (Er ik ) . Simple 
subs t rac t lon method for the i s o l a t i o n of c e l l spec i f ic 
genes using magnetic more d i spe r se polymer p a r t i c l e s , 
Biotechniques. 16, 4; 1994, Apr, 716-8, 720-1. 
A simple subs t rac t ion method for the i s o l a t i o n of 
c e l l type spec i f i c genes us ing magnetic beads, Biot inglated 
f i r s t stand cIX^ A in generated from one c e l l type . Poly A RNA 
i s o l a t e d from d i f f e r en t c e l l s and then hybridized t o the 
immobilized c ONA. 
106. HERSCOVICS (Amette) and MOREMEN (Kolly W). I s o l a t i o n 
of a mouse Golgi mannosidase c DNA, a member of a gene 
family conserved from yeast t o martanals. Journal of 
BlolOQical" (Shemistry, 269,13; 1994; 9864 - 71 , 
'One amino acid sequence of the spec i f i c oC-mannosi d ase 
involved in N-oligosaccharides processing t o have a high 
degree of s i m i l a r i t y t o the deduced amino acid sequence of a 
r abb i t l i v e r - mannosidase p a r t i a l c DNA demonstrating t h a t 
processing mannosidase have been conserved thouc^ eara ryo t ic 
evolut ion, 
107. TARCZYNSKI (Mitchelle) , MEYEY ( William J ) , MIN (John J) 
and HELLWIG (Randolph J ) , Two-minute mJhiprep method 
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for plasmid I s o l a t i o n . Blotechnlques. 16 ,3 ; 1994, 
Mar'; 514 - 9 . 
An extremely rapid method, INSTA-PREP has been deve-
loped t o prepare plasmid DNA. Direct ex t rac t ion of plasmid 
DNA from Escherichia Coli c e l l s t o achieve by a two phase 
so lu t ion c o n s i s t i n g of phenol-chloroform - isoarayl alcohol 
and water or baffur with e f f i c i e n t sepera t ion of the phases 
by CQitr ifugation in the presence of INSTAH-PRBP g e l l b a r r i e r 
m a t e r i a l . Plasmid DNA prepared by INSTAIPREP were analysed 
and a re s u i t a b l e for u s , inc luding r e s t r i c t i o n , d iges t ion 
l i g a t i o n with T-4 ENA l i g a s e , b a c t e r i a l t ransformation, PCR, 
cu l tured c e l l t r a n s f e c t i o n and T7 ENA pelymerase - mediated 
dideoxynucleotide sequencing. 
— , — , BINDING, OVER PRODUCTION, CHARACTARIZATION 
108. MCDONNELL (Gerald E) and MCOONNELL (David J) . Over-
production, i s o l a t i o n and DNA binding c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of Xre, the repressor p ro te in from the B ic i l lu s s u b t i l i s 
de fec t ive prophage PBSX, Journa l of Molecular Biology. 
241, 3; 1994; 398-414. 
PBSX i s a phage- l ike bac t e r ioc in of B i c i l l a s s u b t i l i s 
168 Lysogeny i s maintained by the PBSX - encoded repressor 
x r e . Ihe Xre pro te in was overproduced in E.Coli and isd)lated 
by a f f i n i t y chromatography. 
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— , — , CHARACTERIZATIQN 
109. NISHI (Ritsuko) , KIDOU (Shin-echiro) and KATO (Astushi) . 
Isolation and characterization of a rice c ENA which 
encodes the eukaryotic initiation factor 4A. BBA gene 
structure and expression, 1174, 3; 1993, Sept; 293-4. 
Rice c DNA was isolated which encodes an open reading 
frame of 413 amino acids. The deduced amino acids sequence 
corresponds to eukaryotic initiation factor 4A protein. 
— , — , EHCODING BIOTIN 
110. ELBOROUGH (Kieran M) and PAWCETT (Tony). Isolation of 
c DNAs from brassica napus, encoding the biotin binding 
and transcarboxylase domains of aectyl - CCA carboxylase 
assignment of the domain structure in a fuU length 
A rapidopsis thaliana genomic clone. Biochemical 
Journal. 301, 2; 1994; July, 599-605. 
One independent and two overlapping rape cENA clones 
have been isolated. They encoded a 2-3 kb and a 2.5 k 
strech of the full length Acetyl CoA carboxylase c DNA, corres-
ponding to the biotin binding and transcarboxylase domain 
resp. 
— , — , GENOMIC 
1 1 1 . PETITTE (James N) and ^ U L I K (Michael J ) . I s o l a t i o n of 
genomic DNA from avian whole b l o o d . B i o t e c h n i q u e s . 
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17, 4; 1995, Apr; 664-6. 
Genomic ENA was i s o l a t e d from avian whole blood, by 
ca ta lyz ing the i n i t i a l and r a t e l i m i t i n g s t ep of the b ios -
yn thes i s of t e t rahydr b iopro te in , the co- fac tor for armotic 
amino acid hydroxylat ion, 
— , — , — , PLASMID 
112. HAJI AHMED (Y), ANSARI (MH), PANCHAL (C) and TAVARES 
(PCA) . S i m p l i f i e d method for i s o l a t i o n of genomic and 
EWA 
plasmid/ f rom Leuconostoc m e s o n t e r o i d e s . B io t echn iques . 
16, 3 ; 1994, Mar; 390 - 2 , 
Phy logene t i c a n a l y s i s of t h e conserved sequences of 
genes d i f f e r e n t i a t e a l l known members of t h e family i n t o 
four e v o l u t i o n a r y d i s t i n c t s u b - f a m i l i e s . 
—.LINEAR DIFFUSION 
113. MAASS (Gunter) and PINGOUD (Alfred) . Pausing of the 
r e s t r i c t i o n endonuclease EcoRI during l inea r diffusion 
on I^IA. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 37; 
1994; 23079 - 86. 
Linear deffusion i s a mechanism to acce l e ra t e associa-
t ion r a t e s beyond t h e i r three-dimensional d i f fus iona l l i m i t . 
In t h i s p ro te ins i n t e r a c t i n g with BNA sequences to loca te 
t h e i r t a r g e t s i t e s ofi the macyomolecular s u b s t r a t e . Other 
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p ro te in bounds to the DNA and i r r e g u l a r DNA, s t ruc tu re s such 
as bent TXik or a t r i p l e x h e l i x c o n s t i t u t e a b a r r i e r tha t cant 
ea s i ly be passed by Eco-RI. 
—, MELTING 
114. CARVER (Theodore E) , SOWERS (Lawrence C) and MILLER 
(David P) . Melting of a I»JA h e l i x terminus within the 
ac t ive s i t e of a E»JA polymerase. Virology. 201, 2; 
1994, 0-ct; 835 - 9. 
Accurate syn thes i s of DNA by polymerases i s due in 
pa r t t o s e l e c t i v e removal of raisincorporated nucleot ides by 
a 3-5 exonuclease a c t i v i t y (proofreading) . Proofreading by 
an exonuc lease domain conta in ing a ?•£ ENA binding s i t e s may 
involve in loca l melt ing of a duplex DNA s u b s t r a t e . I t i s 
a method for examining base pa i r i n t e r a c t i o n s within DNA 
molecules bound to p r o t e i n . 
— , METHYLATION 
115. ERME (Maria D), ALLEGRA (Paola) and REALE (Anna). 
Inhibition of CPG methylation in linker DNA by H, 
histone. BBA gene structure and expression. 1173, 2; 
1993, May; 209 - 16. 
H^ exerts a specific vitro inhibitory effect on 
enzymic DNA methylation. Lower methylation level found in 
internuclcosomal DNA compared to core DNA is in vivo consequenc 
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of the well knovm lcx:al lzat lon of t h i s h l s tone in the l inker 
« 
region as opposed to a possible deficiency of CPG dinuleotides 
in linker ENA. 
116. PICHON (Bruno) and VASSART (Gilbert). Unmethylated 
thyroglobulin prometer may be repressed by methylation 
of flanking DNA sequences. Biochemical Journal. 298,3; 
1994, Mar; 537 - 41. 
The thyroglabulin gene promoter elements themselves are 
highly CG deficient and do not contain any. Hpa II/MspI 
sites. DNA methylation of rector sequences is sufficient to 
repress the activity of the thyroglobulin gene promoter 
transient transfection experiments. Thyroglobulin gene pro-
moter is sensitive to DNA methylation. 
— , — , REGULATION 
117. NONKWELO (Carol B) and tONG (waiter K) . Regulation of 
Epstein - Barr virus divergent promoter by DNA methyla-
tion. Virology. 197,1; 1993, May; 205-15. 
The site specific methylation of the Cp Gs was not 
solely responsible for inhibition of expression by methylation 
DNA methylation is also reduced DNA replication. Ihe hyper-
methylation of the divergent promotes may suppress transcrip-
tions and lytic replication of EBV, 
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n s . TULCHINSKY (Eugene), GRIGORIAN (Mariam) and LUKANIDIN 
(Eugene). T ransc r ip t i ona l regu la t ion of the ratsl gene 
in the human lymphoma c e l l s : Ihe r o l e of DNA methyla-
t i o n , BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and expression. 1261, 2; 
1995, Apr; 243 - 8. 
The t r a n s c r i p t i o n of the mtsl gene pu ta t i ve ly involved 
in the con t ro l of the tumor metas tas i s was studied in th ree 
human lymphoma c e l l s . Level of the mtsl gene t r a n s c r i p t i o n 
i s high in MOLT-4 c e l l s and low in CEM c e l l s . This c o r r e l a t e s 
with hypomethylation of DNA, in the analyzed cu l tu re c e l l s . 
— , — , REPORTER GENE 
119. HASSE (Andreas) and SCHULZ (Wolfgang A). Enhancement 
of r epo r t e r gene de novo methylation by ENA fragments 
from the - f e t o p r o t e i n con t ro l reg ion . Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 269, 3; 1994; 1821-6. 
Tine 5-upstream region of the r a t - f e top ro te in (AFP) 
gene s t rong ly increased de-novo-rmethylation of an adjacent 
chloramphenicol a c e t y l t r a n s f e r a s e (C«T) gene upon t r ans fee t ion 
in F9 mouse embryonal c e l l s . The same ef fec t was exerted 
by a d i s t a l 775-base pa i r fragments and such elements may be 
e f fec t ive in a t t r a c t i n g de-novo methylat ion. 
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— , — , TRANSCRIPTION, BPPECT OP HISTONE HI 
120. JOHNSON (Colin A) , GODDARD (john P) and ADAMS (LP). 
E f f ec t of h i s t o n e HI and I»IA raethylation on t r a n s c r i p t i o r 
Biochemical J o u r n a l * 305, 3 ; 1995, Feb; 791 -8 . 
Ihe r*lA m e t h y l a t i o n a c t s as a focus for t h e format ion 
of i n a c t i v e chromat in i n v i v o . T r a n s c r i p t i o n of a t e m p l a t e 
c o n t i a i n i n g two tRNA genes and an expens iv <G+c) r i c h sequence 
c h a i . a c t e r i s t i c s of CpG i s l a n d . The h i s t o n e Hi coraplexed t o 
DNA i s one of the f a c t o r s t h a t i n h i b i t s t r a n s c r i p t i o n by 
p r e v e n t i n g t h e fo rmat ion of i n i t i a t i o n ccmplexes , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
me thy la t ed t e m p l a t e . 
— , MITOCHONDRIAL 
1 2 1 . TAKEDA (Kximiko) and MIKAMI (Hi tosh i ) . Mouse mi techon-
d r i a l IMJA as a c y t o p l a s m i c marker . Molecular and 
C e l l u l a r Bio logy . 1 4 , 9 ; 1994, Sep t ; 6198 - 207. 
I h e mt DNA i s t h e cy top l a smic DNA. I t examined t h e 
r e s t r i c t i o n fragment l eng th polymorphism (RELP) of t h e mt DNA 
i s u s e f u l as t h e c y t o p l a s m i c marker . 
122. YONEDA (Makoto) andATTARDI (Giuseppe) .Complementat ion 
of mutant and wi ld t y p e human m i t a c h o n d i a l EN As c o -
e x i s t i n g s i n c e t h e mu ta t ion even t and lack of complemen-
t a t i o n of DNAs i n t r o d u c e d s e p e r a t e l y i n t o a c e l l w i t h i n 
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distinct organalles. Molecular and Celluiar Biology. 
14, 4; 1992, Apr; 2699 - 712. 
mt I»JA is sorted among different orgenelles plays 
a fundamental roles in determining the oxidative phosphoryla-
tion phenotype in marmnalian cells. It is important for 
studies of transmission therapy of mt DNA - linked diseases, 
— , — , DELETIONS 
123. ALARCON (clara n) and DONELSON (john E) . Multiple 
deletions in mitochondrial DNA are present in senescent 
mouse brain. Molecular and Cellular Biology. 14, 8; 
1994, Aug; 5579 - 91. 
First time multiple deletions occur during ageing of 
mice brain mitochenotrial DNA (mt DNA). Deletions were detec-
ted by electrophoresis after amplification using the nested 
polymerase chain Reaction (N-PCR) method. 
— , — , OXIDATIVE DAMAGE 
124. DRIGGERS (wosley J) and WILSON (G^enn L). Repair of 
oxidative damage within the mitochondrial DNA of RIN 
38 cells. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 268, 29; 
1993; 22042 - 5. 
A growing body of evidence suggests that a variety 
of chronic diseases. Including cancer and diabetes are 
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associated with damage to mitochondrial I»IA. To determine 
mitochondria can repair their damage, a quantitative southern 
technique was utilized to identify repair in specific DNA 
fragments. 
— , MUTATIOH, CANCER VIRUS 
125. BRONER (C Eric), BAKER (Sean M) and MORRISON (Paul T) . 
Mutation in the DNA mismatch repair gene homelogue is 
associated with hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer. 
Nature. 368, 6468; 1994; 258-61. 
"^ le human DNA mismatch repair gene homologue on 
chroBosome 2p is involved in hereditary non-polyposis colon 
cancer (HNP CC). A human gene encoding a protein, h MLHI 
(human Mat L homologue) to the bacterial ENA mismatch repair 
protein is located on human chromosome. hMLHl mutations in 
affected individuals from a chromosome 3-linked HMPCC family. 
— , — , VACCINIA VIRUS 
126. GUPTA (Malini) and ZHU (chang-xi)• Mutations of vaccinia 
virus ENA topoisomerase I that stabilize the cleavage 
complex. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 1; 
1994/ 573 - 8. 
Two mutations in vaccinia virus topoisomerase I, 
K167D and G226N, have been characterized. The mutant ENA 
enzymes were purified to homogeneity and compared with wild 
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type enzyme for r e l a x a t i o n a c t i v i t y and the p a r t i a l a c t i v i t i e s 
of subs trate binding s i t e s p e c i f i c ENA c leavage and DNA 
r e l i g a t l o n t o determine t h e mechanism of Sotf induct ion . 
— , PROTEIN CX)OPBRATIVITY, STABILIZATION 
127. NAMQOONG (soon-Yong), JAYARAM (Makkuni) and HARSHEY 
(Rasika M). IMA p r o t e i n c o o p e r a t i v l t y in the assembly 
and s t a b i l i z a t i o n of Mu strand - t r a n s f e r complex. 
Journal of Molecular Biology. 238 ,4 ; 1994; 514-27. 
Hie requirements of n e g e t i v e l y superco l led DNA substrat* 
the CIS - ac t ing t r a n s p o s i t i o n enhancer and the E.Coll Hll 
prote in during the phage Mu t r a n s c r i p t i o n r e a c t i o n . Large 
subs trate of the complexes i s competent i n mediating* strand 
t r a n s f e r . DNA fragment conta in ing the l e f t end of Mu and 
Mu DNA can be used during strand t r a n s f e r . 
— , — , VITAMIN D BINDING, QUANTITATION 
128. SABBATINI (ARMP A Werner) and GUHA (C) . Vitamin D 
binding prote in gene : Quantitat ion of ampli f ied nuc l i ec 
ac ids by ELISA. Blotehnicjues. 15, 4; 1993, Apr;706-13. 
By u t i l i z i n g aizyrae l inked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
t o q u a n t i t a t e PCR ampli f ied EWA. Iti ls method was used t o 
measure m RNA for t h e vi tamin D>-blndlng pro te in and the 
t r a n s f e r receptor (TR) gene in the c e l l l i n e . The hybridized 
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products were bound t o a s t r e p t a v i d i n coated ELISA p l a t e and 
were de tec ted by an a l k a l i n e phosphate - conjugated antibody 
t o d i g o x l g e n i n . 
— , RANCON-AMPLIPISD, POLYMORPHISM 
129. PARK (Yong-Ha) and KOHEL (Russel J) . Effect of 
concentrat ion MgCl2, on randon-amplified DNA POly 
raorphistn. B i tocheniques . 1 6 , 4 ; 1994, Apr; 657-60, 
The i n f l u e n c e of concentrate MgC12 on products in PCR 
t o generate random ampli f ied poly morphic DNA (RAPD) was 
evaluated between two h i g h l y polymorphic c o t t o n l i n e s . 
Varying concentrat ion of MgC12 in the PCR mixtures r e s u l t e d 
in both q u a n t i a t i v e and q u a l i t a t i v e d i f f e r e n c e . The optjmus 
concentrat ion for each prine was independ@it of the GC/AT 
r a t i o of the prinner and number of DNA bands ampl i f i ed , 
— , RECOMBINAnON, CODING 
130. VflLLS (Zacaary P) and WEAVER (David T) . V(D)J 
recombination coding junct ion formation without DNA 
homology : Process ing of coding t ermin i . Molecular 
and C e l l u l a r Biology. 13 ,11 ; 1993, Nov; 6957 - 68. 
The r o l e of ced ing end DNA composit ion in junct ion 
formation with plasraid s u b s t r a c t s c o n t a i n i n g defined homopo-
lymers f lanking t h e recombination s i g n a l sequence element. 
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I t i s found t h a t coding junc t ions formed e f f i c i e n t l y with or 
without terminal raJA homology. 
— , — , MOTAGKIWSIS 
131. JONES (Douglas H), RILEY (Angela N) and WINISTORFER 
(Stanley C) . Production of a vector t o f a c i l i t a t e I^A 
mutagenesis and recombination. Biotchnlcrues. 16, 4; 
1994, Apr; 672-4. 
Most methods forgenerat ion of s i t e spec i f i c mutants 
and recombinants cons t ruc t requi re primer ex t rac t ion in 
v i t r o . Such methods to manipulate DNA are prone to sequence 
e r ro r because they take p lace outs ide the complex t h a t 
increase sequence f i d e l i t y dur ing plasmid r e p l i c a t i o n . A 
small I*IA segment, con ta in ing the t a rge ted sequence a l t e r a -
t i o n , can subsequently be l iga ted i n to a plasraid cons t ruc t . 
—,REGULATION 
132. MOLNAR (Gyongyi), CROZAT (Anne) and PARDEE (Art Lur B) 
Early gene regulates (Egr-1) the activity of the 
thymidine kinase Promoter at the Go to Gl Transition 
of the cell cycle. Molecular and Cellalor Piology. 
14, 8 ; 1994, Aug ; 5254-8. 
Production of T kprotein prallels the onset of ENA 
synthesis during the cell cycle. This process is regulate 
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a t t r a n s c r i p t i o n a l , post t rans c r i p t i o n a l and t r a n s l a t i o n a l 
l e v e l s to cause a 40 t o 50 fo ld i n c r e a s e in c y t ^ s o l i c enzymati 
a c t i v i t y as c e l l from Gl t o S phase. TSie r e s u l t suggests 
a r o l e t o Egr-1 i n r e g u l a t i n g express ion of IK gene a t the 
Go t o Gl t r a n s i t i o n , 
— , — , HPV-lff 
133 . BARON (Michael D) , GOHTLEY (Lynetle) and BARRET (Tom). 
Regulat ions of ear ly gene express ions of human p a p i l l o -
mavirus type 16 by inflaraatory c y t o k i n e s . Vire logy . 
200, 1 ; 1994, May; 130- 9 . 
The hos t immune r e a c t i o n a g a i n s t HPV i n f e c t i o n remains 
poorly understood. Inflamatory cy tok ines undoubtedly play 
a key r o l e through a c t i v a t i n g and coord inat ing the immxine 
response . The TOP and IL-1 respons ive elements in the 
HPV16 NCR were determined t o l i e wi th in the c e l l type s p e c i -
f i c enhancer, there are s e v e r a l bindings s i t e s f<br nuclear 
f a c t o r s involved in HPV16 ear ly gene r e g u l a t i o n . This the 
f i r s t demonstration t h a t TNP and IL-1 are involved in gene 
HPV r e g u l a t i o n s . Ihese funct ions of inf lamatory cytok ines 
are presumed t o c o n t r i b u t e to the hos t defense aga ins t HP 
i n f e c t i o n . 
— , — , NEGATIVE, HSV_1 
134. SARISKY (Robert T) and WEBER (Peter C). Role of 
Anisomorphic UHk conformations in the Negat ive 
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r egu la t ions of a Herpes Simplex Yirus type 1 promoter, 
Virolocry. 201,2; 1994, Oct; 569-79. 
A sequence i s a b i f f i rc t ional elaafent in HSV-l genome 
which possesses both the s igna l s requi red for the cleavage 
and incaps ida t ion of r e p l i c a t e d v i r a l ENA and the promoter 
regu la to ry sequences of the gene encoding the v i r a l n»uro-
v i r a l e n c e f ac to r . 
—, —, RAT (PAS) 
135. RODER and KARIM. T r i p a r t i t e DNA element responsible 
for d i e t induced r a t f a t t y acid synthase (FAS) regula-
t i o n . Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269,30; 1994; 
19474 - 9. 
PAS encoding gene could be respons ib le for i t s nut r i -
t i o n a l l y regulated expression Diet induced d i f fe rence in 
chromatin s t r u c t u r e were determined by DNase 1 treatment of 
i n t a c t nuc le i from h e p a t i c t i s s u e . The p ro te in binding pro-
p e r t i e s of the region defined by DN^se I hyper sens t iv i ty 
were l e s t ed by gel r e t a r d a t i o n . 
— , RELAXATION 
136. THIYAGARAJAN (MM), KOTANI (H) and HOLIOMAN (WK) . ENA 
r e l a x a t i o n media ted by U s t i l a g raaydis t y p e - 1 t o p o i s o -
merase , modula t ion by ch romat i c a s s o c i a t e d p r o t e i n s . 
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BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1173, 2; 1993, 
May; 155-64. 
U s t i l a g o maydls topoisoraerase 1 r e l a x e s s u p e r h e l i c a l 
BNA in t h e absence of any c o - f a c t o r s . Whereas HI s t i m u l a t e s 
topo 1 media ted DNA r e l a x a t i o n t h r o u g h a p r o c e s s l v e mode, 
t h e HMG l i k e p r o t e i n enhance through a d i s t r i b u t i v e mechanism, 
— , — , IDENTIFICATION, HEAT SHOCK, E,OOLI 
137, VIJAYA GOPAL, KUMARAN (Mande K) and CHATTERJI (Dlpankar) 
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of ENA t o p o l s o m e r a s e s Involved In 
Immediate and t r a n s i e n t ENA r e l a x a t i o n Induced by h e a t 
shock I n E , C o l l , Cur ren t S c i e n c e , 6 6 , 9 ; 1994, S e p t ; 
668-70. 
The l i n k i n g number of p l a sml d DNA In e x p o n e n t i a l l y 
growing E .Col l I n c r e a s e s Immediate ly and t r a n s i e n t l y a f t e r 
h e a t shock . I n t h i s s tudy IMJA topo l somerase s c a t a l y z e t h i s 
r e l a x a t i o n of ENA, 
— , REPAIR ACTIVITIES 
138, XANTHOUDAKIS (Steven) and CURRAN (Tom), Redox and 
ENA - r e p a i r a c t i v i t i e s of Ref-1 a r e encoded by non-
over l apping domains . Blotechnlcrues . 16, 3 ; 1994, 
Mar / 393-7 . 
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The DNA binding a c t i v i t y of t r a n s c r i p t i o n fac tor 
AP-1 i s regulated in v i t r o by a p o s t - t r a n s l a t i o n a l mechanism 
involving reduc t ion /oxida t ion ( redox) . Redox regula t ion i s 
mediated by a conserved cys t e in res idue in the DNA-binding 
domain. DNA repa i r a c t i v i t y required conserved C-terminal 
sequences. Oxidation of Cystein sulphydryls i n h i b i t s the 
rodox a c t i v i t y of Ref-1 without a f f ec t ing i t s ENA repa i r 
a c t i v i t y . 
— , —, EXCISION 
139, SANSON (Benedicte) and UZAN (Marc) . F i r s t zinc binding 
domain of l l v r A i s not e s s e n t i a l for l l v r ABC mediated 
DNA excision r e p a i r . Journal of Molecular Biology. 
233, 3; 1993; 429-46. 
Specif ic mutations in uVrA were introduced t o analyse 
the ro l e of the ;5inc binding domains of the prote in in DNA 
excis ion r e p a i r . This domain no longer co-ord ina tes z inc , 
ATPase a c t i v i t y , h e l i c a s e a c t i v i t y , ENA binding, i nc i s ion 
of damaged DNA and DNA r e p a i r syn thes i s . 
— , REPLICATION 
140. HAGGERTY (shergl and PRISQUE (Richard J ) . DNA r e p l i c a -
t ion of Chimeric JC Virus-Simian Virus 4 0 genomes 
Virology, 201, 2; 1994, Oct, 819-822. 
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ENA r e p l i c a t i o n of polyoma vir i is i s dependent upon the 
synthes i s of T ant igen and the subsequent i n t e r a c t i o n s of 
t h i s p ro te in with c e l l u l a r f ac to r s and v i r a l o r ig in of 
r e p l i c a t i o n , JCV i s t he e t i o l o g i c aga i t of the human bra in 
d i sease progress ive mul t i foca l leukoencephalopathy, 
141. HIASA( H i ro sh i ) , DIGATE (Russell J) and MARIANS 
(Kenneth J ) . Deci tenat ing a c t i v i t y E.Coli ENA gyrase 
and topoisomerase I & I I I during oriC and PBR322 ENA 
r e p l i c a t i o n in v i t r o . Journal of Biological Chemistry. 
269, 3 ; 1994; 2093-4, 
In the oriC sys tan , DNA gyrase-cata lyzed decatenat ion 
of daughter DNA raoleculas was very i n e f f i c i e n t , whereas 
topoisomerase I I I could ca t a lyze complete decatenat ion . In 
the PBR322 DNA r e p l i c a t i o n system almost a l l daughter ENA 
molecules could by decatenated by l»IA gyrase alone in the 
absence of s a l t . Ihe addi t ion of topoimerase I t o the r e p l i -
ca t ion systems r e s u l t e d only in an inhibit idtn of DNA synthes is 
142. TINKER (Rachel L) and ALBERTS (Bruce M) , IXJk r e p l i c a t i o n 
fork Can pass RNA polymerase without d i sp lac ing the 
nascent t r a n s c r i p t . Nature . 366, 6450; 1993,* 33-9. 
Repl icat ion p ro te ins encoded by cater iophage T4 generat 
DNA r e p l i c a t i o n forks t h a t can pass a melecule of E.Coli 
RNA poly merase moving in t h e same d i r e c t i o n as the fork in 
v i t r o . 
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— , — , ACTION OP CAPFEIN, INDIAN MUNTJAC CELLS 
143 , MUSK (Stephen RR) , JOHNSON (Rober t T) and DOWNEN 
(C Stephen) , Act ion of c a f f e i n e on DNA r e p l i c a t i o n 
a f t e r u l t r a v i o l e t i r r a d i a t i o n in I n d i a n Muntja c c e l l s : 
No c o n n e c t i o n wi th a c t i o n on c e l l c y c l e d e l a y . BBA 
Molecu la r C e l l r e s e a r c h . 1052, 1; 1990, Apr; 53 -62 . 
I n d i a n Muntjac j i b r o b l e s t s of t h e SV-40 t ransformed 
l i n e SVM a r e h y p e r s e n s i t i v e t o UV and a f t e r UV i r r a d i a t i o n 
have d e f e c t i v e p o s t r e p l i c a t i o n r e c o v e r y and a h igh l e v e l of 
s i s t e r chromat id exchange and chromesome o b s e r r a t i o n s . The 
e f f e c t of c a f f e i n e on i r r a d i a t e d DM c e l l s due t o i t s i n h i b i -
t i o n of p o s t r e p l i c a t i o n r ecove ry wi th subsequent formation of 
WA double S t randed breaks a t t h e s t r a n d gaps a r e produced. 
— , , AUTONOMOUS 
144. PRIEDLANDER (C Wa) , LAMOUREUX (C) and PRICE tGB) cCNA 
c l o n e s c o n t a i n s autonomous r e p l i c a t i o n a c t i v i t y . BBA 
gene s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1174 ,3 ; 1993, Sept ;241-57 
D e s c r i b e s t r a n s c r i p t i o n as a r e g u l a t o r y event i n 
mammalian DNA r e p l i c a t i o n . Two of t h r e e cENA c l o n e s (343, 
363) c o n t a i n i n g ' 0 ' f ami ly r e p e t i t i v e sequences , a f t e r 
subc lon ing i n t o PBR 322 and t r a n s f e c t i o n i n t o He La c e l l s , 
were c a p a b l e of autonomous r e p l i c a t i o n . One of t h e s e CDNA 
c l o n e s 343 i s en r i ched by s e l e c t i o n fo r pftly (A)+ RNA. In 
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con t r a s t non of f ive Alu-containing t r a n s c r i p t s was capable 
of autonomous r e p l i c a t i o n in human c e l l s . 
— , — , BIDIRECTIONAL 
145. TASHEVA (Elena S) and ROUFA (Donald J ) . Mammalian 
o r i g i n of b i d i r e c t i o n a l ENA r e p l i c a t i o n within the 
Qiinese Hamster RPS14 Locus, Molecular and Cel lu lar 
Biology. 14,9; 1994, Sept; 5628-35. 
Two complementry experimental approach b i d i r e c t i o n a l 
DNA r e p l i c a t i o n . DNA binding s i t e s for a la rge na of t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n f a c t o r s , r e p l i c a t i o n pro te ins and mammalia encog-
enes as wel l as s eve ra l* nuc leo t ides repeat motifs , an AT 
r i ch o r ig in and a sequence t h a t i s l i k e l y t o bend the EWA. 
— , — , CELL FREE, HUMAN CELL 
146. DMARMATILAKA (Amitha J) and RAQUEL (Jul ia) Cell free 
r e p l i c e t i o n of the human papil lorao-virus (HPV) DNA 
with homologous v i r u l El and E2 p r o t e i n s , and human 
c e l l e x t r a c t s . Currant Science, 66, 9; 1994, Sept/ 
690 - 4 . 
I t i s f i r s t homelogous c e l l f ree I»IA r e p l i c a t i o n for 
a HPV. The r e p l i c a t i o n of t h e HPV-11 o r ig in was achieved by 
us ing human 293 c e l l s e x t r a c t s supplenent pur i f i ed from 
i n s e c t c e l l s infec ted with recombinant becu lov i ruses . 
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— ^ — , DOUBLE STRAND 
147. KNAPPIK (Achira) and PLUCKTHUM (Andreas), DNA replica-
tion triggered by double stranded breaks in E.Coli : 
Dependence on homologous recombination function. 
Biotechniques. 17, 4; 1995, Apr/ 754 - 61. 
Homologous recombination dependent DNA replication 
(RDR) of a cos site -carrying plasmid is a demonstrated in 
E.Coli cells express A terminase that introduces a double 
stranded break into the cos site. RDR occurs in normal 
wild type cells. 
, — , ENCODING URACIL DNA GLYCOSYLASE, VACCINIA VIRUS 
148. MILLNS (AK) and DELANGE (AM). Vaccinia virus encoded 
uracil DNA glycosylase has an essential role in viral 
rWA replication. Virology. 198, 2; 1993, May; 504-13. 
The vaccinia virus conditional lethal tempreture sen-
sitive mutant tsl49 in its ability to replicate its DNA 
genome. The amount of replication is suppressed by several 
orders of magnitude, and the little muk that is replicated 
is not converted to mature linear genomes. 
, — , ESSENTIAL PROTEIN 
149. LAWSON (Catherine) and CAREY (jannette). Bacterio phage 
T7 gene 2.5 protein : An essential protein for DNA 
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replication. Nature. 366, 6451; 1993; 178-82, 
The product of gene 2,5 of bacteriophage T7 a SS DNA 
binding protein physically interacts with the phage encoded 
gene 5 protein (DNA polymerase) and gene 4 proteine and 
stimulates their activities. Genetic analysis of T7 phase 
defective in gene 2.5 shows that the gene 25 protin is 
essential for T7 ENA replication and growth. 
, 1 PORK - ANATOMY 
150. ViAGA (shou) and STILL MAN (Bruce) . Antomy of a ENA 
replication fork revealed by reconstitution of SV 40 
ENA replication in vitro. Nature, 369,6477; 1994; 
207 - 15. 
Complete enzymatic replication of DNA from the SV40 
origin has been reconstituated with T.antigen with highly 
profied cellular proteins, ENA polymerase - oC priraase 
functions primarily to synthesize RNA - DNA primers for 
initiation of ENA replication at origin of each fragment. 
— , — , INHIBITION, AVIAN VIRUS 
151. RICHARD (YL) and NIEMAN (Paul E). Completion of a vian 
r e t r o v i r a l ENA r e p l i c a t i o n in te rmedia te i nh ib i t ed by 
an t i s ense RNA. Virology. 200, 2; 1994, May/336-346. 
High level expression of RNA complementary t o sequences 
located near the 3* end of recombinant r e t r o v i r a l vec tors 
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derived from Rous Sarcoma virus inhibited viral replication. 
Stable integration of proviral ENA was not detected in the 
presence of antisense RNA. 
— , — , — , HUMAN GENOME 
152, 2ANNIS (C Wa M) and PRICE (GB). In vivo activity for 
initiation of DNA replication resides in a transcribed 
region of the human genome . BBA gene structure and 
expression. 1174, 3; 1993, Sept/ 258-66. 
Sequtoce analysis of the clone provided three regions 
suitable for use as oligonacleotide primers in a PCR method 
of mapping in vivo site of initiation of DNA replication. 
The initiation zone and a chromosomal origin for EaTA replica-
tion are mapped to a region of 1.6 KbP and were inclusive 
of the sequence detected in c ENA 343, 
— , — , — * SV - 40 
153. LIN (sluan) and KOWALSKI (David). DMA helical insta-
bility facilitates initiation at the SV40 replication 
origin. Journal of Molecular Biology, 235, 2; 
1994; 496 - 507. 
Analysis of mutations in thft b a c t e r i a l and yeast 
r e p l i c a t i o n o r i g in s has i d e n t i f i e d a genet ic component, termed 
a ENA unwinding element (EUE), whose i n s t r i n s i c h e l i c a l 
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i n s t a b i l i t y i s e s s e n t i a l for o r i g i n f u n c t i o n . Ana lys i s of 
o r i g i n m u t a t i o n s i n d i c a t e s t h a t h e l i c a l i n s t a b i l i t y of 
s p e c i f i c EP subdoraain r e q u i r e d t o f a c i l i t a t e T-an t igen 
induced ratlting and the i n i t i a t i o n of DNA r e p l i c a t i o n . 
— , — t MAMMALIAN CELL 
154. MAT SUMOTO (Ken) and OHBA (Rieko) . DNA r e p l i c a t i o n fronr 
i n i t i a t i o n zones of mammalian c e l l s i n model system. 
Molecu la r and C e l l l l a r Bio logy. 14 ,10 ; 1994, 
Oct ; 489 - 96 . 
TXiK r e p l i c a t i o n i n i t i a t e s from t h e r e g i o n c o n t a i n i n g 
an autonomously r e p l i c a t i n g sequence from v i r u s whfen nega-
t i v e l y s u p e r c o i l e d plasraid DNA i s i n c u b a t e d wi th t h e p r o t e i n s 
r e q u i r e d fo r SV-40 ENA r e p l i c a t i o n . This system i s a funda-
menta l p r o c e s s of i n i t i a t i o n of e u k a r y o t i c DN^ r e p l i c a t i o n . 
155. TASHEVA (Elena S) and ROUFA (Donald J ) . Densely methy-
l a t e d DNA i s l a n d s i n mammalian chromosomal r e p l i c a t i o n 
o r i g i n s . Molecu la r and C e l l u l a r B io logy . 14, 9 ; 
1994, Sep t ; 5636 - 44 . 
Densely me thy la t ed MJA sequence i s l a n d s d e s i g n a t e d 
DMIS have been found in chromosomal r e p l i c a t i o n . DMIs a re 
b i l a t e r a l l y me thy la t ed t h a t a r e r e p l i c a t e d t h e i r ENA. 
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, , PLASMID, NEGATIVE CX)NTROL 
156. MUKHOPADHYAY (Gauranga)afld CHATTORAJI (Dhruba K ) . 
Nega t ive c o n t r o l of plasraid DNA r e p l i c a t i o n by I t e r o n s l 
C o r r e l a t i o n w i t h i n i t i a t o r b i n d i n g a f f i n i t y . J o u r n a l 
of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry . 269 ,38 ; 1994; 23563 - 8 . 
I n i t i a t i o n of MIA r e p l i c a t i o n and n e g a t i v e c o n t r o l of 
i n i t i a t i o n f requency i n many b a c t e r i a l p lasmids a r e mediated 
by m u l t i p l e b i n d i n g s i t e s ( i t e r o n s ) fo r t h e r e p l i c a t i o n -
eucoded i n i t i a t e r p r o t e i n . A s i n g l e i t e r o n of Plasraid PI , 
when c loned in a mul t i copy v e c t o r , PUC 19, can c o n t r o l r e p l i c a 
t i o n of mini PI p lasmid e f f e c t i v e l y . 
— , — , REPAIR 
157. BEACH (David), HANNON (Gregory J) and STILLMAN (Bruce). 
Differential effect by the P2l CDK inhibitor on pCNA-
dependent DNA replication and repair. Nature. 371, 6497, 
1994; 534-7. 
In mammalian cells, DNA damage increases the levels 
of the nuclear tumour - suppressor P53 resulting in synthesis 
of P21 an inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) P21 may 
also directly block IMJA replication by inhibiting the poly-
ferating the cell nuclear antigen an essential ENA replication 
protein. 
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— , — t ROLLING 
158. NAKAI (Hiroshl). Amplification of bacteriophage Mu 
EWA by rolling circle ENA replication in vitro. Journa1 
of Biological Chemistry. 268, 32; 1993; 23997-24004. 
When m ni Mu DNA was allowed to transpose and replica-
te in vitro over a prolonged period, the product consisted 
not only of simple inserts and cointegrates but also high 
molecular weight I»IA many times the nit length of mini M 
DNA. 
— , f STIMULATION, BINDING SITE 
159. KANDA (Teru) , SEGAWA (K.aoru) and MORI (shozo) . 
Stimulation of pdlymavirous DNA replication by wild 
type p53 through the DN& binding site. Molecular and 
Cellular Biology, 14, 4; 1992, Apr; 2651 - 63. 
Ttie tumor suppressor P53 possesses characteristics 
of a transcription factor, it binds to specific DNA sequences 
and activates transcription from various promoters. Here the 
murine wild type P53 stimulated not only transcription but 
also dependent manner, 
, , T-ANTIGEN 
160. KAUFIAN (Paul D), STILIWAN (Bruce) , MITSIS (Paul G) and 
KADHOGA (James T ) . SY40. o r i g i n and T a n t i g e n - Depen-
dent DNft r e p l i c a t i o n w i th Dros«ph i l a F a c t o r s . I n v i t r o 
Molecu la r and C e l l u l a r Biolo<yy. 14 ,8 ;1994 , Aug;51l4-22 . 
- H I -
DNA r e p l i c a t i o n of double s t a n d SV40 o r i g i n c o n t a i n i n g 
p las ra id . This r e a c t i o n i s dependent upon both longe T -an t igen , 
t h e SV40 encoded r e p l i c a t i o n i n i t i a t o r p r o t e i n and DNA h e l i -
c a s e and a f u n c t i o n a l T a n t i g e n b i n d i n g s i t e a t t h e o r i g i n 
of ENA r e p l i c a t i o n , by u s i n g h i ( ^ l y p u r i f i e d p r o t e i n s . DNA 
s y n t h e s i s i s i n i t i a t e d by Drosoph i l a polymerase < - pr imase 
i n a T-an t igen dependent manner. 
, , TRANSCRIPTION, REVERSE 
1 6 1 . BAD(Yiming) and HULL(Roger). R e p l i c a t i o n I n t e r m e d i a t e s 
of R ice tungro B a c i l l i f o r m v i r u s (RTBV) ENA suppor t a 
r e p l i c a t i o n mechanism I n v o l v i n g r e v e r s e t r a n s c r i p t i o n . 
V i r o l o g y . 201 , 2, 1994, Oct ; 626-33 . 
RTBV r e p l i c a t i o n i n t e r m e d i a t e s i n r i c e p l a n t i n f e c t e d 
wi th t h e v i r u s . The s p e c i f i c molecu les were c i r c u l a r , l i n e a r , 
s u p e r c o i l e d s t r o n g s t e p , s i n g l e s t r a n d e d l i n e a r double 
t r a n d e d h a i r p i n , and double s t r a n d e d wi th SS ex t ens ion MIA 
forms, 
, , , STIMDLJCTION, SV-40. 
162. SAEGUSA (Ytamike) , NAKAGAWA (Tsutorau) and GAL LI (ivo) . 
S t i m u l a t i o n of SV-40 DNA r e p l i c a t i o n and t r a n s c r i p t i o n 
by Alu family sequence . BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i c 
1172, 3 ; 1993, Mar, 274-82 . 
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The sequence mot i f GGAGGC (Alucore) i s p r e s e n t i n t h e 
Alu family r e p e a t s , where i t i s r e q u i r e d f o r RNA polymerase 
I I I p r o p r o t e r f u n c t i o n . Th i s motif i s a l s o found in t h e 
SV-40 o r i g i n of r e p l i c a t i o n . To examine t h e autonomous 
r e p l i c a t i o n of p lasmld ENA. He La c e l l s were t r a n s f e c t e d 
wi th MJA by t h e ca lc ium phospha te method, 2 , 1 0 c e l l s were 
t r a n s f e c t e d w i t h 10 ng of t e s t DNA. 
— , SEQUENCE 
163 , DAVISON (AJ) and MAUTNER (V), DNA sequence of adenovi ru 
40. J o u r n a l of Molecu la t B io loov . 2 3 4 , 4 ; 1993; 1308-16. 
The 34 214 hp DNA sequence of a d e n o v i r u s type 40 
s t r a i n Dugan was de te rmined d i r e c t l y from random fregments 
of v i r i o n TXlh. c loned i n t o a b a c t e r i o p h a g e Ml3 c l o n i n g v e c t o r . 
The r e g i o n encoding t h e C t e rminus of t h i s p r o t e i n i s not 
a p p a r e n t from sequence d a t a , 
164. SINHA (Dipa l i ) BAKHSHI (Meenakshi R) and KIRBY (Edward 
P) Complete c ENA sequence of bov ine <-! a n t i t r y p s i n . 
BBA gene s t r u c t u r e and e x p r e s s i o n . 1130 ,2 ; 1992, 
Mar; 209-12, 
A c ENA, c l o n e encoding for the e n t i r e bovine . ^ 1 -
a n t i t r y p s i n molecule h a s been i s o l a t e d from a Xgt l l bovine 
l i v e r us ing a humdu*< 1 - a n t i t r y p s i n c DNA as p robe . The bovine 
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c DNA was sequenced by the dldeoxy nuc leo t ide chain teirraina-
t i on method. 
165. SMITH (MT), LANGLEY (DB) , YOUNG (PA) and WAKE (RG) . 
Minimal sequence needed t o d e f i n e a f u n c t i o n a l DNA 
t e r m i n a t o r i n B a c i l l u s s u b t i l l s . J o u r n a l of Molecular 
Bio logy . 241, 3 ; 1994; 335 - 40 . 
The 47 bp DNA r e p l i c a t i o n t e r m i n a t o r (IRI) of B a c i l l u s 
s u b t i l l s c o n t a i n s two b i n d i n g s i t e s f o r r e p l i c a t i o n t e r m i n a t o r 
p r o t e i n (RTP), S e l e c t e d t r u n e a t e d t e r m i n a t o r s for RTP r a i s e s 
t h e p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t t h e o v e r a l l a f f i n i t y of RTP for i t s 
DNA t e r m i n a t o r i s n o t t h e s o l e d e t e r m i n a n t of t e r m i n a t o r 
f a n c t i o n . 
, , ENCODING, HOMOLOGUE 
166. CLARKE (Penny) and GILDEN (Donald H). ENA sequftnce of 
a simian v a r i c e l l a v i r u s gene t h a t encodes a homologue 
of v a r i c e l l a z o s t e r v i r u s IE62 and herps simplex v i rus 
ICP4. Virology. 197 ,1 ; 1993, May, 45 - 52. 
The simian v a r i c e l l v i rus (SW) in fec t ion of primates 
i s the counterpar t of v a r i c e l l zos te r v i r u s (VZV) in fec t ion . 
ENA sequencing of SW gene revea l s a coding region 3834 
nac leo t ide in length and aG tc content of 60%. 
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, , EVOLUTION, AUTOCORRELATED 
167. SCHOENIGER (Michael) and HAESELER (Arndt Von) Stochastic 
model for the evolution of auto correlated DNA sequence. 
Journal of Biosciences, 19,2; 1994, Jan, 107 - 9, 
Currently used stochastic models of DNA sequence evo-
lution assume independent and identically distributed nucleo 
tide sites. In this study a procedure that accounts for 
non overlapping correlations among pairs of . sites of ENA 
sequence is developed, 
, , NUCLEOTIDE 
168. i^ OSUGA (Renichi) and HATA (shinge) . Nucleotide 
sequence of a c ENA for mouse squalene expoxidase, 
BBA gene structure and expression. 1260, 3; 1995, 
Feb; 345-8. 
A full length c DNA encoding mouse squelence expoxi-
dase was isolated by screening a mouse liver c DNA with the 
rat squalence eposidase gene as a probe. The producted 
amino-acid sequence of the mouse enzyme contained an PAD 
binding motif and was 93% identical to that of the rat 
enzyme. 
— , — , — , AMINO ACID 
169. NAKAJIMA (Noboru) and SADO (Takashi). Nucleotide 
sequence of a mouse lamin A c ENA and its deduced 
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amino acid sequence, BBA gene structure and expression 
1171, 3; 1993, Jan; 311-4. 
The nucleotide sequence of a mouse lamin A c EWA. 
As human lamim A/Cc DNAs, a large part of the 5 sequence of 
our mouse lamin k was identical and C terminal amino acid 
sequence shared strong homology with the human lamin A 
sequence. 
— , — , — , CODING 
170. VAJAYA (QOURI BS) REMA(V) and KAMATKAft(S) N a c l e o t i d e 
sequence of c DNA cod ing f o r r a t hck t y r o s i n e k i n a s e and 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of i t s gene p r o d u c t . J o u r n a l of Bio-
S c i e n c e s , 18, 2; 1994, J an ; 117 - 9. 
The hck gene i s member of t h e SrC fami ly of non 
r e c e p t o r t y p e t y r o s i n e k i n a s e . Ihe n u c l e o t i d e sequence of 
t h e r a t hck c DNA i s 1,94 k U The n u c l e o t i d e sequence shows 
an open r e a d i n g frame cod ing for a p o l y p e p t i d e of 503 amino 
a c i d s . 
— , — , — , FEVER VIRUS 
171. BLASCO (Rafael), CALVO (Victor) and VINUILA (Eladic) . 
Nucleotide sequence and variability of the inverted 
terminal repetition of fever virus DNA. Virology. 
200, 1; 1994, May;156 - 9. 
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Fever virus genonu is large double strand MJA molecule 
with structural features. Prominent among those feature are 
the presence of lairpin loop structure at the end of the 
ENA molecule and terminal inverted repeats (TTR) . it deter-
mined the sequence of both left fi right DNA ends from virus 
strain. 
, SEQUENCING 
172. ROKOS (Ivan) and MURAGAKI (Vasuteru) . Assembly and 
sequencing of c DNA covering the eitire mouse^-1 (IX) 
collagen chain. Journal of Biological Chemistry. 269, 
30; 1994; 19441 - 6. 
Type IX collagen, a member of the FACIT family of 
collagenows proteins, contains heterotrimeric, molecules of 
distinct (7(<-l (IX), «< 2 (IX) and «»«:-3 (IX) chains. The assembly 
and n .cleotide sequence of a c ENA encoding the entire mouse 
(/'-l (IX) collagen chain. 
— , — , AUTOMATED, QUANTITATIVE DETECTION 
173. CARDER (BA) KOHLI (A) and KELLAM (P) Quantitative 
detection of HIV-1 drug resistence mutations by auto-
mated DNA sequencing. Nature. 365, 6447; 1993; 671-3. 
A coraparision has been made between manual and auto-
mated ENA sequencing procedures to evaluate the ability to 
distinguish mixtures of wild type and mutant sequences. 
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— , — , DINUCLEOTIDES 
174. MINOU (Bina) P e r i o d i c i t y of d i n u e l e o t i d e s i n nucleosome 
d e r i v e d from Simian v i r u s 40 c h r o m a t i n , j o u r n a l of 
Molecu la r 3 i o l q o y . 235, 1; 1994; 198-208. 
The chromat in of s imian v i r u s 40 (SV40) p r o v i d e s a 
model fo r a unique DNA sequence t h a t i s formed i n a s s o c i a t i o n 
w i t h h i s t o r i e s i n v i v o . In ana lyzed p e r i o d i c i t y of d inudeo-
t i d e s i n a c o l l e c t i o n of c l oned nucleosomal DNA fragments 
p r e p a r e d from SV40 chromat in i s o l a t e s under r e l a t i v e l y mild 
c o n d i t i o n s . As t h e r e s u l t an asymmetry and a d i r e c t i o n a l i t y 
i n t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n off c e r t a i n d i n u e l e o t i d e s t o nucleosomes. 
— t — , GENOMIC 
175 . ROLFS (A) and WEBER ( i n e s ) . F u l l y automated , n o n r a d i o a c t i v e 
s o l i d phase sequencing of genomic DNA o b t a i n e d from PCR. 
B io techn iques 17, 4 ; 1995,Apr/ 7 8 2 - 7 . 
N o n r a d i o a c t i v e sequenc ing in ccMsibination with s o l i d 
phase t e m p l a t e p u r i f i c a t i o n i s a powerful method fo r DNA 
a n a l y s i s s p e c i f i c a l l y of PCR gene ra t ed f r agmen t s . To perform 
DNA sequenc ing under o p t i n a l c o n d i t i o n s , i t i s i iecessory 
t o o b t a i n a w e l l p u r i f i e d and 55 DNA t e m p l e t e . 
— , SINGLE STRAND 
176. BUSQUETS (Xavier) and DABAN (joan Ramon) H i s t o n e s 
a s s o c i a t e d wi th s i n g l e s t r a n d e d ENA do not p r e c l u d e 
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the formation of double belical DNA. BBA gene structure 
and expression, 1260, 2; 1995; Jan; 132-8. 
The effect of histone on the reaction of reassociation 
of the two complementary strands of DNA from different sources 
has been investigated. Using the purified (+) and (-) strands 
of the cloned nucleosome DNA fragment at low ionic strength 
indicate the core histones initially bound to one or two 
strands allow the formation of dtaplex DNA. 
— , — , MUTAGENESIS, AMPLIFICATION 
177. CHONG (Shaorong) and GARCIA (George) Oligonucleetide 
directed in vitro mutagenesis method using 55 DNA and 
preferential ENA amplification of the mutated strand. 
Biotechniques. 17, 4; 1995, Apr; 719-22. 
The sequential addition of primers in a PCR enables 
one to prefrentially amplified one of the two strands of 
heteroduplex DNA teraplete. A heteroduplex r»lA templete has 
been generated from a single standad - wild type templete 
and one or more mutagenic oligonuclevtides. 
— , SLIDING CLAMPS 
178. KURIYAN (Jhon) and DONNELL (Mike - 0). Sliding clamps 
of DNA polymerases. Journal of Molecular Biology. 
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234, 4 ; 1993; 915 -25 . 
The d e t e r m i n a t i o n of s t r u c t u r e of t h e p r o c e s s i v i t y 
f a c t o r of E .Col i IX3A polymerase I I I heloenzyme showed t h a t 
t h i s p r o t e i n a c t s t o clamp t h e polymerase on t h e ENA by 
forming a c l o s e d c i r c u l a r s t r u c t u r e t h a t can e n c i r c l e dup lex . 
, STRUCTURE, HAIRY WING-ZINC FINGER PROTEIN ALTERS. 
179. KIM (Jaeseob) and DORSETT ( D a l e ) . Enhancer -b lock ing 
s u p p r e s s o r of h a i r y wing-z inc f i n g e r p r o t e i n of Droso-
p h i l a . a l t e r s I»A s t r u c t u r e . Molecular and C e l l u l a r 
Bio logy . 14, 9; 1994, Sept ; 5645 - 52 . 
The z inc f i n g e r p r o t e i n (SUHW) endoded by t h e supp-
r e s s o r of Hary wing gene . DNA d i s t e r t i o n s a r e involved in 
enhancer b l o d i n g , t h e a b i l i t y of SUHW t o a l t e r DNA s t r u c t u r e 
was examined i n ge t m o b i l i t y . SUHW induces an unusua l changes 
i n t h e s t r u c t u r e of t h e b i n d i n g s i t e DNA. 
, — , NUCLBOPROTEIN 
180. HERMOSO ( jo se M), FRIER (Raimundo) and GUTIERREL 
(Chr i s t ano) . DNA s t r u c t u r e in t h e n u c l e o p r o t e i n complex 
t h a t a c t i v a t e s r e p l i c a t i o n of phage (|) 29 , J o u r n a l of 
B i o l o g i c a l Chemis t ry , 2 69, 15 ; 1994; 11279-84. 
I n i t i a t i o n of phage (() 29 ESSfA r e p l i c a t i o n i s a c t i v a t e d 
by v i r a l p r o t e i n p6 which forms a n u c l e o p r o t e i n complex a t 
t h e r e p l i c a t i o n o r i g i n s . The complex c o n s i s t s of a ENA 
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r i g h t handed super h e l i x corapped artound raultimerlc p r o t e i n 
c o r e . I t de te rmined t h e s u p e r h e l l c a l pa th of DNA in t h e 
complex, 
, — , SEQUENCE, TELOMERE 
1 8 1 . VERMEESCH ( j o r i s Rober t ) and PRICE (CArolyn Mary) . 
Telomeric DNA sequence and s t r u c t u r e fo l l owing d e -
novo t e l o m e r e s y n t h e s i s in Eup lo tes C r a s s u s . Molecular 
and C e l l a l o r Biology, 14, 1; 1994, J a n ; 554-6 , 
Newly s y n t h e s i z e d t e l omere from Eup lo tes c r a s s u s a r e 
50 3p l o n g e r than mature macro n u c l e a r t e l o m e r e . This 
r e s e a r c h p r o v i d e s d e t a i l of newly s y n t h e s i s e d t e l o m e r e s and 
v a r i o u s s t e p s invo lved i n de-novo t e l o m e r e s y n t h e s i s . 
— , — , SOLUTION 
182, ZHANG (Hong) and REVINGTON (Mathew). S o l u t i o n s t r u c t u r e 
of t h e t r p , r e p r e s s o r -r o p e r a t o r MJA Complex. Journa 1 
of Molecular B io logy . 238, 4 ; 1994; 592-614, 
The s o l u t i o n s t r u c t u r e of t h e complex between E,Coli 
t r p h o l o r e p r e s s o r and a 20 b a s e p a i r consensus o p e r a t o r DNA 
were de te rmined , DNA were a s s i g n e d from homonuclear 2DN0EaY 
s p e c t r e of s e l e c t i v e d e u t r a t e d a n a l o g - o p e r a t o r DNA complexes 
and 3D NOESY-HMQC Spectrum ani formly N - l a b e l e d r e p r e s s o r -
o p e r a t e r DNA complex, 
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— , SUPER COILING, HYPERNEGATIVE TRANSCRIPTION 
1 8 3 . DROLET (Marc) and LERAY (F L i u ) . H y p e r n e g a t i v e s u p e r . 
c e l l i n g of t h e DNA t e m p l a t e d u r i n g t r a n s c r i p t i o n e l o n g a -
t i o n i s v i t r o . J o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l Chemis try , 269 , 
3 ; 1 9 9 4 ; 2 0 6 8 - 7 4 . 
S u p e r c o i l e d p lasmid DNAs w i t h r e g a t i v e s u p e h i l i c i t y XK 
s e v e r a l h i g h e r than normal have been i s o l a t e d from E . C o l i 
t o p A m u t a n t s . The f o r m a t i o n of t h e s e h y p e r n e g a t i v e super 
c o i l e d p lasmid ENAs i s a p p e r a n t l y i n d u c e d by t r a n s c r i p t i o n . 
The f o r m a t i o n of h y p e r n e g a t i v e s u p e r c o i l e d p lasmid DNA 
t e m p l a t e i n v i t r o i s shown t o r e q u i r e t r a n s c r i p t i o n e l o n g a t i o n 
and i s t i g h t l y l i n k e d t o R - l o o p format ion d u r i n g t h e t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n e l o n g a t i o n . 
— , — , KINETIC STUDY 
1 8 4 . WANG (Zheuggan) and HARSHEY (Ras lka M). C r u c i a l r o l e 
f o r DNA s u p e r c o i l i n g i n Mu t r a n s p o s i t i o n : A k i n e t i c 
s t u d y . B i o t c h e n l q u e 3 , 1 6 , 3 ; 1 9 9 4 , Mar; 5 1 0 - 4 . 
DNA s u p e r c o i l i n g p l a y s an e n d i s p e n s a b l e r o l e i n an 
e a r l y s t e p o f b a c t e r i p h a g e Mu t r a n s p o s i t i o n . Only f r e e 
energy o f s u p e r c o i l i n g a s s o c i a t e d w i th DNA o u t s i d e t h e Mu 
ends come t o g e t h e r b e f o r e t h e s u p e r c o i l i n g energy « i s u s e d . 
An e s s e n t i a l f u n c t i o n f o r t h e b a c t e r i a l s e q u e n c e s a t t a c h e d 
t o the ends of Mu v i r i o n DNA. 
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— , SYNTHESIS 
185. BULLOCK (Peter A) and DENIS (Deborah). Mapping i n i t i a -
t i o n s i t e s for simian v i ru s 40 I^A synthes is Events in 
v i t r o . Molecular and Ce l lu la r Biology. 14,8, 1994, 
Aug; 5043 - 55. 
Primer RNA-DNA a small RNA-r»IA molecule, was i den t i f i ed 
in recent DNA synthes is s tud ied . The a v a i l a b l e evidence 
i n d i c a t e s t h a t primer RNA-DNA i s the product of the polymerase 
L-primase complex. Primer RNA-DNA i s formed exclus ively on 
lagging s t rand I»JA template?, i t i s synthesized in the 
v i c i n i t y of SV40 o r i g i n . 
186. SAKURAI (Takeshi) , TAKUWA (Noriko) and SHIBA (Reiko) 
Activin A s t imula tes mitogenasis in 3T3 f i b rob l a s t s with-
out ac t iva t ion of mitogen-act ivated pro te in k inases . 
Journa l of Biologica l Chemistry. 269,19; 1994; 
14118-22. 
Activin A s t imulated DNA synthes i s and t r a n s i e n t C-fOs 
expression in quiescent 3T3 f i b r o b l a s t s . The ac t i v in A 
induced DNA synthes is was dose-dependent with a half maximal 
ef fec t obtained a t 0.3 nM. The ac t iva t ion of mitogen ac t iva -
ted pro te in k inase i s not a necessary for a c t i v i n A-induced 
DNA synthes i s in 3T3 f i b r o b l a s t s . 
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— , — , BINDING, INHIBITION 
187. VASSBOTN (FS), LANGELANG (N) and HOLMSEN (H) , Monoclonal 
antibody against PDGP B-chain inhibits PDGF-induced 
DNA synthesis in C3 H fibroblasts and prevent binding 
of PDGF to its receptor, BBA Molecular Cell Research. 
1054, 2; 1990, Sept; 246-9. 
A monoclonal antibody (MAb 6D11) against platelet deriv-
ved growth factor (pDGE) was studied. The MAb6Dll abolishes 
PDGE induced TXik synthesis by clocking PGDF receptor binding. 
, — , DOUBLE STRAND 
188. WITTUNG (permilla) and NORDEN (Bengt). DNA-like double 
helix formed by peptide nucliec acid. Nature, 368, 
6471; 1994> 561-3. 
Importance of the nucleobase In the DUA double helix 
is well understood. Peptide Nucliec acid (PNA) is « DNA 
anologue with a backbone consisting of N-(2 aminoathyl) glycine 
It indicates deoxyribose phosphate backbone is not essential 
for the formation of double helicle DNA structures in 
solution. 
— , , INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL CELL, RAT 
189. SMITH (Roger D), CORPS (Anthony N) and VAUGHAN (Tristan 
J). Activation of AT^ angiotensin receptors induced 
DNA synthesis in a rat intestinal epithelia (RIE-1) 
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C e l l l i n e . B i o c h e m i c a l J o u r n a l , 3 0 2 , 3 ; 1994, Sep ; 
7 9 1 - 8 0 0 . 
The o c t a p e p t l d e hormone a n g i o t e n s i n I I (A I I ) , a p p a r -
e n t l y a c t i n g t h r o u g h t h e AT, G - p r o t e i n c o u p l e d r e c e p t o r i s 
a l s o a m i t o g e n f o r RIE-1 c e l l s . Maximal s t i m u l a t i o n of 
DNA s y n t h e s i s and c e l l u l a r p r o l i f e r a t i o n e c c u r e d a t an A l l 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n of 1 0 - 1 0 0 nM, w i t h h a l f maximal s t i m u l a t i o n 
a t 1 nM. 
, — , NEOMYCIN INHIBITION 
1 9 0 . VASSBOTN ( F S ) , LANGFLAND (N) and HOLMSEN (H) Neomycin 
i n h i b i t s PDGF i n d u c e d LP3 f o r m a t i o n and DNA s y n t h e s i s 
b u t n o PDGF - s t i m u l a t e d u p t a k e of i n o r g a n i c p h o s p h a t e 
i n C3H/10TI /2 f i b r o b l a s t s . BBA m o l e c u l a r C e l l r e s e a r c h , 
1054 , 2 ; 1990 , Sep ; 2 0 7 - 1 2 . 
P r o c i n e PDGF was found t o i n c r e a s e 3H i n o s i t o l 
t r i p h s p h a t e 3H t h y m i d i n e i n c o r p o r a t i o n and 3 2P l e b e l l i n g of 
p o l y p h o s p h o i n o s l t i d e s i n C3H/10T1/2C18 f i b r o b c a s t s . T h i s 
r e s p o n s e of PDGF was n o t i n h i b i t e d by neomyc in (5 mM), t h u s 
DNA s y n t h e s l s e d , b u t n o t c e l l u l a r u p t a k e of i n o r g a n i c 
p h o s p h a t e , 
— , , PROMOTER 
1 9 1 . GOULAOUIC (H) , SUBRA ( F ) , MDUSCADET (JF) , CARTEAU(S) 
and AUCLAIR ( C ) . Exogenous n u c l e o s i d e s p r o m o t e t h e 
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completion of MoMLV DNA synthesis In Goarrested Balb 
C/3T3 fibroblasts. Virology. 200,1; 1994, May; 87-97. 
Studied Moloney murine leukmia virus replication in 
newly infected Balb C/3T3 cells brought to the Go phase by 
seriim depletion. Using the polymerase chain reaction method, 
it showed that virus can be efficiently internalized in not 
proliferating fibroblasts, although reverse transcription of 
the viral RNA in these cells remains uncompleted. It seems 
likely that a lower availability of deoxiribonucleolides in 
GO arrested cells. Inhibitation of reverse transcription by 
hydroxyurea confirms the dependence of this viral step on 
intracellular nucleotide pool rather than on the precise 
arrest point of the host cell cycle. 
— , TRANSCRIPTION 
192. DONNELL (Kimberly) and WENSINK (pieter C) . Insulating 
MJA directs ubiquitous transcription of the Drosophila 
L-1 tubulin gene. Molecular and Cellular Biology. 14, 
9, 1994; Sep ; 6398-408, 
DNA regions that are necessory for the ubiquitous 
expression of the Drosophila - L-1 tubulin gene. The vectors 
for ubiquitous expression of g«ie products and for examining 
the activities. 
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— , — , ANALYSIS 
1 9 3 . LATHAM ( J o n a t h a n R) and STANLEY ( J o h n ) . T r a n s c r i p t i o n a l 
a n a l y s i s o f t h e v i r i o n - s e n s e g e n e s of t h e g e m i n i v i r u s 
b e e t c u r l y t o p v i r u s (BCTV). V i r o l o g y . . 1 9 7 , 1 ; 1 9 9 3 , 
May; 3 1 2 - 9 . 
The genome of t h e BCTV c o n s i s t s of a s i n g l e c i r c u l a r 
IXIA c o n t a i n i n g o v e r l a p p i n g r e a d i n g f r a m e s (DRPs) l o c a t e d on 
b o t h t h e v i r i o n s e n s e and c o m p l e m e n t a r y - s e n s e DNA s k a n d s . 
— , , DOUBLE STRAND 
1 9 4 . AIYAR ( S a r a h E) , HELMANN ( john D) and DEHASETH ( P i c t e r 
L) . Mismatch b u b b l e i n dcx ib l e - s r t r and DNA s u f f i c e s t o 
d i r e c t p r e c i s e t r a n s c r i p t i o n e n i t i a t i o n by E . C o l i 
RNA p o l y m e r a s e . J o u r n a l of B i o l o g i c a l C h e m i s t r y . 
269 ; 1 8 , 1 9 9 4 ; 1 3 1 7 9 - 8 4 . 
F o r m a t i o n of a t r a n s c r i p t i o n c o r a o e t e n t ' o p e n ' complex 
b e t w e e n E . C o l i RNA p o l y m e r a s e and a p rcxno te r , w h e r e b a s e 
p a i r i n g i s d i s r u p t e d , i s a complex p r o c e s s i n v o l v i n g t h r e e 
s t e p s ; r e c o g n i t i o n of s p e c i f i c DNA s e q u e n c e s a c o n f o r m a t i o n 
chantf i n RNA p o l y m e r a s e and I»JA m e l b i n g . 
, , FUNCnON 
1 9 5 . WU ( G u a n g - J e r ) , BANDEA ( c i a n d i a I ) , YANG ( N a i q u a n ) , 
LIEN ( S h u - l i n g ) , and LU ( F u n g ) . T r a n s c r i p t i o n f u n c t i o n 
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of each base pair in the control region of the adeno-
virus VARNAI gene. Virology. 200,1, 1994, May;105-113. 
87 mutants with single base substitution in the control 
region from-44 to + 70 of the adinoviros VARNAI gene were 
generated, including nearly every base pair, to examine the 
role of DNA sequences within control region for regulating 
transcription. The Effect of these mutations on transcrip-
tion of the gene was determined in vitro using cytoplasmic 
RlOO extracts from human K.B.cells. Mutation of the base pair 
at + 43C; + 45T and + 51A in the interblock element moderately 
reduced transcription efficiency of the gene. The unique 
sequence motifs and their exact base pairs were proven to be 
important for regulating transcription of the VARNA 1 gene. 
, — , REVERSE, HN-1 
196. ROUX (Pascal) and CLEVEL (Francois ) . HIV-1 r e verse 
t r a n s c r i p t i o n : A terminat ion s t ep a t the cen t re of 
the genome. Journal of Molecular Biology, 214, 5; 
1994; 651-62. 
During HIV-1 reverse t r a n s c r i p t i o n the plus strand 
of v i r a l DNA i s synthesised a t two d i s c r e t e segments. The 
f i n a l s t r u c t u r e of un in tegra ted l i n e a r HN-1 MIA includes a 
c e n t r a l p lus s t rand over lap . DNA hybridsx gave r i s e t o 
a f f i c i e n t and accura te te rmina t ion . 
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— , TEIANSFORMATION, BACTERIAL 
197, CHEN (H), NELSON (SR) and SHERB/OOD (JL). Enhanced 
recovery of transformatits of Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
after freeze - thaw transformation and drug selections, 
Biotechniques. 16, 4; 1994, Apr; 666-8, 670, 
Freeze thaw-transformation provides a simple and rapid 
method to transform bacteria directly with plasmid DNA. A 
threefold to fourfold increase in transformed colonias per 
microgram of DNA was obtained by freezing cells with liquid 
N Ns dry ice methenol, 
— , TRIPLE STRAND 
198. WASHBROOK (Plinor) and FOX (Keith R) . Al terna te strand 
DNA t r i p l e - h e l i x formation using short ac r id ine - l inked 
o l igonuc leo t ides . Biochemical Jou rna l , 301, 2; 1994, 
Ju ly ; 569-75, 
DNAase I foo tp r in t ing used to examine the formation of 
in termolecular DNA t r i p l e h e l i x a t sequence conta ining adjacent 
block of purines and pyrimidines . The t a r g e t s i t e s GftTgAgC, 
and TgGgCgAg were aloned i n t o longer, DNA and fragments and 
used as subs t r a t e s for DNAase foofcrpinting which examined the 
binding of the ac r id ine l inked o l igonuc leo t ides Acr-TcGc and 
Acr - GcTc r e sp , 
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— , TUMOR VIRUS 
199, BUETTI (Elena) . Stably in teg ra ted mousanaffirnary tximor 
v i r u s long terminal repea t DNA requ i r e s the ectamer 
motifs for ba sa l promoter a c t i v i t y . Molecular and 
Ce l lu la r Biology, 14,2; 1994, Feb; 1191-03, 
In the mouse manroary tximer v i r u s promoter, a tandom 
octamer motifs recognized by ubiqui tous and t i s s u e r e s t r i c t e d 
Oct t r a n s c r i p t i o n f a c t o r s . In s t ab l e t r a n s f a c t a n t s which are 
most r ep re sen ta t i ve s t a t e of p r o v i r a l DNA with respect to both 
number of i n t eg ra t ed DNA templates and chromotin organisa t ion 
The observed t r a n s c r i p t i o n l eve l s may depend both on the 
r e l a t i v e r a t i o of t r a n s c r i p t i o n f ac to r s to DNA tenp la t e s and 
on the r e l a t i v e a f f i n i t y of binding s i t e s , a determined by 
o l igonuc leo t ide competi t ion foo tp r in t ing , 
, UV3 - INDUCED 
200, GHOSH (Rita) and CERUTTI (Peter) . uVB-induced DNA 
breaks i n t e r f e r e with t r a n s c r i p t i o n a l induced of c - fos . 
Molecular and Ce l lu l a r Biology. 13,11; 1993, Nov;6992-9. 
Oxidative s t r e s s may play an important r o l e in ca rc ine -
genic ac t ion of UVB l i g h t , UVB l i g h t induces the growth rela ted 
immediate ear ly gene C-fos t o JB6 mouse epidermal c e l l s , but 
a t the saiDe time i t causes s t r u c t u r a l damage to DNA in p a r t i -
cu la r I»IA s t rands breakage. 
PART - III 
INDICES 
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TITLE IhPEX 
TITLE ENTRY NO. 
1 . Act ion of Caffe ine on DMA r e p l i c a t i o n a f t e r 
u l t r a v i o l e t i r r a d i a t i o n i n I n d i a n Munkjac 
c e i l s , No. connec t i on wi th a c t i o n o l i c e l l 
c y c l e d e l a y . 143 
2 . A c t i v a t i o n of AT^ a n g i o t e n s i n r e c e p t o r s 
induced DMA s y n t h e s i s i n a r a t i n t e s t i n a l 
e p i t h e l i a l (RIE-1) c e l l l i n e . 189 
3 . A c t i v a t i o n of g a s t r i n t r a n s c r i p t i o n i n pan-
c r e A t i c insul inoma c e l l s by CACC promoter 
e lement and 70 KDa sequence - s p e c i f i c DNA 
b i n d i n g p r o t e i n . 22 
4 . A c t i v i n A s t i m u l a t e s m i t o g e n e s i s i n 3 T 3 
f i b r o b l a s t s w i t h o u t a c t i v a t i o n of mitogen -
a c t i v a t e d p r o t e i n k i n a s e s . 186 
5 . A l t e r n a t e s t r a u d DNA t r i p l e - h e l i e fo rmat ion 
u s ing s h o r t a c r i d i n e - l i nked o l i g o n u c l e o t i d e s . 198 
6 . Amino- te rmina l aminoac ids modulate a f a c t o r 
DNA b i n d i n g a c t i v i t y 4 
7 . A m p l i f i c a t i o n of b a c t e r i o p h a g e Mu DNA by 
r o l l i n g c i r c l e DNA r e p l i c a t i o n i n V i t r o 158 
8 . Ana lys i s of two d i s t i n c t s i n g l e straTid DNA b i n -
ding s i t e s on t h e r e c A n u c l e o p r o t e i n f i l a m e n t 26 
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TITLE ENTRY NO. 
9 . Anatomy of DNA r e p l i c a t i o n for revea led 
by r e c o n s t i t u t i o n of sV-40 DMA, r e p l i c a t i o n 
in v i t ro . 150 
10. Assembly and sequencing of C DMA covering the 
entire mouse d-l (IX; collagen chain. 1?2 
11. Bacteriophage T7 gene 2.5 protein: Essential 
protein for DMA replication 149 
12. Binding to DMA of selected iexitropsins and 
effect on prokaryotic topoisomerase activity 11 
13. Biochemical characterization of P22 phage 
modified E. coli Rec. BCD enzyme. 33 
14. Biological method for examining the effect of 
codon changes in a conserved region of DMA 
polymerase. 50 
15. DNA clones contains autonomous replication 
activity 144 
16. DNA cloning expression mutagenesis of C' 
terminal isoleucine genomic structure and 
chromosomal localization of murine 12 -
lipoxygenases 42 
17. Caulobactor DNA methyl transferase that func-
tions only in the predivisionai cell. 1 
18. Cell free replication of human papillomo 
virus (HPV) DNA with homologous viral El and 
E2 proteins and human cell extracts. 146 
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Title Entry No, 
19. Cellular protein interactions with herpes 
simplex virus type-1. 95 
20. Characteristics and significance of DMA-
binding activity of plasmid stabilization 
protein Par D from the board host range 
plasmid RK2 6 
21. Characterization of c DMA Speciet Encoding the 
Tat Protein of Caprine Arthritis Encephalitis 
virus. 63 
22. Characterization of constitutive HSF2 DMA. 
Binding in Mouse embryonal carcinoma cells. 7 
£3. Characterization of rhesus monkey prostate 
specific antigen c DMA. 32 
24. Characterization of Ustiligo maydis SNA binding 
proteins. 18 
25. Chcker board DNA-DNA hybridization. 79 
26. Cloning and analysis of the murine Panconi 
anemia group C c DMA. 39 
27. Cloning and characterization of c DNA encoding 
rat heminsenstive initiation factor kinase. 65 
28. Cloning and characterization of cDNA represen-
tive a putative complement regulatory plasma 
protein from barred sand bass (Parablex 
neblifer) 40 
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TTITLE ENTRY UO, 
29. Cloning and characterization of an 
evolutionary divergent DNA binding sub-
unit mammalian TF III C. 9 
30. cloning and characterization of gene encoding 
methyl accepting chemotaxis protein in 
Bacillus subtiJxs. 64 
31. Cloning and sequence analysis of a cDNA codling 
for the marine DNA ligase I enzyme. 68 
32. Clotting and sequence analysis of a novel 
number of the single stranded DNA - binding 
protein family. 19 
33. Cloning and sequencing analysis of DNA gyrase 
gene from Mycobacterium tuberclosis. 46 
34. Cloning and sequencing of bone morphogenetic 
protein 4 cDNA from fetal rat calviral cell. 49 
35. Cloning and sequencing of porcine moesin and 
radixin cDNA and identification of highly 
conserved domains 45 
36. Cloning, sequencing and expression of the 
gene encoding the VP2 protein of the human 
group B rotavirus ADRY 69 
37. Complementation and recombination between 
mutants of complementary sense genes of DNA 
of Abutilon mosai-c virus. 78 
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TITLE ENTRY NOn 
3 8 . Complementation of mutant and wild type 
human m i t o c h o n d r i c a i DMA. C o - a x i s t i n g s i n c e 
the muta t ion even t and l ack of complementa-
t i o n of DNAs i n t r o d u c e d s e p e r a t e l y i n t o a 
c e i l w i t h i n d i s t i n c t o r g a n a l l e s . 122 
3 9 . Complete cDNA sequence of bovine a - 1 a n t i -
t r y p s i n . 164 
4 0 . Completion of av ian r e t r o v i v a l DNA r e p l i c a -
t i o n i n t e r m e d i a t e i n h i b i t e d by a n t i s e n s e RNA, 151 
4 1 . Coopera t ive b i n d i n g of an u l t r a b i t h o r a x 
hameodomain p r o t e i n to nearby a d i s t a n t 
DNA s i t e s . 30 
4 2 . Coopera t ive DNA p r o t e i n i n t e r a c t i o n s . 97 
4 3 . C r u c i a l r o l e f o r o r^ s u p e r c e i l i n g i n Mu 
t r a n s p o s i t i o n : A k i n e t i c s t u d y . 184 
4 4 . C r y s t a l l i z a t i o n and X-ray s t u d i e s of t h e 
DNA - b i n d i n g domain of OmpR p r o t e i n , a 
p o s i t i v e r e g u l a t o r invo lved i n a c t i v a t i o n 
of osmoregu la to ry genes i n H» c o l i . 2U 
4 5 . Data on the occurence and e v o l u t i o n of 
s e t e l l i t e DNA f a m i l i e s i n the l a c e r t i d 
genome. 31 
46. Decatenating activity E. coli DNA gyrase and 
topoisomerase I and III during ariC and p©R322 
DNA replication in vitro. 141 
- 135 -
TITLE ENTRY NOi^  
4 7 . Densely methy la ted DMA ^ i s l a n d s i n 
mammalian chromosomal r e p l i c a t i o n o r i g i n s . 155 
484 D i e l e c t r i c s t u d i e s of ion f l u c t u a t i o n and 
cha in bending i n n a t i v e , DMA. 104 
4 9 . D i f f e r e n t i a l e f f e c t s bv the p2lCDK i n h i b i t o r 
on PcNA - dependent DMA r e p l i c a t i o n and r e p a i r t 157 
5 0 . D i s t i n c t B a c t e r i o p h a g e s ' s h o r e i n ex t remely 
conserved DMA f ragment . 77 
5 1 . DNA b i n d i n g a c t i v i t y of g luco c o r t i c o i d 
r e c e p t o r i s s e n s i t i v e to redox changes i n 
i n t a c t c e l l s , 3 
52 . DNA b i n d i n g c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of a novel a n t i -
tumo r benzo - (A) phenaz ine d e r i v a t i v e NC : 
s p e c t r o s c o p i c and v i s c o m e t r i c s t u d i e s . 8 
5 3 . DNA-binding of h i s tone Hle -c v a r i a n t s to cpG r i c h 
DNA c o r r e l a t e s w i th t h e i n h i b i t o r y e f f e c t on 
enzymic DNA m e t h y l a t i o n , 31 
5 4 . DNA b i n d i n g p r o t e i n as s i t e s p e c i f i c n u c l e a s e s 16 
5 5 . DNA-binding p r o t e i n HMG-1 inhances p r o g e s t e r o n e 
r e c e p t o r b i n d i n g t o i t s t a r g e t DNA sequences . 15 
5 6 . DNA b i n d i n g s p e c i f i c i t y and t r a n s a c t i v a t i n g 
p o t e n t i a l of leukemia a s s o c i a t e d E2A h e p a t i c 
leukemia f a c t o r f u s i o n p r o t e i n , 28 
- 136 -
TITLE ENTRY NO, 
5 7 . DNA-bindinq s p e c i f i c i t y of t he hepa tocy te 
n u c l e a r f a c t o r 3 fork head domain i s i n -
f luenced by aminoacid r e s i d u e s a d j a c e n t to 
the r e c o g n i t i o n h e l i x . 12 
5 8 . DMA b i n d i n g s p e c i f i c i t y of u l t r a b i i t h o r a x 
i s modulated by c o - o p e r a t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n s 
wi th e x t r a d e n t i c l e a n o t h e r homeoprotein 27 
5 9 . DNA c l eavage induced by g lycab ion Cu, Zn 
sup e rox ide d i s m u t a s e . 36 
6 0 . DMA c l o n i n g f o r a p o t a t i v e c y s t e i n e p r o t e i n a « e 
from deve lop ing seeds of soybean. 38 
6 1 . DNA c lon ing of a p u t a t i v e gene G - p r o t e i n 
coupled r e c e p t o r from b r a i n . 44 
6 2 . DMA-helical , i n s t a b i l i t y f a c i l i t a t e s i n i t i a -
t i o n a t the SV-40 r e p l i c a t i o n o r i g i n . 153 
6 3 . DNA hypomethyla t ion and d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i n 
f r i e n d Leukemia c e l l v a r i a n t s . 84 
6 4 . DNA l i k e double h e l i x formed by p e p t i d e 
n u c l e i c a c i d . 188 
6 5 . DNA p r o t e i n c o o p e r a t i v i t y i n the assembly and 
s t a b i l i z a t i o n of Mu s t r a n d - t r a n s f e r complex. 127 
6 6 . DNA; t y p e - 1 t opo i somera se , modula t ion by c h r o -
mat ic a s s o c i a t e d p r o t e i n s . 136 
- 137 -
TITLE ENTRY NO, 
6 7 . DNA r e p l i c a t i o n fork can pass RNA p o l y -
merase w i t h o u t d i s p l a c i n g the n a s c e n t 
t r a n s c r i p t . 142 
6 8 . DNA-rep l i ca t ion from i n i t i a t i o n zones of 
mammalian c e l l s i n model sys tem. 154 
6 9 . DNA r e p l i c a t i o n of ch imer ic JC Virus -
^Simian v i r u s 4 0 . 140 
70 . DNA r e p l i c a t i o n t r i g g e r e d by couble s t r anded 
b r e a k s i n E. c o l i : Dependence on homologoos 
recombina t ion f u n c t i o n . 147 
7 1 . DNA sequence a f f e c t s nucleosorae o r d e r i n g on 
r e p l i c a t i n g p lasmids i n t r a n s f e c t e d COS-1 
c e l l s and v i t r o . 88 
7 2 . DNA sequence of adenov i rus - 40 163 
7 3 . DNA sequence of a s imian v a r i c e l l a v i r u s 
gene t h a t encodes a homologue of v a r i c e l l a 
z o s t e r v i r u s /E62 and herps simplex v i r u s 
IC P4 . 166 
74 . DNA s t r u c t u r e i n t h e n u c l e o p r o t e i n complex 
t h a t a c t i v a t e s r e p l i c a t i o n of phage 0 2 9 . 180 
7 5 . Dominent nega t i ve a l l e l e of E. c o l i uvviiir D 
gene encoding DNA h e l i c a s e : A b iochemica l and 
g e n e t i c c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n . 62 
- 138 -
TITLE ENTRY NO, 
76. Down regulations of nuclear aryl hydro-
carbon receptor DMA binding and transac-
tivation functions : Requirement for 
labile or enducible factor. 29 
77. Early gene regulates (Eg r-1) the activity 
of the Thymidine Kinase Promoter at the QO 
to Gl Transition of the cell cycle. 132 
78. Effect of cDNA copy number on secretion rate of 
activated protein C. 51 
79. Effect of concentration MgClg on random -
amplified DMA polymerphism. 129 
80. Effect of histone HI and DNA methylation on 
transcription. 120 
81. Enhanced recovery of transformants of Agro-
bacterium, tumefaciens after freeze-thaw 
transformation and drug selection. 197 
82. Enhancement of receptor gene de nove methy-
lation by DNA fragments from the a - feto 
protein control region. 119 
83. Enhancer blocking suppressors of hairy wing 
zinc finger protein of Drosophila alters 
DNA structure. 179 
84. Fts protein : New factors that regulate 
immunoglobulin heavy chain gene expression. 100 
- 139 -
TITLE ENTRY NOn 
8 5 . Exogenous n u c l e o s i d e s promote the comple-
t i o n of Mo MLV DMA s y n t h e s i s i n G o r r e s t e d 
Baib of 3T3 f i b r o b l a s t s . 191 
8 6 . F i r s t z inc b ind ing domain of Uvr A i s not 
e s s e n t i a l f o r Uvr ABC media ted DMA e x c i s i o n 
8S^. F r a m e - s p e c i f i c symmetry of complementry s t r a n d s 
of DNA s u g g e s t s the e x i s t e n c e of genes on the 
a n t i s e n s e s t r a n d . 61 
8 9 . F u l l l e n g t h DNA encoding mouse a d r e n o x i n . 70 
90 . F u l l y automated n o n r a d i o a c t i v e s o l i d phase 
sequencing of genomic DNA ob ta ined from PCR. 175 
9 1 . Gadd and MgD genes d e f i n e a novel s e t of 
mammalian genes encoding a c i d i c p r o t e i n s the 
s y n e r g i s t i c a l l y supp re s s c e l l g rowth . 72 
92 . GATA type z i n c f i n g e r motif c o n t a i n i n g 
sequences and oene t r a n s c r i p t i o n f a c t o r s of 
t h e s i l k work Boiribyx m o r i . 71 
9 3 . Gene e x p r e s s i o n of p a n c r e a t i c type phospho-
l i p a s e A2 i n r a t o v a r i e s : s t i m u l a t o r y a c t i o n on 
p r o g e s t e r o n e r e l e a s e . 56 
94 . Gene-s ized DNA molecule encoding the c a t a l y t i c 
s u b u n i t of DNA polymerase a - i n t h e macro-
n u c l e o u s . 59 
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TITLE ENTRY N0« 
95. Genetic analysis through DMA finger 
printing of captive population of geese. 74 
96. Genetic and biochemical studies of bacterio-
phase T4 DMA polymerase 3-5 76 
97. Genetic organization of the cor^ugal DMA 
processing region of the Inc W plasmid R 388 75 
98. Genome characterization and identification of 
viral associated ds DMA component of banana 
burchy top virus. 34 
99. G protein subunit mRNA levels in rat heart, liver 
adipose tissues : Analysis by DMA excess 
solution hybridization. 81 
100. Histone associated with single stranded 
DMA do not preclude the formation of double 
helical DNA. 176 
101. HIV-1 reverse transcription, a termination 
step at the centre of the genome. 196 
102. Human dihydrolipoamide succing transferase 
cDNA cloning and localization on chromosome. 43 
103. Human ribosomal protein L4: cloning and 
sequencing of cDNA and primary structure of 
protein. 48 
- 141 -
TITLE ENTRY NQti 
104. Hydrophobic DNA b i n d i n g of e spe rmic in 
r e q u i r e s confo rmat iona l d i s t o r a t i o n of 
the h o s t DNA. 14 
105 . Hypernega t ive supercoi j^ing of t h e DNA 
t empla t e du r ing t r a n s c r i p t i o n e l o n g a t i o n 
i n v i v o . 183 
106. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of DNA b ind ing p r o t e i n s 
i n v a c c i n i a v i r u s by DNA - p r o t e i n c r o s s 
l i n k i n g . 23 
107. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of DNA topo i somerases 
i nvo lved i n imned ia t e and t r a n s i e n t DNA 
r e l a x a t i o n induced by hea t shock in E. c o l i . 1 3 7 
108. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of h igh a f f i n i t y b i n d i n g 
s i t e s fo r dex - A which d e f i n e new DNA 
damage i n d u c i b l e genes i n E. c o l i . 53 
109. I n d u c t i o n of t h e DNA, b ind ing a c t i v i t y 
of C-Jun/C Fos h e t e r o d i m e r s by the hepa-
t i t i e s p v i r u s t r a n s a c t i v i t o r , px. 5 
110. I n h i b i t i o n of CpG m e t h y l a t i o n l i n k e r 
DNA by Hi h i s t o n e . 115 
111 . I n s u l a t i n g DNA d i r e c t s u b i q u i t o u s 
t r a n s c r i p t i o n of the d r o s o p h i l a a - 1 
t u b u l i n gene . 192 
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TITLE ENTRY NO. 
112 . I n t e r a c t i o n between h e a t shock f a c t o r 
and hsp 70 i s s u f f i c i e n t t o suppres s 
i n d u c t i o n of D^NIA b i n d i n g a c t i v i t y i n v i v o . 91 
i l 3 . I n t e r a c t i o n of b a c t e r i a l RNA polymerdse 
wi th two d i f f e r e n t p romoters of phage T7 
DNA: conformat iona l a n a l y s i s . 102 
114. I n t e r a c t i o n of hedamycin and DC 92-p in a 
s equence , s e l e c t i v e manner w i th DNA i n 
i n t a c t human c e l l s . 99 
115. I n t e r a c t i o n s of the n u c l e o t i d e a s s o c i a t e d 
DNA b i n d i n g p r o t e i n H-NS wi th a r e g u l a t o r y 
r e g i o n s of t h e o s m o t i c a l l y c o n t r o l l e d pro-U 
operon of E. c o l i 93 
116. In v ivo a c t i v i t y f o r i n i t i a t i o n of DNA 
r e p l i c a t i o n r e s i d e s in a t r a n s c r i b e d 
r e g i o n of the human genome. 152 
117. I s o l a t i o n and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of a r i c e 
cDNA which encodes the Bukaryot ic i n i t i a -
t i o n f a c t o r 4A. 104 
118. OJsolation and e x p r e s s i o n of murine and 
r a b i t cDNA encoding and a 1,2 mannosidase * 
invo lved in p r o c e s s i n g of a s p a r a g i n e l inked 
o l i g o s a c c h a r i d e s . 55 
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TITLE ENTRY NO. 
119. Isolation of CDNA from Brassica napus 
encoding the biotin binding and trans-
carboxylese domains of acetyle Co-A corbo-
xylase: asignment of the domain structure 
in a full length Arapidopsis thaliana 
genomic clone. 110 
120. Isolation of genomic DNA from avian whole 
blood. Ill 
121. Isolation of mouse Gdlgi mannosidase 
cDNA a member of a gene family conserved 
from yeast to mammals. 106 
122. Ligand - induced conformational states of 
the cystosine - specific DNA methyl trans-
ferase, MHga I. 52 
123. Ligand modulates the conversion of DNA bound 
Vitamin D3 receptors (VDRJ homodimers into 
VDR - retenoid X-receptor heterodimers. 86 
124. Major histocompatibility complex class II 
promoter binding protein RFX (NF-X; is a methyla-
ted DNA binding protein. 17 
125. Mammalian origin of bidirectional DNA , 
replication within the Chinese Hamster 
RPSI4 locus. 145 
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TITLE ENTRY NO. 
1 2 6 . Mapping i n i t i a t i o n x s i t e s for 
s imian v i r u s - 40 DNA s y n t h e s i s 
Events i n v i t r o 185 
127. M e l t i n g of a DKA hel iK terminus w i t h i n 
the a c t i v e s i t e of a DNA polymerase . 114 
128. Minimal seguence needed to de f ine a func -
t i o n a l DNA t e r m i n a t o r i n B a c i l l u s s u b t i l i s 165 
129. Mismatch bubble i n double s t r a n d DNA 
s u f f i c e s to d i r e c t p r e c i s e t r a n s c r i p t i o n 
i n i t i a t i o n by E. c o l i RNA polymerase 194 
130. Molecu l a r c lon ing and b i o l o g i c a l a c t i v i t y 
of a noval deve lopmen ta l l y r e g u l a t e d gene 
encoding a p r o t e i n w i t h a-f> t r a n s d u c t i o n 
l i k e s t r u c t u r e . 67 
1 3 1 . Molecu la r c lon ing and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of 
the pgm gene encoding phosphoglucomutase 
of E. c o l i . 66 
132. Molecu l a r c lon ing and e x p r e s s i o n of human 
r i b o n u l c e a s e 4 CDNA. 41 
133. Molecu la r c lon ing and seguencinq of r a t 
t r a n s c r i p t i n male a c c e s s o r y sex organs of 
r a t s . 47 
134. Monoclonal an t ibody a g a i n s t PPGF B-cha in 
i n h i b i t s PDGF - induced DNA s y n t h e s i s i n 
C3 H f i b r o b l a s t s and p r e v e n t b i n d i n g PDGF to 
i t s r e c e p t o r . 187 
- 145 -
TITLE ENTRY NO. 
135. Mouse mitochondrial DNA as a cytoplasmic 
marker 121 
136. Multiple deletions in mitochondrial DNA 
are presents in senscent .mouse brain. 123 
137. Mutation in the DNA mismatch repair gene 
homologue is associated with hereditery non 
polyposis colon cancer. 125 
138. Mutations of vaccinia virus DMA topoisomerase 
I that stabilize the cleavage complex. 126 
139. Negative control of plasmid DMA replication 
by interons. 156 
140. Neomycin inhibits PDGF induced LP3 formation 
and DNA synthesis but not PDGF - stimulated 
uptake of inorganic phsophate in C3H/10 T V2 
fibroblasts. 190 
141. New overlapping gene encoded by the cucumber 
ynosaic virus (CMVj genome. 73 
142. New start site for E. coli RNA polymerase 
at an engineered short region of non-comple-
mentarity in double strand DNA. 54 
143. Nucleotide sequence and variability of the 
inverted terminal repitition of fever virus 
DNA 171 
144. Nucleotide sequence of a cDNA for mouse 
squalence epoxidase. 168. 
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TITLE ENTRY NO, 
145. Nuclestide sequence of cDNA coding for 
rat Rck tgrosine kinase and characterization 
of its gene product. 170 
146. Nucleotide sequence of a mouse lamin AcOKA 
and its deduced amino acid sequence. 169 
147. Nucleotides substitutions differentially 
affect direct repeat and palindromic thyroid 
hormones response element. 89 
148. Oligonucleotide directed in vitro mutagenesis 
method using SS DNA and proferential DNA ampli-
fication of the mutated strand. 177 
149. Origin of the asymmetrical contact between 
lac repressor and lac operator DNA. 96 
150. Overproduction, isolation and DNA binding 
characteristics of Xre, the repressor protein 
from the Bacillus subtilis defective prophage 
PBSX. 108 
151. Pausing of the restriction endonuclease Eco Rl 
during linear diffusion on DNA. 113 
152. Periodicity of dinucleotides in nucleosomes 
derived from simian virus 40 chromatin. 174 
153. Phosphorylation-dependent interaction of 
adinovirus proterminai protein with the virai 
origin of DNA replication. 101 
- 147 -
TITLE ENTRY NO. 
154. Photoafinity labeling of DNA template 
primer binding site in E. coli DNA poly-
merase I : Identification of involved amino 
acids. 60 
155. Production of a vector to facilitate DNA 
mutagenesis and recombination. 
156. Promoter targeting by adenovirus through 
interaction with different cellular DNA 
binding domains. 
131 
94 
157. P r o t e i n DNA i n t e r a c t i o n s w i t h i n DNase I 
h y p e r s e n s i t i v e s i t e l o c a t e d downstream of the 
HIV-I p romoter . 98 
158. P r o t e i n p h o s p h o r e l a t i o n and c o n t r o l of 
c h o r i n gene a c t i v a t i o n though temporal mobi-
l i z a t i o n of the promoter DNA b i n d i n g f a c t o r 
from the cytoplasm i n t o t h e n u c l e a s e s . 21 
159. Q u n a t i t a t i v e d e t e c t i o n of HIV-I drug r e s i s -
t ance mu ta t i ons by automated DNA s e q u e n c i n g . 173 
160. Redox and DNA r e p a i r a c t i v i t i e s of Ref-1 a r e 
encoded by nonover lapping domains. 138 
161 . R e g u l a t i o n of e a r l y gene e x p r e s s i o n s of hQman 
p a p i l l o m a v i r u s type 16 by i n f l a m a t o r y cy tok ines . 133 
162 . R e g u l a t i o n of E p s t e i n - B a r r v i r u s d i v e r g e n t 
promoter by DNA m e t h y l a t i o n . 117 
- 148 -
TITLE Enterv No. 
163 . Repai r of o x i d a t i v e damage w i t h i n the 
m i t o c h a n d r i a l DMA of RlNr 38 c e l l . 124 
164. R e p l i c a t i v e i n t e r m e d i a t e s of Rice tungro 
B a c i l l i form v i r u s (RTBV) DNA s u p p o r t a r e p l i -
c a t i o n mechanism, i n v o l v i n g r e v e r s t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n . 161 
165. Reverse gyrase wi th an unusua l s t r u c t u r e . 90 
166. Role of Anisomorphic DNA c o n f i r m a t i o n s i n 
the Nega t ive R e g u l a t i o n s of a Herpes Simplex 
Vi rus typed p romote r . 1^4 
167. S e q u e n c e - s p e c i f i c i n t e r a c t i o n s of Uvr A B C 
endonuc lease wi th p s o r a l e n i n t e r s t r a n d c ros s 
l i n k s 92 
168. Simple s u b s t r a c t i o n method fo r the i s o l a t i o n 
of c e l l s p e c i f i c genes u s ing magnet ic monodis-* 
p e r s e polymer p a r t i c l e s . 105 
169. S imp l i f i ed method fo r i s o l a t i o n of genomic 
and plasraid DNA from Leuconostoc mesen teno id . 112 
170. S l i d i n g clamps of DNA po lymerases . 178 
1 7 1 . S o l u t i o n s t r u c t u r e of the t r p r e p r e s s o r 
o p e r a t o r DNA complex 182 
172. S p e c i f i c DNA r e c o g n i t i o n and i n t e r s i t e spac ing 
a re c i r i t c a i f o r a c t i o n of t h e b i c o i d mor-
phogen. 87 
- 149 -
TITLE ENTRY NOti 
173. Stably integrated mouse mammary tumour 
virus long terminal repeat DMA requires the 
octamer motifs for basal promoter activity. 199 
174. Stimulation of polyomavirus DNA replication 
by wi ld type p 53 through the DNA b i n d i n g s i t e . 1 5 9 
175. S t i m u l a t i o n of SC-40 DNA r e p l i c a t i o n and t r a n s -
c r i p t i o n by Alu fami ly sequence . 162 
176. S t o c h a s t i c model for t h e e v o l u t i o n of au to 
c o r r e l a t e d DNA sequence . 167 
177. SV-40 o r i g i n and T. a n t i g e n dependent DNA 
r e p l i c a t i o n wi th Drosoph i l a F a c t o r s i n v i t r o . 160 
1 7 8 . Telomeric DNA sequence and s t r u c t u r e fo l lowing 
denovo te lomere s y n t h e s i s i n Euplopses Cra s sus .181 
179. Topoisomerase I a c t i o n on the h e t e r o c h r o -
mat ic DNA from t h e b r i n e s t r imp Arkemia 
f r a n c i s e a n a s t u d i e s i n v ivo and v i t r o . 85 
180. T r a n s c r i p t i o n f u n c t i o n of each base p a i r i n 
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